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ABSTRACT
REWRITING SPINSTERHOOD: SINGLE WOMEN IN AMERICAN AND BRITISH
WOMEN’S NOVELS SINCE 1960
Kimberly Volmer, Ph.D.
Department of English
Northern Illinois University, 2018
Kathleen Renk, Director
This dissertation argues that stereotypes about the Victorian spinster continue to
influence the depiction of the single woman in American and British literature since 1960.
Perceived as a threat to heteronormative culture, the single woman protagonist must contend
with stereotypes of the “old maid” and the “spinster” that culminate in three characteristics of
single woman fiction: that the protagonist is perceived as an object of speculation, that she must
answer for her singlehood, and that she should find work caring for a surrogate family. Writers
engage in several narrative strategies to deflect, revise, and occasionally reinscribe stereotypes of
single womanhood. A protagonist may rely on heterotopic memory to seize authority over her
own history and that of the larger culture. She may also engage in the domestic quest narrative,
seeking out other women to create a safe space from which they will create and share artistic or
intellectual work with one another. The single woman protagonist may even find that in her
attempts to retain sexual and economic autonomy from men that she is perceived as a danger to
subsequent generations of women. Each narrative strategy underscores the significance of the
single woman protagonist, and her connection to the Victorian spinster, to women’s literary
histories and to novel studies as a whole.
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CHAPTER ONE: SPINSTERHOOD AND THE SINGLE WOMAN: AN INTRODUCTION
“[T]he increasing social visibility of the single woman, from the middle of the nineteenth century
onwards, is accompanied by explicit and covert attempts to control the sexual significance of the
changing social definition of the single woman, so as to minimize the threat she could pose to the
patriarchal sexual regime” (D’Cruz 195).
Doreen D’Cruz argues that female singleness has been a site of contested meanings since
at least the seventeenth century wherein “[t]he sexual dedication of woman either to God or to
man, as mapped out by the masculine imaginary, gives substance to the suggestion that female
singleness represents a disruption that has to be neutralized or contained through the negative
identification of the single woman as a sexual reject” (194). This stigma of “sexual reject”
informs the conflation of the terms “spinster” and “old maid.”1 In her study of spinsterhood,
Naomi Rosenthal notes that “spinster” “literally means a person who spins, probably reflecting a
task that once belonged to unmarried women,” but by “the seventeenth century . . . the term had
become ‘the proper legal designation’ for women ‘still unmarried,’ no matter what their age or
eventual marital intentions” (10). Moreover, the eighteenth century saw the term “spinster” used
interchangeably with “old maid” who “was not only an ‘unmarried’ woman, but also one

1

Kate Bollick traces the negative shift in the meaning of “spinster” to the American colonies
where “spinster became synonymous with the British old maid, a disparagement that cruelly
invokes maiden (a fertile virgin girl) to signify that this matured version has never outgrown her
virginal state, and is so far past her prime that she never will” (17). Bollick’s reading of the shift
in meaning confirms Rosenthal’s, though Bollick emphasizes the change within American
culture. I include Bollick here to stress the relevancy of the spinster to both American and British
fiction.
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‘beyond the usual age for marriage,’ and the term . . . was used in such a way as to connote the
sometimes foolish ‘habits characteristic of such a condition’” (Rosenthal 10).2 “Spinster,” then,
had come to function as a prescriptive identity, denoting a woman whose presumed inability to
marry led to ridicule, “calling up simultaneous images of the ‘trappings and infirmities’ of
advanced age and the presumably innocent status of maidenhood and its employments”
(Rosenthal 10). The very image of this pejorative use of “spinster” functions discursively in the
service of heteronormative ideology to limit women’s possibilities for living their lives partnered
or not according to their own desires: only the elect are granted respect for their choice to live
apart from men, usually in the service of God, while the rest are deemed reproductive failures
and foolish old women.
For Rosenthal, “the spinster, who was once a common figure in American popular
culture, has all but vanished from the scene” (ix). Yet the claim appears prematurely, echoing
other celebratory pronouncements about the state of female singleness in the twentieth century,
like those made by Nina Auerbach who writes, “Marriage does not own women in the twentieth
century. It does not give us love and work; these, we assume, are our birthrights” (Foreword x).
Though marriage may no longer “own women in the twentieth century,” or presumably into the
twenty-first century, and though contemporary readers seldom are confronted with the word
“spinster” as a description of single women of marriageable age, in my dissertation, I posit that
the spinster figure permeates narrative depictions of single woman protagonists and
predominates contemporary women’s literary and cultural imaginations of female singlehood.

2

Peter Razzell offers evidence that in the eighteenth century in England, the average age for a
woman’s first marriage was between 23 and 24 years old. In the American colonies, the average
age of marriage for white women was somewhat younger by three to four years; see also Daniel
Scott Smith.
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First, I offer a couple of brief examples before I explain my methodology and my chapter by
chapter arguments.
One of the more popular manifestations of the single woman in late twentieth-century
British fiction is Helen Fielding’s eponymous Bridget Jones whose 1996 diary tracks her failed
road to personal betterment. The tensions Bridget experiences between self-loathing and selfempowerment result from social preoccupations with single women’s lack of marital status.
Bridget finds herself unable to reconcile contradictory cultural pressures to marry and to remain
independent, self-deprecatingly joking about her single self as a “tragic spinster spurned by all
men” (242), and drunkenly celebrating herself as a “singleton” who represents “a whole
generation of girls . . . who have lots of fun and don’t need to wash anyone else’s socks” (37).
The irreconcilable cultural mandates for wifehood and independence create for single women a
double consciousness, or what Farah Godrej describes as a “double bind.” The double bind
results from the psychological oppression of women to conform to heterosexual narratives of
female success whereby a woman is “both regarded as a person yet depersonalized, trapped in
the neurosis-inducing mystification of contradictory messages that suggest that [she] both [is]
and [is] not inferior” (Godrej 125). Bridget’s eventual choice to pursue a lasting heterosexual
partnership betrays the severe cultural limitations placed on singleness as a viable option for
women. To embrace singlehood and forgo marriage carries with it the social stigma of being
perceived as a failure, incapable of attracting and keeping a man. Even as the choice to remain
single might also signal a woman’s strength and determination to live life on her own terms, as
she ultimately refuses male partnership as a measurement of her success, the single woman still
finds herself defending her choice to remain unpartnered from men.
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Caught between the dual pull of these competing narratives of female achievement,
Bridget Jones obsesses over conforming to standards of female beauty in an effort to become
more attractive to prospective mates and meticulously records the disparagements friends and
family make about her lack of male partner (including all of the self-empowering retorts she
should have made but which only occur to her much later), culminating in what is best described
as a “neurosis-inducing mystification.” As a representative of the late-twentieth century single
woman, Bridget functions as a grotesque, exaggerating the fragmentary effects of the double
bind particular to female singlehood as she bounces back and forth between narratives of failure
and empowerment fueled by cultural narratives of spinsterhood.
Dorothy Bryant’s eponymous Anna Giardino, on the other hand, is an altogether different
expression of single womanhood, yet she, too, finds herself caught in the double bind as she
reflects back on her solitude. Bryant’s 1978 American novel, Miss Giardino, spans seven days in
which an elderly Anna attempts to recover the memory of the event which caused her to wake in
the hospital with mild amnesia. A retired, single teacher who spent her life teaching English to a
student body that grew more distant and disinterested in her and her methods, Anna staunchly
devoted herself to her work, feeling the divisiveness of cultural narratives of failure at different
moments in her life: as an old woman in the hospital, deflecting another patient’s pity at her
childlessness; as a young teacher feeling an illicit attraction to one of her pupils; as a woman
approaching mid-life on vacation in Mexico, allowing herself to be caught up in a young man’s
love affair.
For Anna, the first-generation American daughter of Italian immigrant migrant workers,
dedication and sacrifice to her vocation makes it possible for her to escape her abusive father, to
care for her ailing mother, and to find a place within a country that so firmly rejected her parents.
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To her students and co-workers, Anna embodies the stereotype of the spinster-teacher, the
woman whose work is meant to sustain her and to provide for her a network of children to care
for in place of her own. Fulfilling her womanly duty to care for and instruct others, the spinsterteacher is lauded for her service, though she is still denigrated for her solitude. It is only through
the painful process of reliving her memories that Anna is able to do what Bridget cannot—
embrace her singlehood, purge her life of excesses, and create a self that “is multiple, plastic, and
expansive in its capacity to contain the lives and histories of others” (Zandy 178). In recovering
her memory and embracing all the facets of her painful past, Anna centers the single woman in
the discourses of history and national identity, validating her memory and her experiences as
representative of American immigrant life at the turn of the century and single womanhood in
the latter twentieth century.
As my brief examples illustrate, the literary depiction of a female singlehood enmeshed
in spinster narratives is a transatlantic topic.3 From the autonomy of the Cranford women and the
inhabitants of the utopian Herland to the self-reliance of Sarah Jewell Ornett’s female
protagonists and Sarah Grand’s New Woman, the conversation contemporary British and
American women writers engage in draws from these images of autonomous, strong single
women created by their literary foremothers. At the same time, the literary depiction of twentieth
century single womanhood confronts persistent cultural narratives about woman’s “failed”
romantic life. The single woman protagonist in America and British literature works through

3

I use “transatlantic” in the sense that Susan Manning and Andrew Taylor suggest as the
controlling force of their collection of essays on Transatlantic Studies as an “arrangement [of
essays that] creates a fluidity in the juxtaposition that allows individual excerpts to reflect upon
each other to create a continuous dialogue” (5). The novels of British and American women
writers indicate a shared dialogue focused on the single woman protagonist and her shared
spinster heritage that frees single women’s issues from specifically national-focused dialogues to
suggest the single woman protagonist as a possible area of research in other literatures.
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these conflicting markers of female success as she conveys the exasperating and lasting effects of
cultural narratives of spinsterhood.
The double bind of female singlehood emerges from conflicting narratives of the “heroic
exile” (Auerbach, Woman 124) and the “unhappy, deprived, ‘surplus’ person” (Little 20). The
heroic single woman serves as a model of “female agency and autonomy, coupled with a
dedication to social welfare and justice” (Franzen 5), whereas the surplus woman’s dependent
servitude functions as a warning of the emotional pain of a life without romantic love or the
pleasures of her own household or children. These competing images of spinsterhood illustrate
the culturally created double bind single women must negotiate as they are flooded with “two
central cultural fears[,] that of the female hero, and the starker, still less readily confronted
spectacle of the defeat of the family” (Auerbach, Woman 114). In the public imagination, single
women represent a threat to what is still perceived as a stabilizing force of national identity and
social good: the heterosexual, reproductive family. The “female hero,” the exile who dedicates
herself to God or some other worthy vocation, proves troublesome to patriarchy because she
succeeds without male intervention or protection. Even the assumption that such a choice
requires an act of daring sacrifice suggests a social discourse working hard “to minimize the
threat [the spinster] could pose to the patriarchal sexual regime” (D’Cruz 195). In each of the
novels that I address in this dissertation, the single woman protagonists confront spinster
stereotypes, sometimes internalizing and sometimes rejecting the varying threads of social
narrative that cement the status of the single woman as, more often than not, a failure of
womanhood.4

4

In one of the most oft-quoted essays on the “redundant woman” problem facing Victorian
Britain, H. R. Greg regards single women as objects of abject pity, “compelled to lead an
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Methodology and Theoretical Framework
Because I am ultimately interested in how women writers represent and problematize
competing notions of single womanhood, my readings are heavily influenced by feminist
narratology, “‘the study of narrative structures and strategies in the context of cultural
constructions of gender’” (Warhol, qtd in Mezei, Ambiguous 6-7). In my analysis of ten
American and British novels written by women and published between 1960 and 1999, the
following questions inform my discussions: Who narrates? Who speaks? Who remembers? Who
forgets? Who interprets? What are the commonplaces, tropes, and dilemmas of literary
singleness at the diegetic level of the work? What are the shifting functions and characteristics of
the spinster figure as she appears in contemporary literature? How do differing narrative
structures and devices affect the (re)presentation of female singlehood? The goal of this
dissertation is to add to the project of feminist narratology, specifically the concerns about the
shape and direction of narrative studies outlined by Susan S. Lanser’s “Toward a Feminist
Narratology.” Lanser’s premise is that feminism asks for an account of the foundational “body of
texts [and] the understandings of the narrative and referential universe” upon which narratology
is built, resulting in “a rewriting of narratology that takes into account the contributions of
women as both producers and interpreters of texts” (343). It is my intention that the novels that I
have chosen and the narratological elements that I discuss move toward such a revision.
My choice of works reflects my attempts to rethink associations between contemporary

independent and incomplete existence of their own” (5). Challenging female reformers and those
“wild schemers--principally to be found on the other side of the Atlantic” (32), who make single
femalehood seem attractive to women who Greg believes might otherwise marry, Greg notes
attempts to uphold the notion that only a select few women are chosen by God to single, whereas
most women must embrace the “natural duties and labours of wives and mothers” (5).
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literature and spinster discourse as I read classic and popular literatures, marginalized and
canonical writers, heterosexual and lesbian protagonists, many with whom I have grown familiar
during the course of my studies. In Chapter Two, I read Sarah Waters’s Affinity, Marilynne
Robinson’s Housekeeping, and Helen Fileding’s Bridget Jones as I lay the foundations for a
generic understanding of single woman fiction through the analysis of a modified version of
Mikhail Bakhtin’s “chronotope.” In Chapter Three, I discuss Penelope Lively’s Moon Tiger
alongside Dorothy Bryant’s Miss Giardino and identify the use of “heterotopic memory”—my
reworking of Michel Foucault’s concept of the heterotopia—as a narrative strategy that
empowers single women’s memories as authoritative histories that blend together divides
between the public and the private. Chapter Four addresses A.S. Byatt’s Possession: A Romance,
May Sarton’s The Magnificient Spinster, and Toni Morrison’s Paradise as illustrative of a
specific single woman plot pattern which I call the domestic quest narrative, a plot movement
which sees single women’s quest for independent artistic and intellectual freedom result in
women-centered spaces. Finally, Chapter Five focuses on Muriel Spark’s The Prime of Miss
Jean Brodie and Janet Fitch’s White Oleander as I examine the single woman as a potential
danger to the novels’ female adolescent narrators, those members of society who will themselves
inevitably face heteronormative expectations of male partnership and reproductive sexuality. I
offer these diverse works as a jumping off point for the analysis of spinster discourse in novels
about contemporary single women, not as a complete or even fully representative list of single
woman fiction. Widening the scope of authorship can only fruitfully develop narrative
understanding of the impact of the spinster figure on cultural imaginations. I also acknowledge
that, despite my organizational choices, there are any number of combinations of these and other
works that might be possible, and offer that such rearrangements and additional works speak to
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the strength of my premise that depictions of single woman in late twentieth-century novels exist
in conversation with Victorian spinster discourse.
My focus on the single woman speaks to a larger trend of current artistic enquiry and
academic research: singleness as discourse. Such a claim builds upon Jill Reynolds’s The Single
Woman: A Discursive Investigation and her premise that “singleness” should be studied as a
discourse. Adapting Stuart Hall’s summary of what constitutes a Foucauldian study of discourse,
Reynolds notes the importance of imagining “singleness” or “aloneness” as labels of a particular
discourse and, as such, it is governed by rules of what is or is not capable of being imagined or
uttered; Reynolds’s study in turn “exposes . . . the workings and effects of power” (19), with
particular resonance and importance for women’s lives. Reynolds acknowledges the importance
of identifying institutionalized practices for dealing with the single woman “and the resultant
regulation of single women’s behaviors” (19), positing singleness as a discourse in opposition to
what she identifies as the invisibility of the single woman. The single woman is typically
considered only as a fleeting identity, one of transition or hoped-for transition; she is imagined as
on her way to being married, having just finished being married, or hoping eventually to be
married. As an apparatus for the exploration women’s engagement with discourses of singleness,
women’s literature featuring single female protagonists represents the fullness of female
experience by engaging singlehood as a condition of life rather than as a stage of development.
The publication of several recent popular studies of single femalehood communicates
contemporary women’s continuing negotiations with social stigmas attached to the single
woman: Kristie Collins’s Marginalized Majority: Media Representation and Lived Experiences
of Single Women (2013), which traces the variety of popular media representations of single
womanhood; Kate Bollick’s Spinster: Making a Life of One’s Own (2015), which chronicles
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Bollick’s attempt to reinvent and reclaim the term “spinster” in order to empower her decision to
remain unmarried; Rebecca Traister’s All the Single Ladies: Unmarried Women and the Rise of
an Independent Nation (2016), which reminds readers that much social change in America was
achieved by the efforts of women who remained consciously single. Bollick, in particular,
follows a tradition of feminists who attempt to reclaim the spinster as, in Mary Daly’s sense of
the word, a force of creative energy of interconnection and subversion. Nevertheless, such
reclamation reinforces the double bind experienced by single women: in order to celebrate their
subversive energy, they must acknowledge the prevailing power of dominant heteronormative
discourse. In effect, each writer pushes back at negative depictions of female singlehood closely
tied to the harshest incarnations of the Victorian spinster as incapable of rigorous intellectual
labor or of attracting appropriate male suitors, suggesting that the old narratives of single
womanhood as “failed” womanhood persist.
This study makes clear that the single woman novel continues the work of what Rachel
Blau DuPlessis terms “breaking the sequence [which] can mean delegitimating the specific
narrative and cultural orders of nineteen-century fiction—the emphasis on successful or failed
romance, the subordination of quest to love, the death of the questing female, the insertion in to
family life” (34-35). The single woman, in refusing to marry declines to participate in the
‘narrative and cultural orders of nineteenth-century fiction,’ but that does not preclude her from
having to negotiate the social and psychological pressures resulting from that fiction. I bring my
work in line with Ruth Page and her focus on “the relationship between form and content and
how this might be related to particular cultural constructions of gendered behaviour, thereby
emphasizing the socially constructed nature of gender rather than treating it as a biological
given” (49), while also acknowledging how such cultural constructions make possible specific
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iterations of narrative experience. The novels that I address continue a tradition of women
writing about female singlehood, bringing together varying narratives of strength and failure, as
they chart new territory for the single woman protagonist: that she has come into her own, as a
protagonist worthy of study.
Chapter Overviews
In my effort to identify the narrative strategies that women writers employ in the process
of telling stories about single women and their engagement with spinster narratives, I explore the
concepts of the chronotope and heterotopia, narrative plot, and the narrator. In Chapter Two,
“Generic Conventions of Single Woman Fiction,” I posit a genre that I am calling “singlewoman fiction” and discuss three conventions of the genre: 1) that the single woman is an object
of sexual speculation; 2) that she will be asked repeatedly to answer for her singlehood; 3) that
she should find work, often in the service of others, which will provide her a surrogate family to
care for. These three conventions link the single woman to her spinster foremother and determine
the course of the single female protagonist’s narrative, influencing her decisions and opening up
or closing off different narrative opportunities. I employ a modified version of Mikhail Bakhtin’s
“chronotope” as a means of underscoring the limitations to narrative possibilities placed on the
single woman protagonist.
Bakhtin writes that the chronotope, literally translated as time-space, defines genre,
setting boundaries for the kinds of events and interactions narratively possible based on readers’
previous interactions with narrative and with their own real-life experiences. For example, the
chronotopes of “the road” suggest movement, adventure, opportunity, and misfortune will
comprise the action of the plot. Depending on the characters who find themselves “on the road,”
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I suggest that certain archetypes might function themselves as chronotopes, further defining the
boundaries of the field of possible narrative action. In Chapter Two, I offer the spinster as
chronotope, arguing that the specific time-space she represents—the single female body of
marriageable age—presents unique limitations and possibilities to the kinds of stories possible or
permissible in fiction. Developing out of the spinster chronotope, that specific combination of
time-space embodied in the single woman, the conventions I identify in this chapter are
expressions of some of the narrative limitations and possibilities unique to single woman fiction.
In Chapter Three, “Heterotopic Memory: Remembering Women’s Histories,” I discover
the use of what I call “heterotopic memory,” which describes the way narrators root their
memories in terms of place, reconstructing layers of personal and public meanings inscribed on
geographic and architectural sites as a means of centering female experience in public discourse.
Adapting Michel Foucault’s loosely articulated “heterotopia”—sites which disrupt and challenge
conventional logic of association and order—I explore how single women’s memories function
as organizing frameworks for their novels. For Foucault, heterotopia indicate points of
disjunction which make possible a shift in the perception of conventional order and logic.
Foucault’s more famous example is that of the mirror. In the mirror, one sees themselves whole
as they are not able to without the mirror. The mirror represents multiple and competing truths
for the one who gazes upon it: I am here, I am there, I am whole, I am fragmented. Other notable
heterotopia for Foucault include the ship, the convent, and the cemetery, each demonstrating a
disruption in the rules of day-to-day existence.
I argue for the existence of the heterotopic memory to describe single women’s
retroactive engagement with place and space as they disrupt public histories and offer alternate
myths which move the single woman from the margins to the center of civic life. Lively’s and
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Bryant’s single woman protagonists inscribe their memories of public spaces with their personal
experiences creating alternate mythic spaces that imagine single woman as central in the
communal process of making meaning. The protagonist of Lively’s novel, Claudia, is at the top
of her field as a History scholar. The novel itself is framed as Claudia’s final project: the history
of the world, which is also primarily a history of her life. Her contribution to knowledge building
is to shift focus from the Truths of History to her own lived experiences, disrupting the
institutional values of what qualifies as “history”: World War Two Cairo becomes the site of her
greatest love and loss, and the cliffs at Charmouth in 1920 stand in for the complex and
competitive relationship between Claudia and her brother. Even the value of chronology as an
organizing principle of History is unseated in Cludia’s narrative which prizes associative
organization based on people and places. For Bryant’s protagonist, Anna, the shifting cultural
and political landscape of San Francisco between the 1920s and 1970s is filtered through her
memories and values as she sees herself grow increasingly out of touch with each new wave of
immigrant and alienated students. Anna’s journey to recover her memory leads her to release her
anger and to choose, in last decades of her life, a different path. In the process of her narrative,
Anna alters the landscape of public history, as spaces and places are shown to bear multiple
meanings for her and for her students. Increasingly, Anna emerges as a keeper of the social
histories of the Mission District in which she grew up and worked. In bringing the personal to
bear on the public, both protagonists assert authority over personal and cultural narratives as they
participate in the creation of alternate mythic histories in which single women prove central to
the great historic moments of their societies.
In Chapter Four, “Single Women and The Domestic Quest Narrative,” I identify a plot
pattern of single women’s fiction that I call the “domestic quest narrative.” I argue that the
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female protagonists’ pursuit of a solitary life moves them toward female partners and femaleonly safe spaces that allows for the articulation and exchange of female-centric narratives. My
readings are informed by Rachel Brownstein’s excellent reading of the marriage plot as a genderspecific quest that results in the female protagonist’s transformation into a heroine. The single
female protagonist of literature since 1960 is the anti-heroine: she refuses the transformation by
refusing to marry. She often undergoes what I am calling the domestic quest narrative. In
contrast to hero or heroine quests, the domestic quest emphasizes the need for shelter from
heteronormative culture in order for single women to give voice to their art and their experiences
among their own kind so that the community of women that develops, for however brief a time,
may grow from the exchange. The disruptive effect of partnering “domestic” with “quest” works
to destabilize the separate sphere ideology that attempts to shelter home life from public
importance by emphasizing the idea that the home is a significant space of culture building.
Whether a primary plot or a subplot, the domestic quest narrative emerges in each of the
novels I study in Chapter Four. In their attempts to pursue their intellectual and artistic work, the
single female protagonists of Byatt’s novel are fiercely protective of any intrusion. The Victorian
protagonists set themselves apart in a home of their own, while the twentieth-century
protagonists alternately seek out isolation and connection with other scholars. In Sarton’s novel,
a community made predominately of women springs up around the eponymous spinster as she
works to foster spaces for female rest and creative energy. The single women of the Convent in
Morrison’s novel also find themselves gravitating toward one another in an often- contentious
living arrangement which nonetheless affords them the opportunity to live freely of permanent
ties to men and to share with one another their narratives of trauma and growth. Each novel
celebrates female community as the space in which female creative acts can best be crafted and
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shared but suggests that such communities may be transitory. For Bryant’s novel, the end of the
community comes with the death of the spinster. Byatt and Morrison, however, warn of the
dangers and threats to the stability of such communities as an indication of a hostile patriarchal
culture.
Finally, in Chapter Five, “Dangerous Women? Female Adolescence and the Single
Woman,” I examine the use of adolescent female narrators as narrative strategies to articulate
social anxieties about single women as adequate role models for burgeoning womanhood.
Otherness pervades the impressions of single women experienced by the young protagonists who
are themselves social entities in line to face the cultural imperative to partner. In my discussion, I
build from Beth Gale’s research in which she argues that adolescent narrators enable the
communication of ideals beneficial to the status quo. In my readings, the adolescent female
narrator in particular creates a distinct position from which to identify culturally-held beliefs
about single womanhood that largely support cultural mistrust of the single woman as a threat to
heteronormative culture.
The protagonist-narrators of both novels find themselves under the influence and power
of rather dubious female role models. In Spark’s novel, the eponymous single female teacher
manipulates her students in order to craft her own narrative vision of herself, whereas Fitch’s
single women are careless, callous mothers or mother-figures. The adolescent narrator marks the
beginning of a period of transition into adulthood. Her story evokes expectations of the
bildungsroman in that readers expect to witness stages of development in an emergent adulthood.
Those expectations are rooted in often unexamined beliefs about the successful outcomes of such
development. As the editors of The Voyage In: Fictions of Female Development write, the
“successful Bildung requires the existence of a social context that will facilitate the unfolding of
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inner capacities, leading the young person from ignorance and innocence to wisdom and
maturity” (Abel et al. 6). In Spark and Fitch, the social context of the young narrators’
adolescence is helmed by imperfect single women who challenge notions of female adulthood,
leading their charges to forge their own paths to wisdom and maturity. In the context of my
readings focused on perceptions of single women, the adolescent narrators reinforce cultural
fears about single women as dangerous influences on future generations of would-be wives and
mothers. And yet, because the adolescent narrators are themselves identified with the status quo,
readers are left with the overwhelming impression that the very notion of a female ideal, of a
perfect female role model, is itself one of the tools of patriarchy which inhibit women from
exploring options outside of the presumed safety of heterosexual partnership.

CHAPTER TWO: GENERIC CONVENTIONS OF SINGLE WOMAN FICTION
“I believe storytelling is one of the most useful tools we have for achieving meaning: it serves to
keep our communities together by asking and saying who we are, and it’s one of the best tools an
individual has to find out who I am, what life may ask of me and how I can respond” (Le Guin
“Message”).
Rather than act as a vehicle for delivering didactic or moralistic “messages,” Ursula K.
Le Guin holds that narrative, in the sense of what she calls “storytelling,” expresses an
ontological function, creating community and identifying the individual’s place within that
community. Literature can show readers their place in the world by helping them to perceive the
contours and boundaries of that world. Yet, for Le Guin literature can also “signify freedom”: “If
you read a story not just with your head, but also with your body and feelings and soul . . . then it
becomes your story. And it can mean infinitely more than any message. . . . And it can mean
something different every time you reread it” (“Message”). In one sense, recognizing the
reader’s role in the creation of narrative meaning frees the reader from searching for authorial
intent. A reader who engages fully, which is to say emotionally as well as intellectually, with a
literary text is able to experience that story as representational of some component of their
emotional, physical, or psychological lives. The narrative functions as an expression of the
reader’s sense of self—lived or imagined—and develops that self in relation to a larger
community of readers and texts. In another sense, the reader who engages literature as a
“passionate act” frees themselves to experience the full spectrum of human emotion. That
narrative can “mean something different” each time the reader encounters it, that the reader
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colludes with the text to make meanings by allowing a narrative to “become [their] story” to help
discover “who I am,” suggests the power of literature as an art form of self-discovery and
exploration.1
Judith Fetterley argues, in 1978, that canonical literature excludes the female reader by
making her “identify with a selfhood that defines itself in opposition to her; she is required to
identify against herself” (xii).2 A male-dominant literary tradition centers male-gendered
experience, legitimizing specific male-identified behaviors, actions, and experiences, while
delegitimizing those traditionally associated with femaleness. Until rather recently the literary
canon was, as Lillian S. Robinson puts it, “an entirely gentlemanly artifact” that privileged “few
works by non-members of that class and sex” (84), reflecting the identities, tastes, and values of
those educated, white, male critics and scholars shaping the field of study. For the female reader
who engages fully with narratives in this tradition, who practices reading as a “passionate act”
and attempts to take ownership in a story that marginalizes femaleness, she learns that, as

1

In an essay written thirty years earlier, “The Carrier-Bag Theory of Fiction,” LeGuin
acknowledges female exclusion from literature. She writes, “So long as culture was explained as
originating from and elaborating upon the use of long, hard objects for sticking, bashing, and
killing . . . if that’s what it took, to make a weapon and kill with it, then evidently I was either
extremely defective as a human being, or not human at all to begin with” (151). Le Guin’s
answer to her exclusion from humanity, in this essay, is to figuratively shrug her shoulders and
go about the work of approaching literature, and the literary representation of people, from a
position of inclusiveness, positioning herself, nonetheless, in opposition to prevailing narratives.
2

Because of the efforts of feminist literary critics beginning in the 1960s, and their effort to
recover a rich tradition of women writers that for so long was represented only by a handful of
“women of genius” meant to illustrate the exception rather than the rule, contemporary readers
have a greater appreciation for the influence of women writers on the development of the novel.
For examples, see Nina Baym, Judith Fetterley, Susan S. Lanser, and Lillian S. Robinson. See
also Jane Spencer’s The Rise of the Woman Novelist from Aphra Behn to Jane Austen, Elaine
Showalter’s A Literature of Their Own, and Cheryl Turner’s Living by the Pen: Women Writers
in the Eighteenth Century for British women’s influence in particular.
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Fetterley insightfully notes, “[t]he consequence for the female reader is a divided self” (11), one
that struggles with embracing—at least for the course of a reading—ideology which devalues
oneself. The motif of the literary female as a self divided finds further elaboration with Rachel
Blau DuPlessis’ claim that the twentieth-century woman writer experiences a “double
consciousness” because of her position in the culture3:
woman is neither wholly ‘subcultural’ nor, certainly, wholly main-cultural, but negotiates
difference and sameness, marginality and inclusion in a constant dialogue, which takes
shape variously in the various authors, but with one end—a rewriting of gender in
dominant fiction. The two processes in concert—the gendering and the hegemonic
process—create mutual reinforcement for the double consciousness of women writers.
(43)
As objects of investigation, speculation, male desire or derision, women—particularly writers
and readers—must contend with master narratives that define their social and artistic values in
relation to male-centric traditions that reduce the fullness of their experiences and the
distinctiveness of their perspectives to a few expressions of femininity which serve dominant
heterosexual male ideologies.
The “Ideology of Marriage and Family,” Bella M. DePaulo and Wendy L. Morris’s term
for an aspect of what Adrienne Rich refers to as “compulsory heterosexuality,” perpetuates the
idea that “a sexual partnership is the only truly valuable partnership” (DePaulo and Morris 58),
one which “provides not just one of a number of acceptable paths or solutions but the one valued

3

DuPlessis acknowledges a further layer of marginalization for the “female writer [who] is black
…, colonial…, Canadian…, of working-class origin…, of lesbian or bisexual orientation…, or
displaced and déclassé…, [whereby] double marginalization can be produced.” (33).
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path, and the one good and moral solution. In so doing, it also provides a standard of
measurement and a metric of self-esteem” (DePaulo and Morris 77).4 The spinster stereotype
gains all of its cultural value from an inversion of this “one valued path”: the spinster, failing to
live up to this standard, is required to relinquish her self-esteem. When women refuse to marry,
the spinster stereotype is thrust upon them, forcing them to engage with the publically ascribed
shame of failure, the only partial relief of which, in the eyes of the community, is to be of service
to one’s extended family or community. The stereotype of the spinster is one manifestation of the
limited experiences allowed to women under the ideology of marriage.
In this chapter, I explore the character of the single woman as the contemporary inheritor
of the spinster archetype. The spinster functions as an archetypal figure of specifically female
“double consciousness,” expressing her potential as both role model and cautionary tale,
emblematic of the freeing possibilities of individualism and the demoralizing isolation of
liminality. I look to three diverse novels for common narrative conventions for the expression of
female singlehood in the twentieth-century novel. Sarah Waters’s Affinity is a neo-Victorian
novel that imagines the ways in which spinsterhood provided a mantle, although not altogether a
safe or desirable one, for lesbian identity to exist undercover. Helen Fielding’s Bridget Jones’s
Diary depicts a single woman desperately trying not to care about being single well into her
thirties. Finally, Marilynne Robinson’s Housekeeping tells the coming-of-age story of sisters

4

DePaulo and Morris resist intersectional readings of singleness, instead offering a weak preemptive apology of for their work that suggests a rather opaque (heterosexual, cisgender, white)
vision of “singles” as a group identity: “Surely, the indignities suffered by people on account of
their single status are in no way comparable to those suffered by other derogated groups such as
African Americans or gays and lesbians” (80). The oversight is troublesome despite the
usefulness of some of the insights they come to about the way compulsory heteronormativity
works.
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raised by single women. I argue that each of these novels sketches the contours of what might be
called “single woman fiction”: late-twentieth-century literature written by women that engages
with the pervasiveness of narratives of Victorian spinsterhood.
Characteristics of Single Woman Fiction
“All of us recognize the extent to which the ‘nineteenth century’ is still alive in our own age, in
the form of residues of institutional practices and dogmas that are causes of as well as
impediments to the resolution of problems unique to our age . . . . Our problem is not so much to
destroy or disintegrate these residues as to simply provide, by our criticism, of both their
nineteenth-century originals and their twentieth-century copies, the distancing in the historical
consciousness of our culture that must precede the practical work of finally releasing them to
‘our’ past” (White 246).
The Victorian spinster seems perhaps an odd figure of influence on post-1960s literary
incarnations of womanhood until one recalls the intentional dismantling of “residues of
institutional practices and dogmas” women activists and writers were engaging in at the time. In
her 1978 polemical Gyn/Ecology: The Metaethics of Radical Feminism, Mary Daly writes that
the word spinster “has been a powerful weapon of intimidation and deception, driving women
into the ‘respectable’ alternative of marriage, forcing them to believe, against all evidence to the
contrary, that wedlock will be salvation from a fate worse than death, that it will inevitably mean
fulfillment” (393). The very category of spinster exists as a threat to dissuade women from
entertaining the idea of singlehood and as insurance that those women who do remain single
internalize a sense of failure. The spinster is a sexual category, or rather she signifies a lack of
sexuality—spinsters are linguistically related to old maids, those grotesques of mature, yet
untapped, sexuality—so, her failure is biological in nature.
Judith Roof highlights the procreative imperative at work in distinguishing sexualities:
“in this sense [of reproductive logic] there are really only two sexualities: reproductive sexuality,
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which is associated with difference and becomes metaphorically heterosexual, and nonreproductive sexuality, associated with sameness, which becomes metaphorically homosexual”
(qtd. in Carroll, “Becoming” 39). Rachel Carroll contends that the spinster and the lesbian
overlap at this point of sexual categorization because “they confound the reproductive narrative
that cannot account for them” (“Becoming” 40). In order for the narrative of heterosexuality to
function, then, the spinster and the lesbian have to be integrated, if only to mark the boundaries
of “acceptable” female sexuality. Therefore, to the popular imagination policed by compulsory
heterosexuality, the lesbian woman is condemned as an “invert” of nature, and the spinster is
imagined as a waste of procreative potential.
As part of wide-ranging study of the varieties of female relationships experienced
between Victorian women, Sharon Marcus emphasizes the lasting effects of late-nineteenthcentury ideology on twentieth- and twenty-first-century marriage debates, writing about public
knowledge of women “who lived together, owned property together, made vows of fidelity to
one another, and were described as spouses by themselves and by others in their social networks”
(157). Yet “[o]nly once medical writers and social thinkers in the 1880s began to equate
inversion with the infantile, the primitive, and the undoing of a civilization premised on
monogamous, heterosexual marriage did homosexuality come to seem antithetical to marriage”
(Marcus 158). The coupling of women gains negative associations because it threatens the
heteronormative status quo.
Recovering a rich tradition of women’s passions for and relationships with one another,
Emma Donoghue, in Passions Between Women: British Lesbian Culture 1668-1801, challenges
unnecessarily “rigid divisions between friendship and sex, social acceptability and deviance,
innocence and experience” that have “impoverished” lesbian history (1), making room for more
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nuanced understanding of the scope of relationships women entered into with one another. In
particular, Donoghue claims that “spinsterhood was central to lesbian culture” (121), enabling
women to devote themselves to the women they loved, though spinsterhood itself cannot be
idealized as any form of female utopia. Donoghue challenges the common narrative that
“romantic friendships” between women were culturally perceived in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries as edifying for heterosexual marriages because they were believed to be
“prepar[ing] [women] for, coexisted with and even took pressure off their marriages” (121).
Instead she looks to coded language for references to women’s lesbian desires and actions,
uncovering evidence that suggests an active culture of “[hatred] of woman lovers . . . [which]
shows up most often in the form of sneers about spinsters and intellectuals, mockery of womanonly living spaces, and disapproval of what writers see as the excessive political, practical and
emotional influence women have over their friends” (150).
For women to reclaim “spinster” from its socially pejorative associations, they must
embrace the single woman’s disruptive potential to the heterosexual scheme: “She is derided
because she is free and therefore feared” (Daly 394). The spinster’s freedom is sexual, as well as
spiritual and intellectual. And yet, to identify as a spinster, with either radical pride or shameladen self-effacement, is to reinscribe sexuality as one of the figure’s defining features. Neither
the spinster nor her contemporary successor, the single woman, can ever free herself from
intrusive commentary on her sexuality; she is, in short, a freak, an object of sexual speculation.
This is the first convention of single woman fiction, to which I will return shortly.
First, however, I want to briefly consider Mikhail Bakhtin’s concept of the chronotope
because I would like to suggest that the spinster figure herself features as the defining
chronotope of single woman fiction. The chronotope, or “time space,” suggests to Bakhtin the
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boundaries of genre, restricting events and interactions narratively possible. For example,
Bakhtin writes of the chronotope “of parlors and salons . . . as place[s] where meetings occur”
and where “webs of intrigue are spun, dénouements occur” and where characters take on the
fullness of life, communicating their “‘ideas’ and ‘passions’” (246). As genres develop, new
chronotopes replace old ones, intensifying the relationship between art and real life in a dialogic
exchange of meaning making.
Bakhtin’s discussion of the relationship in narrative between place and time aims to
describe the narratological component that accounts for how genres emerge (85).5 Understood as
a chronotope, the spinster “serves as the primary point from which ‘scenes’ in a novel unfold”
(Bakhtin 250). She is the premise upon which the single woman protagonist of twentieth-century
novels is developed, whether or not that protagonist identifies or is identified as a spinster.
Bakhtin coins the term chronotope to describe “the intrinsic connectedness of temporal and
spatial relationships that are artistically expressed in literature” (84). The location and time of a
narrated event suggest to readers a finite number of actions. At the site of the chronotope, textual
meaning is made with each new reading, with each reader and in each historical moment of the
reading. Gary Saul Morson and Caryl Emerson summarize Bakhtin’s approach to the chronotope
in this way: “Bakhtin understands narrative as shaped by a specific way of conceptualizing the
possibilities of action. It is as if each genre possesses a specific field that determines the
parameters of events even though the field does not uniquely specify particular events” (370).

5

The chronotope is never explicitly defined by Bakhtin, who offers several examples of major
chronotopes, each demonstrating the kinds of time that dictate specific sorts of narrative:
adventure-time, meetings and partings, etc. His interest is in sketching out “the primary means
for materializing [story elements] in time and space” (250). Still, Liisa Steinby summarizes that
“the basic view shared by theoreticians is that the chronotope is a category of perceiving or
understanding things; in other words, it is epistemological in character” (108).
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The spinster in effect operates as a “specific field” through which the “parameters of events” of
the single woman novel are determined. The spinster, in these novels, is not necessarily the
protagonist, but a set of potentialities with which the single woman protagonist must negotiate.
For Bakhtin, chronotopic time metaphorically “thickens, takes on flesh, becomes
artistically visible; likewise, space becomes charged and responsive to the movements of time,
plot and history” (84). In my conception of the spinster chronotope, I engage in play with the
metaphor to look at thickened, fleshly time manifested in the well-defined space of the unmarried
female body which becomes “charged and responsive” in social-historical narrativization. The
label of spinster draws attention to the single female body as transgressing heterosexual,
procreative norms, making an individual woman’s sexuality a matter for public commentary and
censure. In literature, the spinster chronotope develops specific conditions and limitations of
narrative potential unique to the unmarried woman. Her body determines the available course of
action for the single woman protagonist,6 often leading the narrative to turn inward in
exploration of the protagonist’s memories or thoughts as the wider, public world is often
available to her only in limited form. The internal focalization of such narration is informed by
the protagonist’s forced awareness of her body, perceived as it is to be aging and without any
further reproductive value.
In twentieth-century novels about single women, the spinster chronotope suggests
culturally predetermined elements of world-building: there are places, events, and people to

6

Of course, other elements of time and place, which is to say that other minor chronotopes, also
determine a single female protagonist’s course of action, for example the era in which she lives
and her economic circumstances.
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which the single woman will not have access or will not be supposed to have access. There exist
7

presumptions about the single woman’s psychological state, her sexual and emotional longings,
her place in the culture, and her reception in different social settings. As a gendered body (place)
of a certain age (time) upon which social restrictions of expression and agency are enforced, the
spinster, thus conceived as a chronotope, organizes a specific set of narrative possibilities and
impossibilities for her literary offspring, the single woman.
In devising the chronotope, Bakhtin underscores the dialogical relationship between
literature and the real world: “The work and the world represented in it enter the real world and
enrich it, and the real world enters the work and its world as part of the process of its creation, as
well as part of its subsequent life” (254). This dialogical relationship between art and the real is a
cornerstone of my own research as I attempt to account for the prevalence of spinster stereotypes
in twentieth-century single woman fiction. In part, such an account must agree with Hayden
White and his discussion of the lasting effects of nineteenth-century thought and values on
twentieth-century institutions. White argues that understanding the nineteenth century as
chronotope allows for an interrogation of
those aspects of nineteenth-century social and cultural praxis that have continued to serve
as models for our own institutions and systems of belief long after they have lost their
capacities to respond creatively to problems unique to our own historical moment and
cultural condition [.] (245)
To interrogate the interconnections between contemporary institutional practices and beliefs and
their nineteenth-century origins is to see the ways in which the past continues to act on and
determine the future, limiting creative solutions and approaches to current problems. It is to

7

As for spaces to which a woman might gain access as a single female, I offer the all-female
community of the convent, the teaching profession, and Boston marriages as examples available
to some women dependent, likely, upon class.
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perceive the recursive nature of narrative and to consider the narrative units which give shape
and lasting influence. As a tool of hermeneutics, the chronotope helps critics to conceptualize the
matrices of individual and collective values that arise through the interplay between history and
literature.
We need not conceive of the entire nineteenth century as chronotope, however, to see the
ways in which historical narratives and values continue to shape contemporary human
endeavors. The spinster chronotope offers a condensed and powerful expression of historical
“cultural and social praxis” that continue to inform twentieth-century representations of single
womanhood in what I am calling single woman fiction. I have identified three primary
characteristics of single female protagonists in such fiction which spring directly from the
spinster chronotope: 1) that she is an object of sexual speculation; 2) that she will be asked
repeatedly to answer for her singlehood; 3) that she should find work, often in the service of
others, which will provide her a surrogate family to care for. The protagonists of single woman
fiction must confront each of these conventions. And while she often rebels against one or more
of them, the single woman occasionally finds peace with these cultural impositions.
I explore the first feature, the single woman as object of sexual speculation, in my
discussion of Sarah Waters’s Affinity. Single womanhood is perceived as sexually aberrant
because the single woman remains uncoupled from a male partner, thereby generating public
interest and speculation that centers on her as a sexual anomaly. Her strangeness is closely rooted
to what Lorraine DiCicco describes as “enfreakment”: “the single [female] is perceived as on
exhibit, and acceptably so, until a certain point, at which time she is constructed by her society
into the peculiar, the uncharacteristic, the non-conformable, the strange and troubling” (80).
DiCicco describes a particular kind of single American female character, one who is
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“marriageable, implying that she has market value” (80), and therefore one who will be expected
to eventually conform to the norm of heterosexual coupling. When she refuses to marry after an
unspecified amount of time, DiCicco’s single is turned into a freak, “straddling the boundary line
between the assumption of male autonomy and proper female submission to and management by
a husband, . . . becom[ing] stigmatized as that in-between figure: an unnatural, freakish
‘unwife’” (89). In this way, DiCicco’s single is different that her spinster predecessors (80)—her
deviant insistence on remaining unmarried is acceptable, to a point, precisely because the culture
assumes that she could marry, if she wanted to. Her refusal is unthinkable from within
patriarchal logic which must reverse course on its permissiveness and punish her violation of
heterosexual norms. The spinster stereotype, however, and the single woman fiction that I argue
develops from her, is neither perceived by the culture to be marriageable in the first place nor is
she permitted any sexual agency. What the two iterations of female singlehood do have in
common, however, is their position within society as spectacle, as “on exhibit” in one way or
another. The single woman that develops from the spinster chronotope is expected to walk a
narrow line to perform for the public visible assurances of her asexuality, though, depending on
the novel, she may refuse that line. Whether or not the single woman protagonist conforms
outright to social expectations, she nevertheless internalizes those expectations and they, in turn,
affect her public actions to some degree. In the following discussion of Affinity, I argue that the
single woman’s visibility as an object of sexual speculation fuels her unwilling participation in
patterns of self-policing behaviors.8

8

My overall argument in this dissertation is that well into the twentieth century, woman writers
engage with stereotypes of the spinster in their artistic expression of single femalehood.
Although Waters writes about historical spinsters, I include her in this discussion of single
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A second feature of single woman fiction is that she is made to account for her
singlehood. She will be asked about her marital status or will reflect on it in a way that, often
suggests her excessive embarrassment or pride. I address Bridget Jones’s Diary as an example of
this characteristic of single woman fiction. Bridget, perhaps one of the most popularly known
single women in contemporary literature, records her life over the course of a year, beginning
with a list of resolutions focused, primarily, on how to find a male partner. In her resolutions,
Bridget channels expectations born of the women’s movement, and contorts them into a method
for catching a man: “I WILL NOT . . . [s]ulk about having no boyfriend, but develop inner poise
and authority and sense of self as woman of substance, complete without boyfriend, as best way
to obtain boyfriend” (2). Bridget’s desire to self-actualize a new, whole person, independent of a
partner, in order to become partnered, is an extension of single woman’s double consciousness,
her awareness that despite whatever personal or professional goals she might achieve, she will
ultimately be valued for her contribution to the marriage economy.
A third feature of single woman fiction is the focus on her work; absent a family or home
life to attend to, typically the single woman’s work or vocation is expected to become a source of
both pride and sustaining emotional relationships. Martha Vicinus explains that Victorian
separate spheres ideology placed women within a limited sphere of power that “masked the
exclusion of middle-class women from political, economic, and social power” (2). Based on
stereotypical beliefs about women’s innate femininity and natural mothering, the ideological

woman fiction because her writing is informed by the literary history of silenced or overlooked
expressions of single femalehood and by twentieth-century scholarship that revises
misinterpreted cultural narratives of Victorian spinsterhood in particular and womanhood in
general. Waters is a contemporary artist whose backwards glance at Victorian England reflects
knowledge, concerns, and values indicative of twentieth-century thought.
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divide relegates women to the private sphere of child-rearing, caretaking, and housekeeping.

Rather than excuse her from the female duties ascribed to her under separate sphere ideology,
however, the single woman’s existence outside of the economy of sexual reproduction
intensified her identification with the domestic duties she could complete, in particular, “the
submission of self, voluntary labor, and a minimum of mobility outside the family circle”
(Vicinus 4-5). Single womanhood in the twentieth century carries echoes of these gendered
expectations of idealized female labor. An outgrowth of what Virginia Woolf dubbed the “Angel
in the House,” that “oppressive phantom . . . a graceful young woman, the spirit of Victorian
womanhood” (Showalter, “Killing” 207), who insists on restraint of intelligence and
maintenance of household, the expectation that the single woman should find edifying her
service to others is a critical component of single woman fiction. Marilynne Robinson’s
Housekeeping offers an interesting twist on this aspect of single woman fiction. While there are
several instances in Housekeeping of single women who embrace housekeeping—the physical
work that keeps a household functioning in addition to the emotional work of feeding and
looking after the household’s occupants—there are two notable single women who ultimately
refuse this vocation and, in their refusal, find community and independence with one another.
Each of the three conventions appears to some degree in the single woman fiction
discussed in this study. Often, the conventions are complicated by a narrator’s understanding of
her socio-historical moment; as the inheritor of the social reforms gained by nineteenth-century
spinsters, the contemporary single woman, at best, recognizes the forces of heteronormative

9

Amy Kaplan makes a strong argument for the ways in which antebellum separate spheres
ideology encouraged not only a turn toward the domestic but towards the public as she studies
metaphors of home and domesticity in the rhetoric of American expansionism.
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enculturation at work against her. Even in characters who are themselves reimaginings of
Victorian spinsters, contemporary hindsight makes possible the unearthing of the double
consciousness thrust upon the single woman, creating a resonant connection across centuries.
Single Womanhood and Suspect Sexuality: Sarah Waters’s Affinity
“[Mrs. Wallace] looked at me a little speculatively; I wondered then how much she knows or
guesses about my illness and its causes” (Waters 33).
“Women are bred to do more of the same—that is their function. It is only ladies like me that
throw the system out, make it stagger—” (Waters 209).
In Affinity (1999), Sarah Waters reimagines the lives and loves of single women of
Victorian England. Waters invests in giving voice to the “silenced histories of the marginalized .
. . the ‘invisible’ lives of women, lesbians, criminals and destitute people” (Constantini 18),
granting narrative voices to Misses Margaret Prior and Selina Ann Dawes, two spinster women
whose interspersed diary entries constitute the text of the narrative. Though the women’s voices
appear to be given equal weight, as no narrator interrupts to lead the reader to authorize one
version of events over the other, Margaret’s narrative prevails as more reliable. Mariaconcetta
Constantini argues that Selina is “deprived of an authoritative voice” (26), one that is ended by
her imprisonment and undermined by Margaret’s continual misreading of her character, and
further compromised not only by her betrayal of Margaret but also by one of her own diary
entries in which she records her lover, Ruth Vigers, mocking her supposed spirit guide. The
penultimate entry in Selina’s diary reads, “She is saying ‘Why are you writing? & I tell her I am
writing for my Guardian’s eyes, as I do everything. ‘Him’ she says, & now she is laughing”
(352), suggesting the possibility that Selina is either unaware that Ruth is really her spirit guide,
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Peter Quick, or that she has been deliberately misleading potential readers of her diary. The
relationship between Selina and Margaret that unfolds through the course of the novel, then,
operates metaphorically, representative of class discrepancies as well as of the constraints
erected between women during the last decades of the nineteenth century. Through the
exploration of single women’s same-sex affection and desire, Waters turns her critical eye back
onto the mid-nineteenth century, filling in the gaps of lesbian representation in literature even as
she draws attention to the ways in which such representation remains mired in suspicion and
stigmatization. In Affinity, the spinster chronotope drives the movement of the plot, highlighting
the first of the three characteristics of single woman fiction—speculation about single women’s
sexuality.
As Sheila Jeffreys explains, in her study The Spinster and Her Enemies, a cultural shift
between late-eighteenth/early-nineteenth century “passionate friendships” between women,
notable for the acceptance of women’s physical expressions of affection for one another, and the
prevailing attitudes of mid-nineteenth century British taboos against intense and romantic samesex relationships continues to malign female same-sex relationships and raise curiosity about
single women’s sexuality. Surveying the work of feminist historians such as Lillian Faderman
and Nancy Sahli, Jeffreys outlines the effects of sexologists’ creation of behaviors assigned to
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Constantini seems to grant Selina’s diary veracity, suggesting that Ruth’s laughter
“contaminates the medium’s spiritualism and undermines the credibility of all her entries since it
implies that her spooky experiences are just delusions” (25). Constantini’s claim that Ruth’s
laughter destabilizes Selina’s narrative authority are accurate, but I take issue with her use of
“delusions” as the term refuses the possibility that Ruth has been performing, regardless of the
issue of Selina’s knowledge, the role of Peter Quick. Other critics, such as Rachel Carroll,
clearly acknowledge Ruth as Peter: “The reader’s deduction that Peter Quick is Ruth, Selina’s
maid, in masculine disguise, following from the revelation that Ruth and Vigers, Margaret’s
maid, are one and the same person and that Ruth and Selina are accomplices, is the most logical
explanation by which to account for an otherwise supernatural phenomena” (“Rethinking” 142).
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the category “lesbianism,” arguing that spinster activists of the 1890s were “neatly slotted into a
picture of lesbian women who were really pseudomen” as a means of “subverting women’s
attempts at emancipation” (106). Further cementing the stigma against lesbian women, a second
category labelled “pseudohomosexuality” cast previously normative physical expressions of
female affection as suspect, unnatural behavior. According to Jefferys, “Through the defining of
any physical caresses between women as ‘pseudohomosexuality’ by the sexologists, the isolation
and stigmatising of lesbianism was accomplished, and women’s friendships were impoverished
by the suspicion cast upon any physical expression of emotion” (109). With the institutional
development of sexology, and its pronouncements of deviance, the single woman becomes an
intensified target for speculation about her sexuality. Whereas married women are presumed to
perform heterosexual, reproductive sexuality, spinsters are transformed into objects of curiosity,
either presumed to abstain from any sexual encounters and longings or suspected of lesbian
desires. Whether or not individual historical spinsters were attracted to women, the stigma
attached to women’s same-sex desires became a tool for policing single women’s behaviors,
curtailing their agency, and maintaining the male dominance supported by a heterosexual status
quo.11
Tricia Franzen’s aptly titled Spinsters and Lesbians: Independent Womanhood in the
United States traces the same cultural forces at work in America which led to the marginalization
and cultural policing of single women as her similarly maligned sisters across the Atlantic.
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The cultural shame attached to woman-centric relationships extended into women’s cultural
productions. Jefferys, noting that the “injunctions” against expressions of women’s passionate
friendships are reflected in literature, argues that “[b]y the late 1920s a distinction had been
clearly drawn between an acceptable level of friendship and lesbianism” (126), and furthermore
that literature since 1920 “does not provide us with portraits of love devoid of suspicion until the
advent of lesbian feminist writing in the 1970s” (127).
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Franzen describes the creation of “deviant” womanhood projected onto single women:
The collapsing of nonconforming gender behavior and nonconforming sexual behavior
into the person of the female homosexual was the creation of European and U.S. male
psychiatrists and sexologists. This menace, whose sexual deviance could be identified by
her masculine dress and behavior, became an important villain against whom normal
women would be measured in the public consciousness. The extension of their definition
of this deviance to include specifically the unmarried, independent ‘new woman’ was
deliberate. (172)
The single woman, constructed against a heteronormative definition of acceptable womanhood,
encroaches on boundaries of female sexuality marked by the negative associations of “spinster”
and “lesbian.” Her threat to the male-centric, heterosexual status quo has been linked to her
competition in the marketplace, a desire for sexual agency and reproductive control, and her
growing political presence at the end of the nineteenth century.12 Cultural attempts to put the
single woman back in her place (e.g. at her parents’ side or in service of the poor) depended
heavily upon speculation about and policing of her sexuality and agency.
In revisiting the spinster archetype, and in writing her as a lesbian woman, Waters
embraces and humanizes what would have been, at the time, an accusation of unnatural
womanhood intended to alienate, dehumanize, and criminalize the woman who did not perform
her heterosexually-defined role. Waters’s protagonists engage head on with the “double
consciousness” of single womanhood which makes of her either role model or cautionary tale
depending upon the expression or discovery of her sexuality. Robyn Warhol, writing about the
importance of doubleness to feminist scholarship and feminist narratology, explains,
“Doubleness is figured as both feminine and feminist, as a strategy for negotiating differences
between and within male and female, center and margin, inside and outside, public and private,
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realism and romance” (857). As a critical reading strategy, feminist narratology is “a theoretical
position that itself relies on doubleness and even duplicity, in that it deliberately invokes binary
opposition in order to dismantle it” (859). In this vein, I read Waters’s revision of the spinster as
the enactment of the binarism of role model/cautionary tale in order to dismantle the invisibility
thrust upon her. In Margaret’s diary in particular, the coded language, the carefully excluded
details, the subtle allusions to her previous romantic engagement with Helen, now her sister-inlaw, and her emergent emotional and sexual attraction to Selina evoke the social constraints
placed upon women in general and upon single women in particular, even as they undermine
those same cultural forces. The early entries of Margaret’s diary, before she is manipulated by
her duplicitous maid and Selina’s lover, Ruth Vigers, are written to presuppose a feminist
narratologist, which is to say, they are written with the understanding that the right reader will be
able to discover her true meanings, reflecting in fiction the historical practice of Victorian
women’s literary and narrative productions.
In Margaret’s opening diary entry, she records her first glimpse of Selina who is sitting
silently in her cell, smelling a violet, having served eleven months of a nearly five-year sentence
on charges of “Fraud & Assault” (Waters 27). Margaret, who has just taken up her role as Lady
Visitor, remarks that she has “seen her likeness, in a saint or an angel in a painting of Crivelli’s”
(27), noting that, in the dim image she has of the women’s prison, Selina is “a single spot of
colour” (26). Moved by Selina’s beauty, Margaret obstructs the vision of a warder, whom
Margaret believes will take the violet from Selina should it be discovered. The details of the first
encounter between the two women seem innocuous enough until Margaret reflects that she is
“glad that Mr. Shillitoe knew nothing of [her] history . . . His knowing nothing, and the women’s
knowing nothing, that will keep that history in its place. I imagined them fastening my own past
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shut, with a strap and a buckle” (29). The reflection stirs up an air of mystery about what in
Margaret’s past would need to be hidden away, “fasten[ed] . . . with a strap and a buckle,” a
description which conjures images of imprisonment and the degrading conditions of turn of the
century sanitariums, both of which are suggestive of transgressive behaviors.
Margaret’s transgressions are twofold. Hearing some of the details of Margaret’s prison
visit, Helen, once Margaret’s love interest and now her sister-in-law, tells Margaret that “she is
sure this work will distract [her], from ‘all [her] old griefs’” (29). The line is code. Waters’s
readers eventually learn that Margaret’s illness is a mask for her attempted suicide, the cause of
which is itself doubly veiled: first, because “they send suicides to gaol” (255), Margaret’s
attempt is passed off as an accidental overdose of the morphia she was taking to overcome her
grief; second, her grief is attributed, by her mother, to the passing of her father, silencing the
double heartbreak she experiences in losing Helen’s love.
In another encounter, Margaret tells her mother’s friend that she will continue to visit the
women’s prison rather than continue work on collecting her late father’s letters. The friend
“look[s] at [Margaret] a little speculatively,” causing Margaret to conjecture about “how much
she knows or guesses about [her] illness and its causes” (Waters 33). Margaret is aware of the
surveillance she attracts as a single woman. While searching the prison storage of inmates’
belongings, Margaret discovers the box with Selina’s shorn hair. Only just evading discovery,
Margaret thinks about how she would look had she been caught, “a spinster, pale and plain and
sweating and wild, and groping from a swaying prison ladder after the severed golden tresses of
a handsome girl” (240). Margaret’s awareness of her position as an object of scrutiny extends
what Katharina Boehm sees as a pattern of “allusions to Foucault’s panopticon [which] turn
Millbank into a metaphor for the prison-house of historiography . . . reflect[ing] on Margaret’s
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inability to break free from the conventions established by earlier, predominantly male authors
and historiographers” (241). For Boehm, Margaret’s impressions of the prison are conditioned by
the narrative and textual accounts she has read. Developing Boehm’s analysis in another
direction, I suggest that Margaret’s impressions of Millbank are extensions of her understanding
of the single woman as the object of surveillance, subject to, as it were, the full focus of a
cultural panopticon.
For Michel Foucault, the panopticon “must be understood as a generalizable model of
functioning; a way of defining power relations in terms of the everyday life of men” (Discipline
205). For Foucault, the panopticon describes the ways in which a person, believing themselves to
be under surveillance, “assumes responsibility for the constraints of power . . . and becomes the
principle of [their] own subjection” (202). The very threat of observation functions to control
behaviors and curb actions. Margaret is constantly aware of how her singlehood had made her an
object of surveillance. Without a husband, Margaret’s only culturally appropriate place in the
world is “at [her] mother’s side” (Waters 253). Yet, her mother’s household is an extension of
the cultural panopticon, merely another prison as Margret notes, drawing comparisons between
her mother and the wardresses of Millbank, that her mother “has been watching [her], as Miss
Ridley watches and Miss Haxby” (223). Whereas her mother watches Margaret for signs of
malaise and discontent, the female warders of the prison scrutinize Margaret for her attentions
paid to Selina.
During a visit, Margaret grows aware that the jailers “want to crush our friendship . . .
[because it] was forbidden” (Waters 214), noting that Miss Haxby “still seemed to study [her]”
and that “the warder, also eye[d] me a little curiously” (215). The implication of Margaret’s
receptiveness to being watched is directly attributable to the social imputation of impropriety
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surrounding women’s affections for one another. Whether Margaret imagines being studied or
whether she is actually an object of intense observation and speculation matters little. The
primary function of the panopticon is to subject the prisoner to the impression of total
surveillance, to enforce obedience by the very threat of observation. Subject to the cultural
panopticon that polices female sexuality, the single woman is keenly aware of the speculation
about her sexuality and of the limits she has in the expression of that sexuality. Margaret’s diary
functions for her as a respite from surveillance, the only place where she is able to express her
true sexual and emotional desires. Strangely, though Margaret is aware of the dangers that her
diaries pose, burning the first record of her love for Helen and alluding to plans to burn the
record of her love for Selina, it never occurs to her that someone might read the diary without her
knowing.
Margaret’s visibility as a single woman imprisons her in a prescriptive set of actions that
reinscribe on her the cultural stigma of single femalehood and same-sex desire. Margaret
ascribes to herself a “queer nature, that set [her] so at odds with the world and all its ordinary
rules, [that she] could not find a place to live and be content” (Waters 316). Margaret’s
queerness surely evokes her sexuality, but it also suggests her singlehood, and of course the two
are inter-related. Throughout the novel, Margret remarks on her plainness and her age, recalling
that “it should be expected that I felt the sting of things like [the marriage and childbearing of her
siblings]; that older, unmarried sisters always did” (203). Ultimately, Selina’s betrayal leads
Margaret to internalize fully the stigma against single women: “I am filled with horror, and with
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envy and with grief, because I know myself untouched, unlooked-for and alone” (349). The
worst assumptions about the spinster surface in Margaret’s self-loathing: her loneliness, her
undesirability, and her virginity. All three result from a cultural preoccupation with single
women as sexual curiosities.
Margaret’s singlehood, for example, is accounted for by her mother as the result of her
being “indulged . . . [and] left too much in the care of [her] father and he had spoiled [her]”
(Waters 223). In addition to reminders of her plainness, the accusation of Margaret’s father
having too much influence over her implies that Margaret has been spoiled for a marriage market
which she would have already found difficult to enter. Under this way of thinking, the
“masculine” influence on her life overshadows the feminine influence, encouraging her to whims
of imagination, intellectual pursuit, and independence that not only, in her mother’s estimation,
prolonged her grieving for her father but which also taxed her frail emotional system, resulting in
her “sickness.” Margaret’s singleness requires explanation in a social system that employs
female heterosexuality, and its procreative potential, as a means of control. Failing that potential,
the single woman must take her place in her mother’s household. As her mother has so often
reminded her, Margaret is “not Mrs Browning . . . . [She is] not, in fact, Mrs Anybody. [She is]
only Miss Prior” (252-53). Without a home and children of her own, Miss Prior is confronted by
her mother’s reinforcement of patriarchal culture: “Your place is here! . . . not at the prison. And
it is time you showed that you know it. . . . you must take up your proper duties in the house.
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Selina entices Margaret to fall in love with her and pretends to share the feeling in order to set
in motion a plan to escape from the prison. Selina’s actual lover, Ruth Vigers, assists Selina by
working as Margaret’s maid, feeding Selina information that will convince Margaret of Selina’s
spiritualist abilities and romantic desires.
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Your place is here, your place is here. You shall be here, beside your mother, to greet our guests
when they arrive” (252). Addressing the third characteristic of single woman fiction, Affinity
acknowledges the expectation that a spinster’s primary vocation is one of service, to her family
first, and failing that to the community at large. In Affinity, however, single women’s vocations
are unveiled as another mechanism through which patriarchal cultural enforces heterosexual
norms on single women. Margaret’s desire to continue as Lady Visitor at Millbank Prison runs
counter to her mother’s desires to maintain the status quo and to curtail what she imagines to be
threats to Margaret’s health—“too much freedom” and the influence of “rough women” (262).
Ultimately, however, it is Margaret’s singlehood which her mother primarily blames for
Margaret’s illness: “You wouldn’t be ill like this . . . if you were married” (263). Echoing the
culture created and perpetuated by sexologists, Margaret’s mother “prescribes” heterosexual
partnership as a panacea for her daughter’s illness/oddness.
Just as speculation about the single woman’s sexuality functions to keep the Victorian
single woman in step with heterosexual power dynamics, so too does the reader’s ability to read
her sexuality between the lines indicate the extent to which single womanhood is still a matter of
public sexual scrutiny. Waters draws on the history of social and literary stigmatization of
women’s same-sex relationships in her revision of Victorian spinsterhood. Casting Margaret’s
attraction to women as part of the larger web of mystery and anticipation, Waters brings to light
the ways in which single women’s sexuality continues to operate as a site of public speculation
and female control.
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“You can’t put it off forever”: Answering for Singlehood in Helen Fielding’s
Bridget Jones’s Diary
“‘How’s your love life, anyway?’
Oh God. Why can’t married people understand that this is no longer a polite question to ask? We
wouldn't rush up to them and roar, ‘How’s your marriage going? Still having sex?’” (Fielding
10).
“Singletons should not have to explain themselves all the time but should have an accepted
status—like geisha girls do” (Fielding 117).
In 1996, Helen Fielding’s Bridget Jones was popularly received as a resonant and
relevant figure for women trying to negotiate where they fit in a sexually reproductive economy.
Fielding’s eponymous protagonist records one year’s worth of diary entries about her social and
personal health goals, listing her fluctuating weight, alcohol intake, cigarettes smoked, as well as
her failed romantic exploits and, significantly, the continual questioning of her friends and
family about her single status. With the near constant reminder that a woman’s value is
ultimately measured by her ability to maintain a heterosexual relationship, it is little wonder that
Bridget remains enmeshed in fantasies of courtship and marriage. Still, Bridget is a single
woman, an unmarried thirty-something whose narrative offers an interesting perspective on
single woman novels.
Bridget Jones is typically associated with the inception of “chick lit,” a genre Elaine
Showalter describes as “featuring single women in their twenties and thirties facing issues of
dieting, insecurity, disappointing relationships with men and uncertainties about sexual mores
and monogamy” (499). This need to balance heterosexual desirability with economic
achievement leads Stephanie Genz to read Bridget as a “new” New Woman, what she calls the
post-feminist woman (PFW), an entity she claims
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carves out a new subjective space between these oppositional stances that, on the one
hand, deny the possibility of a utopian ‘having it all’ by reinstating the division between
female desirability and careerism while, on the other hand, heralding the dawning of a
new era of choiceoisie in which the singleton’s incongruous characteristics have been
reconciled. (103)
Chick lit’s indictment of cultural backlash that narrowly defines women’s success into an
either/or of career versus heteronormative family or a fantasy world of “choiceoisie” resulting in
a perfectly happy, perfectly unified female self, struck chords with its readers for articulating the
still prevalent belief that a single woman’s success is measured in terms of her successful sexual
partnership with a man. As Sarah Gamble points out, Fielding’s novel “evokes the politics of
backlash” against a second-wave feminism which “has not altered a romantic ideology which
accords them value only through reference to men” (65). Fielding’s novel explores the effects of
the culture of compulsory heteronormativity internalized by single women who, though raised in
what Imelda Whelehan calls a “culture of achievement” that arose after the feminist movements
of the 1960s, imperfectly understand their feminist heritage and do not possess the personal or
professional skills to feel fully at ease outside of the prevailing social structure.
For Whelehan, post-feminist literature, or “chick lit,” “shares a note of anxiety about the
fate of femininity after feminism and the culture of achievement it has seemed to breed . . . .
[and] speaks to those afraid they won’t make the cut and thrust of high female achievement and
it repackages the classic romance formula” (6). In Bridget Jones, at least, the “classic romance
formula” emerges as one of repeated disappointments and an uncertain future. By the novel’s
end, the expected “happy ending” of marriage is demoted to a brief summary, “Boyfriends 2 (but
one only for six days so far) [/] Nice Boyfriends 1” (271), emphasizing the tenuousness of
romantic partnerships and, given that her relationship is the only resolution she manages to keep,
offering little hope that this new development will help Bridget become more whole and
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successful. Bridget’s romantic prospects themselves also reflect a deeply conflicted cynicism
about the promise of a fulfilled, whole self made possible by heterosexual partnership. Lecherous
sexual predator Daniel Cleaver and blandly perfect Mark Darcy function more as abstract goals
the pursuit of which signify Bridget’s attempts to combat the perception of her as “an unmarried
freak” (114). Read as a single woman novel, Bridget Jones offers the narrative of a deeply
flawed woman whose desire to be partnered with a man is her only defense against the constant
questioning about her single status.
Reading Bridget Jones as a single woman novel—albeit a troubling example—requires
decentering Cleaver and Darcy, relegating them to abstract goals the attainment of which would
align Bridget with cultural norms. More importantly, as a single woman novel, Bridget Jones
demonstrates the intense cultural pressure on single women to view their singleness as temporary
at best and a defect at worse, shifting the focus of the novel to Bridget’s numerous, and
ultimately unsuccessful attempts, to answer for her singleness. Whether over dinner with her
parents and their contemporaries or in conversation with her married friends, inevitably Bridget’s
singlehood becomes a topic open for public discussion and ridicule. Bridget reflects on one such
exchange with those partnered friends she calls “Smug Marrieds”: “Maybe they do really want to
patronize us and make us feel like failed human beings. Or maybe they are in such a sexual rut
they’re . . . hoping for vicarious thrills by getting us to tell them the roller-coaster details of our
sex lives” (35). In either scenario, the single woman must perform her role as an oddity, a freak
show of otherness whose existence justifies marriage.
In her first diary entry, Bridget records a conversation with her parents’ friends asking
after her love life. In a rare moment of insight achieved only during the reflective process of
journaling, Bridget articulates that to ask after a woman’s romantic prospects is to ask about her
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sexual activities: “[T]his is no longer a polite question to ask [.] We wouldn’t rush up to [married
people] and roar, ‘How’s your marriage going? Still having sex?’” (10). Of course, one would
not pose such a question to married people, not because the question is impolite, but because
married couples cease to engender cultural curiosity about their sexual activities. Heterosexual
married couples have fulfilled the social requirement of compulsory heterosexuality, whereas
single women of marriageable age have as yet to conform. As a single woman over thirty years
old, Bridget is expected to be partnered with a man, and that partnership is expected to indicate
marriage and children, as implied by her mother’s friend who tells Bridget, “You can’t put it off
forever, you know. Tick-tock-tick-tock” (11).
“[S]eating [her] opposite an increasingly horrifying selection of single men” (185),
Bridget’s married friends regularly invite her to dinner to chat up prospective partners, a gesture
Bridget reads as “highlight[ing] my emotional failure and isolation” (185). Bridget later reflects
on a conversation between two of the men at one such party articulating the cultural belief that
men become more attractive as they age, whereas women grow more unattractive: “I sat head
down, quivering furiously at their inferences of female sell-by dates and life as game of musical
chairs where girls without a chair/man when the music stops/they pass thirty are ‘out’” (186).
The cultural pressure for women to explain their singlehood results in what Bridget’s friend
Sharon sees as a shift in a single woman’s sexual power as she ages out of her twenties and
slides into her thirties when she begins “wrestling with the first twinges of existential angst: fears
of dying alone and being found three weeks later half-eaten by an Alsatian” (18). Torn between a
cultural narrative based on fear of loneliness and a personal desire to be recognized as complete
despite her lack of partner, Bridget laments that “Singletons should not have to explain
themselves” (214). Of course, Bridget undermines her legitimate claim for the recognition of
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single women’s whole personhood by drunkenly linking the single woman to the geisha, a class
of entertainer reserved for the pleasure of men. Though Bridget’s responses are less than ideal,
her experiences with the cultural pressure to account for her singleness, to play along imagining
that singlehood is a temporary and ultimately undesirable state, exemplify single woman fiction.
Bridget finds herself tangled in spinster narratives, a fact she laments when, after
believing herself to be abandoned by Mark Darcy, she goes to visit her father “in manner of
tragic spinster spurned by all men” (242). Genz optimistically argues that “Bridget rejects the
pejorative label ‘spinster’ and its negative connotations of unattractiveness, loneliness, and social
ineptitude and, instead, redefines her status by coining the term ‘singleton,’ a new, rebel identity
with its own language and attitudes” (100). However, Bridget is incapable of disentangling
herself from the spinster label, and it is Sharon, not Bridget, who coins the term during a rant in
which she imagines how Bridget should have responded to repeated questioning about her
singlehood: “You should have said ‘I’m not married because I’m a Singleton . . . . And because
there’s more than one bloody way to live . . . there’s a whole generation of single girls like me
with their own incomes and homes who have lots of fun and don’t need to wash anyone else’s
socks’” (37). In rejecting the expectation that all women must seek out marriage, Sharon’s
“Singleton” is a return to the “rebel identity” of historical spinsters who chose independence
over marriage and female partnership over male dominance.
Still, Sharon’s defense of single womanhood “remains tied into the book’s central
preoccupation with getting a man” (Gamble 64). Whether or not the novel develops a feminist
ethos remains a critical debate, though the characters are most certainly aware, to some extent, of
a feminist history that makes it possible for women to pursue a life independent of male financial
and social control. That Bridget can only manage half-hearted attempts to embrace the Singleton
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life and to redefine herself against cultural stereotypes of spinsterhood makes her a maddeningly
troublesome single female protagonist for feminist readers. She is, after all, horribly socially
inept, often suffering from loneliness, and plagued with the suspicion that men find her
unattractive, all of which frustrate her position as an admirable female protagonist, yet they do
not preclude her inclusion as a single woman character. Bridget cannot decide whether or not she
wants to be single or wants to find a long-term male partner, and this ambivalence illustrates the
complexity of single women’s lives when compulsory heteronormativity remains part of the
master narrative.

Abandoning Domestic Vocation: Marilynne Robinson’s Housekeeping
“There would be a general reclaiming of fallen buttons and misplaced spectacles, of neighbors
and kin, till time and error and accident were undone, and the world became comprehensible and
whole” (Robinson 92).
“It is better to have nothing, for at last even our bones will fall. It is better to have nothing”
(Robinson 159).
Published in 1980, Housekeeping takes place in Fingerbone, the small lakeside town
where Marilynne Robinson’s first-person narrator, Ruth Stone, and her younger sister, Lucille,
grow up. Fingerbone is prone to devastating floods. The waters swell during the spring thaws
and once they recede, the townspeople sift through the mud to put right their broken and ruined
homes. The action of the novel takes place at some point in the mid-twentieth century, with a
narrating Ruth recalling her youth at some indeterminate time during her adulthood. Ruth, whose
young life is marked by the loss, imagines a missing aunt, Sylvie Fisher, returning as a “fisher of
men” (91), dipping her net and pouring into her boat all the missing items and people that
Fingerbone had lost until “the world became comprehensible and whole” (92). Robinson
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explores the tensions between collection—of things and people—and loss that permeate the
typical women’s labor of keeping house. Christine Wilson argues that the images of water that
recur in Robinson’s novel “question, subvert, and revise conventional ideas about how women
relate to space” in an effort to redefine habitability “beyond traditional ideas of home that rely
heavily on feelings of personal comfort, security, and stability” (299). Through the characters of
Ruth and Aunt Sylvie, Robinson examines the work that takes place in the domestic space of the
home, the work of housekeeping. Robinson reverses the traditional narrative about women’s
work, unmooring the single woman from her domestic responsibilities in “rejection of the typical
female story” in order to express “female solidarity [,] . . . an affirmation of the possibility of
female autonomy and nurturance” (Ryan 85). In Housekeeping, Sylvie and Ruth are not fulfilled
or sustained by looking after family and home, but instead find sustaining and nurturing
relationships with each other through their independence from the trappings of domestic life.
In turning away from any vocation, in particular domestic work typically associated with
womanhood, Sylvie also challenges expectations of single women to carry out the emotional
work of caring for others. Signaling her radicalism, Sylvie refuses the roles made available to her
as wife, surrogate mother, and single woman, opening for Ruth a new path to womanhood that
turns away from the emotional labor and physical drudgery implicated in the female work of
housekeeping. Sylvie, the itinerant sister of Ruth and Lucille’s mother, is an unconventional
choice for the guardianship of two young girls. Sylvie possesses “the habits of a transient”
(Robinson 103), a fact the girls pick up in the first few weeks of her stay: Sylvie “seldom
removed her coat, and every story she told had to do with a train or bus station” (68), and she
“always slept clothed, at first with her shoes on, and then . . . with her shoes under her pillow”
(103). Just as Sylvie has “simply chosen not to act married” (43), walking away from a husband
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whose last name is the only trace of his existence, she appears to have simply chosen not to act
like caretaker to the two young girls. Or rather, her caretaking takes on a radically different form
from the status quo. Of course, Sylvie’s very unconventionality reinforces Thomas Foster’s
reading of Sylvie “teaching the girls how to feel at home outside of the space traditionally
assigned to women, rather than participating in the ‘reproduction of mothering’” (92). Sylvie
pushes back at narratives of domestic labor that lock women into perpetuating limiting narratives
of female accomplishment based on stereotypical preconceptions about women’s domestic
responsibilities.
When asked after her husband’s whereabouts, Sylvie replies that she “doubt[s] that he
knows where I am” (101), flipping the question around to underscore her choice to roam free.
Sylvie’s unconventional wifehood (she reminds the young girls that she is, indeed, still married)
is read by the larger culture as singlehood. To the girls’ great-aunts, Lily and Nona, Sylvie’s
“drifting, properly considered, might be no more than a preference for the single life, made
awkward in her case by lack of money” (42). From this change in perspective, Sylvie seems to
the elderly sisters as “a maiden lady, unlike themselves only because she had been cast out
unprovided for” (43). Sylvie challenges narratives of female singlehood, particularly in
her impulse to remain unmoored to conventions of female independence, such as housekeeping
and frugality, embraced by the aunts. That she also becomes for the narrator a surrogate mother
and model of womanhood—and her companion for years to come—suggests the possibility of
women “refusing to be contained within spaces traditionally coded as female, domestic, and
normative” (Kaivola 671).
Early on during Sylvie’s stay with the girls, Ruth remarks that, owing to physical
similarities, “Sylvie began to blur the memory of my mother, and then to displace it” (Robinson
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53), foreshadowing Sylvie’s role as surrogate mother. Later in the novel, Ruth identifies so
strongly with Sylvie that she proclaims, “We are the same. She could as well be my mother. I
crouched and slept in her very shape like an unborn child” (Robinson 45), suggestive of Sylvie’s
role as Ruth’s spiritual mother as well her biological mother (Bohannan 70). Lucille grows to
detest Sylvie’s transient ways; she grows first hurt and then hardened by Sylvie’s indifferent
emotional attendance to the young sisters. Ambivalent about the girls’ school attendance or
whereabouts, serving dinner in the dark, and remaining silent in such darkness, Sylvie leaves
unfulfilled the scripted behaviors associated with mothering as part of her indifference to
women’s duties of housekeeping. Ruth recalls that her own mother, before she died, “swept and
dusted, kept our anklets white, and fed us vitamins” (Robinson 110), following scripted
motherhood and housekeeping, fulfilling, on the surface, the role of women’s domestic work.
And yet, Ruth and Lucille’s mother, Helen, abandoned them to a grandmother they had never
known, committing suicide and letting go of her children as they “slid from her lap like one of
those magazines full of responsible opinion about discipline and balanced meals” (110). Helen
was no real mother to either of girls despite her fulfillment of social expectations about women’s
labor of mothering and housekeeping.
Sylvie’s housekeeping, on the other hand, comes in the form of a rejection of typically
female-identified labor, reflective of her “renegotiation of the conventions of middle-class
domesticity from her perspective as transient” (Callanan, “Traumatic” 254). Christine Wilson
makes note of the tensions throughout the novel between the accumulation of things, and their
inevitable loss, a dynamic against which housekeeping, as work, constantly struggles. Citing
Lydia Maria Child’s definition of the “true economy of housekeeping” as “the art of gathering up
all the fragments, so that nothing be lost” (Wilson 304), Wilson identifies Sylvie’s fundamental
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misunderstanding that “the act of keeping is itself not the objective” (304). Sylvie’s literalism
requires readers to question the objectives of housekeeping as a specifically female labor: what
are the goals of housekeeping, and who are the arbiters of such work? Still, Sylvie “reverses
inside and outside” (Bohannan 73), keeping old newspapers and empty cans in the parlor and
allowing leaves and mice to collect in the corners of the house, behavior which is not a
misunderstanding at all, but a refusal to play by the rules. Sylvie well knows what
“housekeeping” and mothering mean to the society she lives in. When the townspeople threaten
to separate her from Ruth, Sylvie cleans out the trash from the house and burns it in the yard,
making manic pronouncements about buying Ruth a suit, getting her a perm, and going to church
(Robison 201). Sylvie knows the rules; she simply refuses to play by them.
Ruth’s narrative is marked by loss—her mother commits suicide, her grandmother dies,
her great-aunts are too flustered and flighty to care for young girls. The very town where Ruth
and Lucille come to live is dominated by a lake into which their grandfather and the entire train
he was on vanished without a trace, the same lake which town lore will suppose claimed the lives
of Ruth and Sylvie after they set fire to their house. Ruth’s narrative attempts to order her world,
relying on her memories and experiences to resist the forces of erosion and entropy that mark her
childhood. As Ruth remarks, “What are all these fragments for, if not to be knit up finally”
(Robinson 92). The narrative also refuses to align itself with conventional order; Ruth’s knitting
up is a collection of moments, details, and some building of events, though the overwhelming
mood of the novel is reflective, even perhaps mystical in nature as Heather Bonnahan suggests
when she reads Housekeeping as a novel of spiritual development: “the narrator in Housekeeping
uses a layering of stories to articulate the continuum in which these symbols [of growth and
transformation] are suspended” (69). In a final gesture of transformation, and a final rejection of
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housekeeping as women’s labor, Sylvie and Ruth reject the roles assigned to them as women and
set fire to the house. Rejecting the reduced influence of women’s agency at home and the larger
role of woman as moral exemplar for the family and the nation as a whole, Sylvie and Ruth
destroy their home and head out on the road, roaming nowhere in particular, travelling for the
freedom of rootlessness typically unexpected of women.
Single Woman Fiction and Women’s Literary Histories
I offer each of the novels in this chapter as examples of the recurring themes of single
woman fiction: 1) that she is an object of sexual speculation; 2) that she will be asked repeatedly
to answer for her singlehood; 3) that she is expected to find work, often in the service of others,
which will provide her a surrogate family to care for. These three conventions appear with
different emphases in novels focusing on the single woman and form the backbone of her story,
determining the course of the single female protagonist’s narrative, influencing her decisions and
opening up or closing off different opportunities. Developing out of the spinster chronotope, that
specific combination of time-space embodied in the single woman, the conventions I identify in
this chapter are expressions of some of the narrative limitations and possibilities of single woman
fiction.
Single woman fiction depends heavily on narrative representations of the spinster
stereotype and its lingering effects on the cultural imagination about female singleness. The
spinster chronotope and its three characteristics constitute a distinct novel genre worthy of
recognition and study. As the dialogic exchange of art and life make possible new forms of
narratable experience, women writers mine the relationship between single women and their
continuing cultural associations with Victorian spinsterhood to discover new expressions of
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literary femalehood.
In identifying elements of single woman fiction, my hope is to bring focused discussion
to the depiction in literature by women of singlehood as a narratable experience rather than
merely a transitional stage that a heroine passes through on her way to marriage. The single
woman novel “break[s] the sequence” of “the cultural orders of nineteenth-century fiction—the
emphasis on successful or failed romance, the subordination of quest to love, the death of the
questing female, the insertion in to family life” (DuPlessis 34-35). Yet, it maintains ties to those
cultural orders through spinster chronotope, positioning the single woman novel as an outgrowth
rather than a rejection of traditions of women’s literatures. The single woman may not participate
in the ‘narrative and cultural orders of nineteenth-century fiction,’ but her refusal does not
protect her from the social and psychological pressures of that fiction.

CHAPTER THREE: HETEROTOPIC MEMORY: REMEMBERING WOMEN’S HISTORIES
“Myths are the unconsumable stuff behind all satisfactory narratives, the context that allows a
group to share the narrative experience of knowing” (Downes 52).
In her essay on myth and metaphor, Margaret J. Downes questions whether narratives are
“more or less satisfying depending upon their degree of inclusion or exclusion of mythological,
cultural context” (54).1 When she writes about “myth,” Downes indicates more than a genre of
storytelling; she points to a motivation for storytelling, a reason for the creation and transmission
of narrative, defining “myth” as “‘a group story,’ made possible by each member’s willingness to
talk and to listen and to incorporate into the self experiences and beliefs which are not selfgenerated” (50). Downes suggests that myth may provide a generative means for experiencing
and constituting the self in relation to a changing view of culture and history because, as
narrative, myth is “a metaphor, a synthetic vision of what we are and what we perceive . . . [and]
it incorporates, reinforces, and adjusts our vision of the present to our vision of the past” (59).
This kind of narrative revises, transforms, and amends the myths of a people as part of an
ongoing process of identification and celebration. Narrative, in this model, responds to people’s
desire for continuity, asserting that human beings exist as part of something larger than
themselves, that they belong to specific communities and cultures.

1

Downes’s essay focuses on the way myth is employed in works by Raymond Carver and
Louise Erdrich. In Erdrich’s work, Downes identifies “narrative as omphalos” (58), drawing
readers inward toward the center, a movement Downes notes as working in opposition to the
centripetal movement of Carver’s post-modern “non-narrative narrative” mythos (58). For
Downes, narrative that brings readers in toward a shared, cultural center is more satisfying
because it guides readers into shared cultural identification.
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In narratives about single women, the dominant myth which functions as the cornerstone
of the British and American feminine ideal is the heterosexual love-story. The single woman, in
light of the context of her potential for attaining heterosexual marital status, must craft an
identity in constant negotiation with the cultural imperative to mate (and procreate). The
culturally-created boundaries of the single woman demarcate the boundaries of the married
woman—one has significance only in contrast to the other. In fact, narratives of female
singlehood characterized as lonely, frigid, and pitiful demonstrate how the spinster has been
“appropriated into masculine logic as the negative of the female sexual object, as not the cause of
man’s desire” (D’Cruz 196). In the common narrative, the spinster is more than the anti-bride;
she is hardly a woman at all. Pitted thus against her married sister, the single woman begins to
develop control over her narrative through the revision of her own mythic importance, relating
her particular experiences in significant ways to the culture as a whole. The single woman
protagonist constructs a counter-myth of female subjecthood that relies on her role as Other to
work from within the culture to revise the ways in which her story re-members “the ongoing
ways of [her] people.” In other words, the single woman narrative asserts itself as an essential
component of the culture as a whole, moving the single woman from the margins of the married
woman’s narrative to the center of her own mythic story.
Myths serve the community. Susan Sellers offers readers a detailed and concise
summation of competing notions and applications of the term “myth,” coming to understand
myth as “stories which distil aspects of common experience in a concentrated and therefore
highly potent form” (8). But what is the “common experience” except, itself, a kind of myth?
Who constitutes the community served by the recirculation of myth? Sellers suggests that the
revision of myth may “enable us to envisage rewritings not only as pleasurable reversals or
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ingenious tinkerings but as new embroideries, adding fresh images and colours to radically alter
the picture. . . . leaving in place enough of the known format to provide evocative points of
reflection for its reader, but also encompassing different possibilities and other points of view”
(29). Through the transmission of intensely personal narratives, single woman protagonists
participate in the communal creation of counter-myths that work to dismantle marginalizing
depictions of single femalehood.
Modern readers are all too aware of how myth may constrain identity,2 excluding
narrative accounts of people who exist on the fringes of normative society. What is called for,
then, is myth revised and multitudinous. The single woman narrative critically evaluates and
reconstructs cultural myths of heteronormative courtship and marriage, re-membering—putting
together again—those lost stories of single womanhood thereby narratively recreating alternate
choices for female personhood. In Penelope Lively’s Moon Tiger and Dorothy Bryant’s Miss
Giardino, the single woman protagonists rely on memory to weave their counter myths, looking
backward not merely to revise unpleasant memories of marginalization, but as a means of
creating new ways forward toward empowerment. The single woman narrative plays the vital
role of combating nostalgia, which Gayle Greene defines as “an uncritical acceptance of this
rewriting [of unpleasant memories], a view of the past as a foreign country” (297). Greene’s
metaphor is apt, for to look on the “past as a foreign country” is to risk seeing oneself as
distinctly removed from one’s history, to potentially romanticize and anesthetize that history. It

2

Downes addresses the notion that myth can “imply close-mindedness and a hereditary means of
imposing psychological tyranny” (52), though she understands myth to possess the possibility of
functioning as a “life support system” by “invigorat[ing] and maintain[ing] a culture’s permeable
solidarity” (52). In Downes’s usage, myth maintains cultural identity even as it allows for
revision.
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is this expression of memory, which “may look back in order to move forward and transform
disabling fictions to enabling fictions, altering our relation to the present and future” (Greene
298), which is the project Lively’s and Bryant’s novels. In my use of the term “myth,” I want to
evoke V.G. Julie Rajan’s and Sanja Bahun-Radunovic’s definition of “myth” to mean “an act of
looking: looking back and forward, gazing at and across, and peering into or out from various
‘points of view’” (4), in order to underscore the dialogic relationship between cultural narratives
and lived experience. The single women of Lively’s and Bryant’s novels adopt perspectives that
move freely across boundaries of time and place, from within and from without different subsets
of their cultures, to present revised narratives of single femalehood.
Both novels engage with diminishing master narratives about single women as lonely,
deprived, or emotionally inaccessible. Both novels position single women as witnesses to and
participants in major historical moments. Both novels feature protagonists in the last years of
their lives, one who made a living writing histories and one who built a career teaching students
to read and interpret narrative. Both novels’ protagonists write back to British and American
social narratives and political histories by centering their personal experiences. Even as she
upholds narratives of upper-class, Anglo privilege, Lively reworks narratives of motherhood and
single womanhood, demolishing conventions of objective, linear historical narratives in the
creation of a mythic re-vision of single womanhood unapologetic in her indifferent maternal
affection and her dogged pursuit of professional success. In contrast, Bryant interweaves the
immigrant narrative and the spinster narrative against the backdrop of an ever-changing San
Francisco Mission District, mining her character’s memories and experiences for some cure to
her amnesia, ultimately finding that the narrative she has reconstructed frees her to seek
individual joy in a long-awaited celebration of solitude. Lively’s and Bryant’s novels both make
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use of narrative disjunction and appropriate a variety of textual forms in order to re-member
women’s histories as authentic and vital narratives fundamentally rooted in long, deep social and
political histories and the cultural myths, in this case, the “untruths” about single women as
failures promoted as part of the marriage plot. For both protagonists, memory serves as the site
for transformative reconstructions of single womanhood as they revisit and revise key memories
in order to recalibrate narratives of female experience.
To achieve their reconstructions of single womanhood, Lively and Bryant employ a
narrative strategy that I call “heterotopic memory.” Heterotopia, as Foucault conceives them,
describe “other places,” spaces of convergence which disrupt meaning. I offer a more detailed
discussion below, but in general, heterotopia are typically discussed as features of postmodern
works, demonstrating tenuous, unpredictable, and often disjunctive interrelations between places.
Yet in the hands of Lively and Bryant, heterotopia form connective threads between disparate
times and places in order to create multi-faceted mythologies. “Heterotopic memory,” then,
describes a specific narrative strategy uniquely suited to revising myth as it allows a narrator to
reconstruct layers of personal and public meanings inscribed on geographic and architectural
spaces, creating alternate sites of female authority by privileging personal experience. Each
protagonist employs heterotopic memory to a different purpose: Lively’s protagonist wants to
reorder history with herself as its center while Bryant’s protagonist seeks to unify a fractured
sense of self. Through their use of heterotopic memory, both women disrupt typical narratives of
single womanhood. Lively and Bryant adjust the lenses through which readers view the past,
emphasizing the role of personal experience and perspective in historical understanding as they
reimagine and revise myths of single femalehood.
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Foucault’s Heterotopia
“In other words, we do not live in a kind of void, inside of which we could place individuals and
things. . . . [W]e live inside a set of relations that delineates sites which are irreducible to one
another and absolutely not superimposable on one another.” (Foucault, “Of Other Spaces” 23)
When Michel Foucault first mentions “heterotopia” in his introduction to Les Mots et les
Choses (The Order of Things 1966), he employs the term as a challenge to “the order imposed on
things” (preface). For Foucault, systems of organizations, those categories of relation by which
people order the world, are arbitrary in themselves. To illustrate his point, Foucault identifies
Jorge Luis Borges’s famous Chinese encyclopedia as a heterotopia which operates by
destabilizing readers’ understanding of the fixed nature of relationships between things.3 If,
according to the encyclopedia, the category of “animal” can be divided into categories as
seemingly unrelated as “those belonging to the emperor” and those “drawn with a very fine
camel hair brush,” then any number of possible relationships between objects and ideas may be
possible. Borges’s absurd passage both amuses and upsets readers because it suggests that the
general understanding of logic and order is founded on unstable, narrow grounds. In this way,
heterotopia function as destabilizing forces.
Foucault does not offer concrete examples of heterotopia beyond the Chinese
encyclopedia, instead moving on to the generic relationship between heterotopia, literally “other
place,” and utopia, St. Thomas More’s invented pun meaning “no place.” For Edward K. Chan,
the “heterotopian narrative imagines in a different direction than the ideal, toward perhaps an
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In Borges’ fictive encyclopedia, the entry for the classification of animals, divides them into
fourteen different categories of such absurd and arbitrary divisions—“(a) belonging to the
emperor, (b) embalmed . . . (e) sirens . . . (k) drawn with a very fine camelhair brush” (Borges,
qtd. in Foucault Order)—as to have caused Foucault to develop the concept of heterotopia.
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imaginary Otherness bounded by perceived difference” (205). Although the concept of
heterotopia is incompletely articulated, its primary characteristic is disruption. Heterotopia do
not negate utopia; they offer alternative spaces that emphasize perception rather than perfection.
As women writers in particular contend with narratives of ideal womanhood that primarily serve
the interests of men,4 a narrative strategy based on disruption that sketches out perceived
difference has the potential to create alternate spaces of meaning.
Foucault revisits the notion of heterotopia in an architectural lecture given in 1967 and
translated into English in 1986 in Diacritics under the title “Of Other Spaces.” This second
iteration describes heterotopia in much more detailed, spatial terms and forwards six principles
of heterotopia, furnishing examples like the cemetery, the boarding school, and the colony as
examples of the diverse principles. Most useful to this installment of the concept is Foucault’s
attempt to distinguish the relationship between utopia—the ideal that exists nowhere—and
heterotopia—the “Otherness” which makes possible critical confrontation with both the real and
the ideal. To illustrate the relationship, Foucault introduces the metaphor of the mirror. First, the
mirror gestures at utopia, offering a reflection symbolically representative of the utopian ideal of
wholeness and connectedness:
In the mirror, I am where I am not, in an unreal virtual space that opens up behind the
surface; I am over there, there where I am not, a sort of shadow that gives my own
visibility to myself, that enables me to see myself there where I am absent: such is the
utopia of the mirror. (“Other Spaces” 24)
The perspective afforded by the mirror is one of wholeness relative to the space the viewer
occupies, and the viewer’s orientation of self in space is more fully perceived than is possible
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While this project focuses on ciswomen characters and writers, I see great potential for
examining characters and writers along the gender spectrum through this approach to
heterotopia.
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without the reflective surface. The mirror is utopian in the metaphorical sense that the reflected
view of self is uncompromised and coherent (Chan 204), but the mirror is also a heterotopia
because it exists in the real world as a physical object that enables critical perspective—the
confrontation of the “real” self with the utopian whole self which is reflected on the surface of
the object. The relationship between utopia and heterotopia, then, is not antithetical, nor is utopia
a kind of heterotopia or vice versa. Instead, the two exist complementary to one another,
facilitating a dialectical exchange whereby one confronts an idealized whole and connected sense
of self even as one is aware that this the reflection is not, in actuality, the self.
While both utopia and heterotopia “have the curious property of being in relation with all
the other sites, but in such a way as to suspect, neutralize, or invert the set of relations that they
happen to designate, mirror, or reflect” (Foucault “Other Spaces” 24), heterotopia are disruptive
and challenge conventional logic and order in ways that utopia cannot because heterotopia make
possible the critical reassessment of utopia and its logic. Heterotopia have a doubly critical
function, dismantling the logic of the real and that of the ideal, allowing Foucault to state that
heterotopia exist in the real world as “a kind of effectively enacted utopia in which the real sites,
all the other real sites that can be found within the culture, are simultaneously represented,
contested, and inverted. Places of this kind are outside of all places, even though it may be
possible to indicate their position in reality” (Foucault “Other Spaces” 24; my emphasis).
Examples of heterotopia in the real world include churches, sites of secular and religious
celebration, or even the all-inclusive vacation getaway: each presents itself to the cultural
imaginary as a utopia, a place of perfect idealization, even as each institution is accessible to the
world of the real and fraught with imperfections. Each heterotopic space offers a bubble of an
alternate reality separate from but connected to the mundane everyday actions that take place in
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places like, for instance, the grocery story, the parking lot, the office. Heterotopia fulfill the
critical function of utopia while also turning their critical powers toward utopia itself: one cannot
engage with heterotopia without a sense of the limitations, falsity, and critique of everyday life
telegraphed by the seeming utopian experience of heterotopia.
And yet, these other spaces need not necessarily appear as real physical spaces in the
world. In fact, literary critics have applied the concept as a critical lens through which to analyze
narrative functions, map narrative structures, and explore social identities. In his survey of the
critical application of Foucault’s heterotopia, Peter Johnson identifies as many as twenty-four
types of heterotopia, finding such broad applications as studies on landscape, vampires, and “the
Nineteenth century ship narrative” (7-8). Perhaps most well-known, Brian McHale first applied
“heterotopia” in his discussion of postmodern writers’ use of “zones,” the fictional geographies
that relate in indistinct, impossible, or unfamiliar ways to real, historical locations. For McHale,
space in postmodern fiction is simultaneously constructed and deconstructed through a variety of
narrative strategies, including heterotopia, the effect of which disrupts meaning in ways that
realist fiction does not, serving to create interconnection within and between texts (45). More
recently, the term has come to describe postcolonial subjectivities.5 In this chapter, I am deeply
interested in the disruptive potential of Foucault’s concept as I explore narrative strategies
employed to tell the stories of single women.
In this chapter, I identify Lively and Byrant’s narrative strategy of representing memory
rooted in place as “heterotopic memory.” The protagonists of both novels remember places—
specific, named, physical spaces—as sites that combine the imagined and the real, effectively

5

See Tiziana Morosetti, Victoria Burrows, and Paolo Horta.
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enabling the women to exert a measure of authority over the narratives of their pasts and the
trajectory of their futures. As a narrative strategy, heterotopic memory creates an Other space
from which the personal voice, to borrow the concept from Susan Lanser, regains its reliability
as a valid critical perspective that contends with the authoritarian voice of master narratives.6 In
other words, the narrators’ reconstruction via memory of the layers of personal and public
meanings inscribed on geographic and architectural spaces, facilitates the creation of alternate
narratives that are authoritatively female-centered.
Claudia Hampton’s “interesting heresy”: Heterotopic Memory in Penelope Lively’s
Moon Tiger
“Because unless I am a part of everything I am nothing” (Lively 207).
Penelope Lively’s 1987 novel, Moon Tiger, has been described as a reinscription of
feminist and imperialist histories, a war-time love story, and a feminist hero’s tale.7 The novel
opens with the protagonist, Claudia Hampton, popular historian and intellectual iconoclast, lying
in her hospital bed at the end of her life. The last story she wants to tell is no minor feat; Claudia
declares her intention to write a history of the world. The nurse who overhears the claim remarks
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As Lanser notes in her study, Fictions of Authority: Women Writer’s and Narrative Voice, “[a]
female personal narrator risks the reader’s resistance if the act of telling, the story she tells, or the
self she constructs through telling it transgresses the limits of the acceptably feminine. . . . when
women have written only of themselves they have been labeled immodest and narcissistic, and
criticized for displaying either their virtues or their thoughts” (19). Claudia embraces accusations
of immodesty and narcissism, weaving the typically female-specific epithets into her narrative as
badges of her authority. One of the outcomes of narrative employing heterotopic memory is that
it may concern itself with a specific readership—the author of the narrative. Other readers are
incidental.
7

See Kathleen Williams Renk’s “Imperial Fantasies,” Thomas Dukes, and Mary Hurley Moran.
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with false interest and continues changing Claudia’s bedding, calling Claudia a “good girl” and
offering her some tea, effectively infantilizing Claudia and dismissing her as an impotent, dying
old woman (1). Because Claudia is single and, perhaps worse, elderly, her voice and therefore
her entire being are dismissed summarily by those around her. The opening scene frames the
perceived feebleness of female assertions of authority (and the particular infantilization of
elderly women) and introduces the reader to the single driving force of Claudia’s life: claiming
for herself the voice of authority. Whether in her personal life or in her career, Claudia creates
opportunities not only to get the last word but also to assert herself as the definitive authority.
Following this opening scene, Lively presents her readers with Claudia’s internal
dialogue—a starkly contrastive articulation of her vocalized intention to write a history of the
world. To herself, Claudia notes that her history will be “[t]he whole triumphant murderous
unstoppable chute—from the mud to the stars, universal and particular, your story and mine” (1),
rather than “nit-picking stuff about Napoleon, Tito, the battle of Edgehill, Hernando Cortez” (1),
challenging the commonplace that history is removed from the individual experience and
concerned only with specific men and particular battles. As a popular historian, Claudia built her
career and reputation on writing about war. In her meditation, she notes with characteristic
directness that “[a]ll history, of course, is the history of wars” (66), acknowledging the master
narrative operating as the organizing principle of her discipline. Yet Claudia attempts to set apart
her understanding of war from that of her colleagues, explaining that “the language of war” is
found in the tallies of the dead and the images of the camps, prisons, and destroyed towns. It is a
language she juxtaposes with “that lunatic language that lays a smokescreen of fantasy—that
crazy language of generals and politicians” (67). For Claudia, the true language of war deals with
the minutiae of concrete effects of war on daily life, a private language of loss and devastation,
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rather than on ideology and euphemism, the public language of historical figureheads that makes
up the bulk of the master narrative of that “lunatic language” of history.
Claudia’s history of the world attempts to blend the private and the public as she shifts
her personal memories and experiences to the foreground and eases the traditional figures and
topics of historiography into the background of the narrative, resulting in an image of herself as
inseparable from a far-reaching “awful context of time and place: everything and nothing”
(Lively 187). Thinking about how her book on Cortez connects to her life, Claudia explains, “it
enlarges me, it frees me from the prison of my experience; it also resounds within that
experience” (158). On the one hand, Claudia appropriates the histories of those who suffered
under Cortez, picking and choosing which details of others’ lives are narratable; on the other
hand, Claudia unseats the male figure and recenters the historical narrative on the life of single
and otherwise insignificant woman. Perhaps it is too convenient that, in claiming that all histories
are intertwined and that all narratives are connected one to another, Claudia manages to efface
the experiences of people of color, people without financial means, or any others who find
themselves otherwise marginalized or effaced by official histories. Histories often function as
public memory: an authorized version of the past from which individuals in a culture draw their
identities. Blurring the line between the recorded experiences of historical personages and places
and the memories of her own life, Claudia is able to draw out the particularities of her
experiences, as if in relief, from a web of historical narratives.
A pivotal example of this is Claudia’s retelling of her time in Egypt as a reporter during
the Second World War. Claudia’s memories of Egypt emerge as a series of myths casting the
country as a heterotopic space built upon Claudia’s initial, one-dimensional, and exoticized
perception of the country. As she explains, “[l]ike anyone else, I knew Egypt before I ever went
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there” (Lively 80). To know Egypt without being part of the cultures and histories of the country,
is to have familiarity with specifically British images of Egypt which are appropriative, touristic
perspectives built on the British obsession with Eastern relics that began with the archeological
expeditions of late nineteenth century and which reflect aspects that Kathleen Williams Renk
identifies as Claudia’s “type of Imperial feminism” (“Imperial Fantasies” 233). While Claudia’s
retelling highlights her progressive sexuality and dogged pursuit of a story, the narrated memory
also reveals Claudia’s preservation of colonial attitudes of privilege that reduce Egyptian life to a
series of snapshots that reflect the observer’s epiphanies about self more than they attempt to
accurately depict place. It is during the first weekend together in Luxor that Claudia and Tom
Southern, Claudia’s lover, a soldier killed in Egypt during the Second World War8—first
“suddenly saw that [Egypt] was beautiful” (Lively 75):
I saw the cluttered intense life of the fields and villages--a world of dust and water, straw
and leaves, people and animals--and I saw the stark textural immensity of the desert, the
sand carved by the wind, the glittering mirages. . . . Beautiful and indifferent; when you
began to see it you saw also the sores round the mouths of children, the flies crawling on
the sightless eyes of a baby, the bare ulcerated flesh on a donkey’s back. (75)
The passage seems to suggest that those details of everyday life which do not immediately
concern Claudia’s reporting duties are made available to her because of her connection with
Tom. The effect of the passage, then, is not to recall the beautiful and tragic components of a
specific place but to emphasize that Claudia has increased her sensitivity to the world through
the love of another, rendering Egypt a rhetorical trope for self-reflection.
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Thomas Dukes reads the Claudia and Tom affair as the “central event of her life” (88), allowing
him to categorize the novel as a “wartime love story” (94), a plausible designation but one which
diminishes the variety of experiences Claudia shares about her life by distilling the complexity of
her life to a cliché expression of spinsterhood: the woman whose lover is killed, whose child is
miscarried, and who, subsequently, is unable to love again in the same way.
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What Renk accurately describes as Claudia’s longing for empire, effected by Claudia
“continually cast[ing] a backward glance on all empires, whether ancient or modern, while
noting the vanishing civilizations that continue to linger even in a postcolonial era” (“Imperial
Fantasies 219), may also be described as the rhetorical outcome of the heterotopic memory. In
Egypt, Claudia explains that “[p]ast and present do not so much co-exist in the Nile valley as
cease to have any meaning” (Lively 80). Claudia wipes clean the rich and varied histories of the
Nile valley, creating an exotic tapestry representative of timelessness and continuity against
which she attempts to order her experiences with Tom. The country and its people and history
become set pieces for Claudia’s personal experiences as both narratives—the love affair and her
reconstruction of Egypt—converge so that the space and the man have “fused in the head to a
single presence of his voice and his touch, those sights and those smells” (75). Claudia’s
heterotopic memory conflates Tom with Egypt and impresses private memory on public
histories, compressing the complexities of both into sense-memories only Claudia can decode
and experience. She claims ownership of the past, of all of history. Not even Tom can counter or
share in the memories that Claudia includes in her history; his death prevents both dissent and
corroboration, leaving Claudia’s version of their time together to stand on its own.
Yet, even as Claudia reinforces narratives of privilege, she manages to push back against
articulations of authority that diminish women’s experiences. Claudia needs no corroboration, no
documentation or evidence for her history. Her word will not only suffice as the authoritative of
events, but will serve as an expression of her “historian’s privilege.” In voicing her intent to tell
“your story and mine,” Claudia ambiguously alludes to both a particular reader—one of the
family members whose stories she shares or possibly Tom—and an anonymous, public reader,
suggesting that her personal history is also a universal history. The bold assertion thrusts a
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specifically female perspective to the forefront of the historical narrative, a move that disrupts
traditional historical narratives even as it codifies narratives of privilege.
Lively’s protagonist favors a non-linear, associative narrative organization whereby a
moment experienced by the aged Claudia in the hospital gives way to an idea or thought that
triggers a memory. Even her intended history of the world should be organized, according to
Claudia, nonlinearly, as she claims that “a kaleidoscopic view might be an interesting heresy.
Shake the tube and see what comes out. . . . there is no sequence, everything happens at once”
(Lively 2). What Claudia deems an “interesting heresy” is, in Foucauldian terms, a heterotopic
historical narrative, a narrative in which the controlling order of historiography, chronology, is
shown to be an arbitrary, even false, system of order. Chronology is replaced by associations
with place, a system of order that refutes “sequence” and insists that, when place is the common
thread, “everything happens at once.” Robert J. Topinka reminds readers that a primary function
of heterotopia “is to problematize the order that undergirds knowledge production” (58). If the
primary order of historiography, as Claudia understands it, is chronology, then to refuse
chronology is to upset epistemology, to subvert a master narrative of causality for a multiplicity
of associative narratives—narratives that change with every telling as a kaleidoscope changes
images with each twist. Refusing chronology means embracing multiple interpretations of the
past.
Nowhere is this point more evident than the scene between Claudia and Jasper in which
she reveals to him that she is pregnant and keeping the child. The confrontation takes place in the
Ashmolean Museum, University of Oxford’s Art and Archeology museum. Museums are
heterotopia in their own right, containing within them exhibits that encourage the viewer to
emotionally and cognitively engage with other times, places, cultures, and perspectives.
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Museums elevate the once-mundane to positions of significance in an ever-evolving narrative of
human cultural development that derives meaning from the juxtaposition of one object or period
of history with another. The Ashmolean Museum extends the metaphor of Claudia’s
kaleidoscopic vision of history whereby a selection of events from Claudia’s life figures as a
curated set of experiences that elevates some memories in order to form a more whole picture of
Claudia’s life and her place in history. In Claudia’s history of world, she plays the role of actor,
curator, and historian, making connections between personal memories and public historical
events that requires readers to reassess their assumptions about which narratives are authorized
as contributing to knowledge production. Claudia’s kaleidoscopic history is an “interesting
heresy” not only because it challenges chronology as the organizing principle for history but also
because it offers an alternative organizational schema: her employment of heterotopic memory.
Heterotopia function to disrupt conventional thought and order. Recall that Foucault
explains that
[h]eterotopia are disturbing, probably because they secretly undermine language, because
they make it impossible to name this and that, because they destroy ‘syntax’ in advance,
and not only the syntax with which we construct sentences but also that less apparent
syntax which causes words and things (next to and also opposite one another) to ‘hold’
together. (Foucault, qtd. in Topinka 57)
Heterotopia link together that which in the conventional sense appears unrelated. For Claudia, to
insist on “chronology”—the standard syntax of historical memory—is to insist on an arbitrary
expression of order. The heterotopic historical narratives with which Claudia would replace
chronological narratives open up vast alternatives of discoverable meanings and new approaches
to the production of historical knowledge. Claudia’s “interesting heresy” disrupts chronology as
the sole organizing principle of historical narrativity, instead opting for something close to what
Joanna Russ calls narration in “the lyric mode,” an alternative narrative mode that claims
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emotional centers for the organization of elements. The lyric mode “consists of the organization
of discrete elements (images, events, scenes, passages, words, what-have-you) around an
unspoken thematic or emotional center. The lyric mode exists without chronology or causation;
its principle of connection is associative” (12). The associative connective tissue differs from
teller to teller, from telling to telling. This approach refrains from imposing a singular,
authoritative version of history, disrupting the ways in which “words and things . . . ‘hold’
together.” Claudia’s approach conflates the lay-historian, the person who witnessed and
remembered the events being recounted, with the historian-scholar to alter sequences and
meanings, allowing for a multiplicity of historical narratives to exist side-by-side and insisting on
the authority of the individual female narrator.
In the production of history, the order impressed upon historical events necessarily
partitions the chaos of life into digestible units of information, but the picture that evolves from
such units is always incomplete and always somewhat arbitrary. Claudia exploits “the historian’s
privilege” (6)—the privilege to order, arrange, select, and connect events and artifacts into some
kind of narrative that necessarily reflects the historian’s position in time and space. Her
organizing principle is rightly described by Eileen Williams-Wanquet as a “predominantly
geographical way of thinking . . . whereby juxtaposition and simultaneity replace sequential
succession, dispersion and plurality replace unity and unique truth, multiplicity and relatedness
replace difference and exhaustiveness, and contextually replaces autonomy” (99). In Claudia’s
hand, arbitrariness becomes capriciousness as she turns her kaleidoscopic view onto her own life,
emboldening her, for example, to connect herself directly to the Paleolithic, Jurassic and
Victorian periods via an excursion to Charmouth beach in 1920. Remembering the day that tenyear old Claudia squabbles with Gordon, her brother, then falls and breaks her arm, Claudia
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frames her experience against the public histories of scientific exploration and the geographic
formation located at Charmouth. The Blue Lias at Charmouth operates as the heterotopia,
connecting young Claudia and young Gordon through the geological formation of lias to “Philip
Gosse, Hugh Miller and Lyell and Darwin himself” (Lively 3). All epochs become layered one
upon another with the effect of enhancing both the importance and the authority of Claudia’s
personal experience. Claudia’s heterotopic memory crafts new myths of identity and asserts a
critical perspective that contends with the authoritarian voice of master narratives without
longing for an idealized past.
Suggesting that the novel’s form enacts a mimetic representation of memory, Thomas
Dukes observes, “Claudia’s memories appear in the random, chaotic order in which the mind
recalls them rather than in the clear order of historical record written by ‘objective’ scholars”
(87). Ignoring Claudia’s decision to forgo chronology as the primary mode of organization, and
thereby missing the possibility that Claudia’s memories are neither random nor chaotic, but
intrinsically associated with one another through place, Dukes effectively denies Claudia’s
narrative authority. Dukes looks only at the effects of the structure of the work that Lively
creates for her readers, a narrative that “record[s] the personal as opposed to the public” (87; my
emphasis), allowing “[t]he principal character . . . to more clearly place her own love story in its
historical context and to comment on the affair as an historical event, even as she assesses the
larger events of a world war” (86). For Dukes, Claudia’s story is a prototypical spinster’s love
story: a young, headstrong woman falls in love with a man who dies, therefore taking with him
any future potential for the woman’s romantic satisfaction or happiness. From such a
perspective, one might condescend, like Dukes, to pity the woman who “comment[s] on the
affair as an historical event,” as if she must make her own (failed romantic) life larger by finding
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her place in history. But this perspective thwarts Claudia’s authority to elevate the personal to the
status of public, to carve out for herself a historical space from which to narrate the events of her
life with importance equal to and often surpassing those events deemed worthy of retelling as
History. Claudia’s heterotopic memories revise myths of female singlehood, establishing a deep
history from which Claudia emerges not pitiable but triumphant in creating space for the
articulation of her experiences.
Claudia is often perceived by others in specifically spinster-esque terms: antagonistic,
egotistical, and cold. The mother of Lisa, by way of an on-again-off-again affair with Jasper, and
a sort of surrogate matron-aunt figure to Laslow, Claudia has lived her life unapologetically as a
single woman who knows very well that she “was not a good mother, in any conventional sense”
(Lively 42). Never one to let convention contain her desires, Claudia admits to having “a sexual
field day” in Cairo (92), claiming to be “the best looking. As well as the most resourceful, the
most astute, the least deceivable. And the most immodest” (92). Her blunt acceptance of these
typically perceived female shortcomings borders on pride. That Claudia embraces qualities that
echo feminist backlash makes her a difficult protagonist to embrace.9 Readers wishing to admire
Claudia’s fierce independence must also come to terms with how little Claudia needs other than
the courage of her own convictions to sustain her. Claudia is aggressively and unapologetically
independent; she is not, in short, a nice woman, though as Roxane Gay suggests, “unlikable
characters, the ones who are the most human, are also the ones who are the most alive. Perhaps
this intimacy makes us uncomfortable because we don’t dare be so alive” (87). If nothing else,
Lively creates in Claudia a female character who embraces and accepts life, acting on nothing
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Claudia is selfish, indifferent to the needs of her daughter, brash and confrontational, and
perhaps most damningly in regard to cultural feminine ideals, utterly unrepentant.
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less than the conviction that she has the right to exist as fully human. Claudia’s commitment to
her own life and values discomfits the reader who must contend with a woman who embraces
some of society’s most damning criticisms about women.
Claudia’s determination to maintain an independent and self-satisfying life is met with a
number of hostile responses. Yet Claudia often defies one-dimensional representation of the
cold, career-driven woman that she works at presenting to the world. When Claudia tells Jasper
that she is pregnant, he callously remarks that she is not “cut out for . . . motherhood, though . . .
[she]’ll display [her] usual power of adaptation” (Lively 11). The barb stings Claudia, but rather
than show Jasper that he has wounded her, she wounds him in return: “She looks for the first
time at him. At the smile. ‘I'm having it,’ she states, ‘partly out of inefficiency and partly because
I want it. The two possibly are not unconnected. And I’m certainly not suggesting we get
married’” (11). Jasper’s smile fuels Claudia’s biting response; not only will she keep the child,
but she will also refuse to be married. She will not observe social norms even as she
acknowledges, “Babies I find faintly repellent; young children are boring and distracting” (42).
Claudia’s stubborn fealty to herself is shaped by others’ perspectives of her. She desires to be the
maverick historian, the iconoclast, the confounding lover, the ruthlessly unattached woman,
contentious for the sake of argument.
An unconventional mother, Claudia was thirty-eight when Lisa was born and “doing
nicely” (Lively 14), which is to say that she was earning her own money and “had something of
a name” in her field (14). When Lisa remembers a conversation with her grandmother who
explains that “[n]o one has ever married Claudia” (53), and that “[y]ou have to love someone
very much before you marry them” (53), the novel suggests that Claudia has failed as a woman
because of her inability to be loved and her incapacity to return that love. It is unclear whether
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Claudia narrates the exchange between grandmother and granddaughter or whether the exchange
occurs in Lisa’s memory. If Claudia is the narrator, her usually unapologetic ownership of her
life’s choices appears here to be complicated by emotional pain and perhaps some small bit of
regret about how these two women may have perceived her. And yet, Claudia’s public work
takes primacy over her maternal work, a fact she is proud of, noting that “[y]ou need a certain
mentality to cope with children. I don’t have it. Thank God” (52). Claudia embraces the most
damning of critiques against the working mother: a lack of maternal warmth and derision
towards those women who do enjoy their children. It is her lack of apology for her disinterest in
motherhood and marriage which makes Claudia the poster woman for the dangers of female
independence, and the novel problematically suggests a stereotypical excuse for Claudia’s
insufficient motherhood: the loss of a great love.
Claudia identifies her time with Tom in Egypt as a “centre,” a “core” of “certain
indisputable facts” upon which the past is built (70). Tom is the chronological center of
Claudia’s life, but also, it seems, the emotional center. Aware of the cultural anxieties about
spinsterhood, Claudia notes that she had attained the “ripe age” of thirty-one when she first
experienced the “particular type of derangement” that is falling in love (106). Claudia’s romance
with Tom reproduces a common spinster myth—the unfulfilled promise of a great and lasting
love affair resulting in a woman living single for the rest of her life. In her retelling of the days
after Tom’s death, Claudia leads up to the revelation that she had been pregnant by Tom and
suffered a miscarriage. Tellingly, Claudia includes the moment when the nun projects onto
Claudia the cultural stigma of the unwed mother. As Claudia hemorrhages in pain, the nun, with
an “expression [that] is blandly impersonal” (131), tells Claudia that she supposes that “under the
circumstances you may be feeling it’s the best thing” (131). Claudia, however, will not silently
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abide the nun’s assumptions that a baby out of wedlock would be, at best, a challenge to raise
and, at worse, a point of shame, asserting repeatedly that she indeed wants the baby, going so far
as to threaten the nun’s life if the baby cannot be saved (132). The loss of this child by Tom
perhaps fuels her desire to keep the child by Jasper. Certainly, the traumas of losing Tom, losing
the baby, and being shamed for the “circumstances” of her pregnancy motivate Claudia’s
decision to birth Lisa as a counter to Jasper’s stereotypical assessment that Claudia—perpetually
independent, sexually free, and professionally motivated—is not the mother-type. Yet, the
narrative force of the novel is neither the love affair itself nor the loss of her child. Instead, the
novel places primacy on the authority of the individual woman’s associative memory, which
both preserves and gives new life to absent places and people. The love affair and the
miscarriage are merely two of the events in Claudia’s experiences, two small pieces of glass in
the kaleidoscope to be rearranged over and again.
Mary Hurley Moran makes an argument for Moon Tiger as a feminist novel based on
Lively’s refusal “to allow the love interest to overtake her female protagonist’s story, [rejecting]
the patriarchal conventions of plot and of narrative authority, and [challenging] established
beliefs about history, time, and the nature of personal identity” (“Feminist History” 95). Instead
of the more aggressive reworking of language postulated by écriture féminine, Moran claims that
Lively and many other “[l]ess radical North American and British women writers protest in a
subtler way: while employing conventional syntax and referential language, they slyly
undermine established discourse by questioning or making fun of some of the conventions” (89).
Moon Tiger’s use of unconventional organization and multiple perspectives are, for Moran, the
basis for Lively’s creation of “a feminist hero who has displaced God the father and seated
herself at the center of this unabashedly irreverent ‘history of the world’” (95). That Claudia does
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not personally recognize herself as feminist does not alter the feminist value or nature of her
story.
Moran astutely notes that Claudia narrates her life in terms of the past, “dissolv[ing] the
usual line of demarcation historians draw between public and private by showing that an
individual’s life embodies the larger experience of the race and indeed of all humankind” (92).
Though Moran does not specifically identify Claudia’s “technique of emphasizing the
connection between historical public events and personal experience” (92) that blends public and
private, I have demonstrated that it is Claudia’s heterotopic memory that effaces typical
distinctions between history and memory. In chapter three, Claudia exercises this technique as
she contemplates history’s effects on her own life, addressing historical personages of the
Mayflower:
Little did you know what you were setting in motion . . . . How could you envisage
slavery and secession, the Gold Rush, the Alamo, Transcendentalism, Hollywood, the
Model T Ford, Sacco and Vanzetti, Joe McCarthy? Vietnam. Ronald Reagan, for
heaven’s sake. . . . You are public property—the received past; my view of you is my
own, your relevance to me is personal (Lively 29).
As both a British citizen and an American resident, Claudia notes the reverberations of
America’s colonial history that have shaped the world in which she lives, allowing her to link the
conditions of her personal life to those of early English settlers. Claudia describes an
oversimplified causal relationship from the Mayflower’s arrival to the election of President
Reagan, intent on laying claim not only to her place in the chain of history but to her right to
interpret the historical “received” past as relative to her personal experiences and perspectives.
This brief transatlantic history supports Claudia’s premise that historical narrative is relative to
one’s position, in time and space, to the past: only through looking back at the past from a
particular moment in time can a historical narrative of any kind be possible.
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Claudia illustrates her premise during a visit to a colonial re-enactment village with her
brother and sister-in-law. The village—its buildings, props, and employee-actors—perform
seventeenth-century life for twentieth-century tourists looking to experience “authentic” history.
The village itself operates as a classic heterotopia, demonstrating Foucault’s fourth principle,
similar to “those Polynesian vacation villages” that remove one’s sense of contemporary time
even as they offer tourists the illusion of “immediate knowledge” of the past (Foucault, “Of
Other Spaces” 26). Claudia, of course, refuses to contain her awareness of her knowledge and
place in history, asking questions about the practicalities of daily Pilgrim life, religion, and
politics only to remark to one of the actors that “it works out very interesting in the end,”
wishing the man “good luck in the French and Indian Wars,” and advising another man to avoid
“importing labor” when he begins his Virginia tobacco plantation (Lively 36). Claudia effaces
geographical and temporal boundaries by conflating Pilgrims with Virginian tobacco farmers and
slave owners, a rhetorical move that mirrors her heterotopic memory by insisting on the
interconnectedness of all events.
When she’s accused of “spoiling the story,” Claudia wonders if “there’s an alternative
story” (36), and to make her point she tells the soon-to-be tobacco farmer to “stay with
subsistence agriculture and see what happens” (37). Of course, no alternative history can be
forged—her advice cannot be heeded, no great changes in American history will occur. Instead,
the impotent exchange reveals Claudia’s self-serving hubris: she wants to engage and impress
her brother, so she performs her role as iconoclast intellectual for Gordon’s entertainment, as
well as for her own pleasure. However, over time, the memory has come to embody much more
for the narrating Claudia, the old woman who lies in her bed composing her history. At the close
of the narration of the memory, Claudia reflects on the Pilgrim re-enactment village: “[F]or me
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that place is several places—real and unreal, experienced and imagined. It becomes part of my
own sequence of references; the collective past becomes private territory” (40). Claudia’s
heterotopic memory, her “own sequence of references,” does in fact function as an alternative
history, joining public and private memory.
Claudia’s singularly selective history, a “history of the world as selected by Claudia: fact
and fiction, myth and evidence, images and documents” (Lively 1), opens her narrative to
accusations of solipsism, allegations she refutes by noting that all history is to some extent bound
up in the lives and interests of the historical scholar whose job it is to make sense of “what really
happened,” “tidying up . . . this into books, the concentration of the benign historical eye upon
years and places and persons” (6). In her preference for an openly subjective presentation and
selection of the past, Claudia attempts to decenter authority, displacing the power of knowledge
production from the purview of the (male) scholar and settling it on the (female) individual.
Notably, Claudia imagines the possibility of constructing a history, rather than of
discovering one already intact. Moreover, Claudia imagines the possibility of the order of that
history as something which can be altered, something not rooted in causality nor fixed in time,
distinguishing history from the past in much the same way Alun Munslow does when he notes
that “the past and written history are not the same thing” (4). Claudia admits as much when she
muses, “And when you and I talk about history we don’t mean what actually happened, do we?
The cosmic chaos of everywhere, at all time? We mean the tidying up of this into books, the
concentration of the benign historical eye upon years and places and persons” (6). History, then,
operates as “a class of literature” (Munslow 4), a constructed narrative that may or may not
accurately reflect past events so much as it reworks events to promote a particular narrative
perspective. Claudia possesses what Munslow calls a “deconstructive consciousness” (2),
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allowing her to center the subjective self as the point of order for all past events even though that
self is understood to be unstable and unreliable. Claudia, who conceives of her narrative
perspective as being made of “a myriad of Claudias” (Lively 2), is in possession of memories
which can be shuffled like a “pack of cards” (2), infinitely multiplying the possible sequences
and relationships between memories. In adopting a history-as-narrative approach to the past,
Claudia demonstrates not only the unreliability of all historical accounts, but she also demolishes
conventional approaches to History as “a linear story, [that] has manifested a drive for closure
and control—it has meant getting the story and the facts straight” (Raschke 124). If, as Claudia’s
memories demonstrate, the facts are associative, then there is no “getting them straight”; the
order of events in any retelling of history depends deeply on the person and the moment of the
telling. Moran puts this another way: “[Claudia’s] approach [to history] is grounded in the belief
that the historical past—like one’s personal past—exists in a perpetual present in that history is a
function of human consciousness. . . . [I]n other words, history is bodied forth every time
someone reflects on it” (“Novels” 109). Claudia’s multitudinous and simultaneous histories
rearrange themselves with every instance of reflection, rejecting the fossilization of academic
History.
Despite her rejection for the inflexibility of history, Claudia expresses her appreciation of
myth as “much better stuff than history. It has form; logic; a message” (Lively 7). The form and
logic Claudia praises in myth takes shape through countless retellings, its messages becoming
clear in the repeated transmission of symbols. Claudia’s words, however, belie her own distrust
of authorized narratives and entrenched messages. The sentiment introduces a memory of young
Claudia in front of a mirror, that classic example of heterotopia which shows the viewer an
idealized and complete image of self, unknowable and impossible to perceive without the
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reflective surface. The young Claudia stands before her mirror, repeating the embellished
compliments of a relative as if they were affirmations, “I am Myth. I am Delicious” (7). The
words reorient Claudia’s perception, conjuring for her young eyes a new version of self, perhaps
for the first time, as narratively significant. The “form” and “logic” of myth which Claudia
appears to value over the structure and aims of history suggest Joseph Campbell’s description of
the monomyth, the logic of which is to “teach the lesson of the essential oneness of the
individual and the group” (Campbell 384). However, myths are not static. Marina Warner
explains that myths “are perpetuated through cultural repetition, transmitted through a variety of
pathways” and that “this does not mean they will never fade, yield to another, more helpful set of
images or tales” (xx). The form and logic of myth that Claudia so appreciates describes the
flexibility of myths to adapt to different circumstances and modes of transmission, or to make
room for new narratives. In this sense, myth is conducive to Claudia’s kaleidoscopic view,
investing meaning and rearranging patterns in which old associations “yield to another, more
helpful set of images or tales.” This reading of myth also recalls Rajan’s and Bahun-Radunović’s
sense of myth as way of seeing. As Claudia revises history to center herself and her experiences,
she employs her kaleidoscopic view, her way of seeing herself as the point of intersection for all
historical events, devising a counter myth of female singlehood.
Despite Moran’s reading of Claudia as a “feminist hero who has displaced God the
father” as “the center of this unabashedly irreverent ‘history of the world’” (“Feminist History”
95; my emphasis), Claudia’s narrative, her heretical “kaleidoscopic view,” is decidedly not
conducive to the hero’s tale. Claudia needs no quest to enact her right to remove God—and all
men—from the center of her narrative. She takes her authority, the centrality of herself as
connected to all events throughout time, as fact and arranges moments of personal and public
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history around herself. Claudia refuses to see herself as “separate” from history, even as she
exists on the margins of her culture’s expectations for women. As the controlling consciousness
of her work, Claudia has little interest in participating in initiation rites or demonstrating the
equivalence of the individual with society. Claudia is no hero because she refuses the hero as a
stand-in for the community. In Claudia’s mythic revision, every individual shapes and shapes
again the society in which she lives, decentering myths of communal or personal identities as
whole, fixed, or stable.
Yet neither is Claudia a heroine, that familiar transfigurative protagonist of the marriage
plot, whereby the female protagonist’s choice of the right marriage partner culminates in her
transformation into a heroine (DuPlessis 14; Brownstein xv). A heroine, as Brownstein reminds
her readers, is “an image” (xv), an end goal of a “plot [that] moves her toward . . . an achieved,
finished identity, realized in conclusive union with herself-as-heroine” (Brownstein xxi). The
hero and the heroine, then, may serve similar mythic interests; for better or worse, both affirm
the “oneness of the individual and the group,” though critics like DuPlessis and Brownstein are
quite right to point out the social critiques inherent in the heroine’s tale, critiques not possible in
the hero’s tale, that a heroine’s “happy ending” should be read with skepticism. Eschewing both
of these mythic structures, Claudia relies on her heterotopic memory—her kaleidoscopic
history—to carve out female-authored narrative spaces from public (and typically male-centric
and male authored) histories and narrative forms, creating for the single woman a new mythic
narrative inheritance upon which she draws strength and meaning and due to which she may
author and authorize as many versions of herself as she desires. In allowing her heterotopic
memory to operate as the organizing principle of her “history of the world,” Claudia rejects the
very notion that “an achieved, finished identity” is either possible or desirable.
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Re-Membering the Self: Dorothy Bryant’s Miss Giardino, Self-Healing,
and Heterotopic Memory
“Memory is our means of connecting past and present and constructing a self and
versions of experience we can live with. To doubt it is to doubt ourselves, to lose it is to
lose ourselves; yet doubt it we must, for it is treacherous.” (Greene 293)
“I keep trying and trying to remember. But all that comes to me are old memories, things I don’t
care about anymore, things I’d rather forget.” (Bryant 57)
Dorothy Bryant’s rarely discussed 1978 novel, Miss Giardino, typically appears in
literary criticism as a footnote example of Italian-immigrant, working-class, or female educator
novels.10 While the novel exemplifies all of these generic classifications, few critics make Bryant
or her work the centerpiece of their discussions. However, Bryant’s richly developed character
and clear, unencumbered prose is deserving of far more consideration. Bryant’s use of narrative
strategies, especially heterotopic memory, enable her to, among other things, engage critically
with stereotypes of single womanhood. The eponymous Anna Giardino, a 68-year-old, firstgeneration Italian-American, has spent her single life as an English teacher. At the novel’s
outset, Anna wakes in a hospital with no memory of how she came to be there. Upon waking in
the hospital, Anna hears a policeman address her first as “Mrs.” but then quickly corrects
himself, referring to her instead as “Miss Giardino” (my emphasis; 1), identifying Anna as an
unmarried woman. The policeman’s quick substitution of terminology signifies the layers of
discourse about the cultural weight of women’s marital status: not only is a woman of Anna’s
age presumed to be married, but the sorting of women into married/unmarried categories is itself
a cultural commonplace facilitated by publically identifiable labels. Following the policeman’s
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stumbling attempt to appropriately assess Anna’s marital status, Anna asks if she has had a
stroke and, several paragraphs later, readers learn that Anna had been a high school English
teacher until her recent retirement, again reinforcing the importance of Anna’s marital state, age,
and occupation, and signaling a trifecta of culturally denigrating stereotypes with which Anna
must contend.
Anna exemplifies the single woman’s dedication to vocation: “Teaching was my work”
(93), she replies to an inquiry about why she had not quit teaching in the face of indifferent
students. At times, Anna is a difficult character to empathize with—her self-righteousness fuels a
hard bitterness she holds about her decades-long teaching career. Perceived as a retired “old
maid battleaxe” (131), Anna revisits long forgotten moments from her life revealing the
mechanisms and events which led to her singlehood, stringency, and anger. As Anna tries to
regain the specific memory of how she ended up in the hospital, the seemingly random scenes
from her life that surface blend past and present, demonstrating what Gayle Greene identifies as
a characteristic of textual feminism:
The alternation of past and present episodes draws attention to the vital interaction of past
and present and allows a circling back over material that enables repetition with revision;
final scene returns to first scene, with the difference between them providing measure of
change, or a present transformed by remembering. (307)
Greene’s analysis omits Bryant’s novel, but the structure of the novel—its alteration of past and
present and its “pattern of circular return” (306)—make it a prime example for textual feminism,
the project of which is “memory work” (300), excavating and retrieving that which has been lost
to “suggest a view of the past not as fixed and finished but as so vitally connected to the present
that it takes on new meaning in response to present questions and needs” (305). Not only is
Anna’s present transformed by remembering, but the ever-changing present of the novel’s
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readership is transformed as readers learn, again and again, the lost histories of women. It is this
measure of change, the slowly emerging picture of Anna Giardino as a person rather than a
stereotype, that helps to write back to delegitimizing narratives about single women.
Anna’s story is constructed from two perspectives: an unnamed third-person narrator
with access to Anna’s thoughts and dreams, and Anna, who narrates her memories in firstperson. Anna’s first-person narration of eighteen memories is typographically marked by the use
of italics, mirroring the heterotopic nature of memory retrieval. The italicized portions of the
sentences, which indicate the memories that Anna narrates, pick up halfway through the thirdperson narration, disruptively delivering the reader from one narrative perspective to the other. It
is this first-person narration that occasionally enacts what I am calling heterotopic memory. For
example, Anna’s waking to find herself in a hospital and subsequent musings on the anonymity
of hospitals in general triggers the first memory of the novel: “She felt herself in a soothing
neutral place, comfortingly familiar because all hospital rooms are the same. Crowded yet empty.
Anonymous, yet instantly identifiable as what they were. Hospital. Mama in the hospital again.
She is really dying this time” (3). Both voices are contained in the same sentence, though it is
Anna’s personal voice that, mid-sentence, wrests away narrative authority from the unnamed
third-person narrator, momentarily disrupting the narrator’s control over the story so that the
sentence, in effect, models heterotopia, even as the content of the passage centers on the
heterotopic nature of hospitals—places of healing as well as places of dying. The memory
culminates in her mother’s death and furnishes Anna with an image of Angel wings that will
appear to her at the end of the novel, signaling Anna’s new life.
As Anna remembers her life and embraces her history, the angel wings that Anna’s
mother sees in death return to Anna as she walks away from her past habits, friends, and home to
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embark on a new life characterized by possibility leading Anna to emphatically exclaim at the
novel’s end, “We can change . . . I’m changing” (159). Mary Jo Bona has successfully argued
that Bryant’s novel rewrites the traditions of both bildungsroman and novels of female
development, stating that “[b]oth the evolution of a coherent self (central to the bildungsroman)
and the deferred growth of the protagonist (central to the female developmental novel) occur in
the character of Anna Giardino” (Tradition 112). Bona focuses her analysis on the plot of Miss
Giardino which depicts the “mental journey [that] requires [Anna] to invent methods by which to
heal herself” (Tradition 112). My analysis picks up where Bona’s leaves off, focusing on the
narrative strategy by which that plot is delivered—heterotopic memory. Placing at the center of
the text the narrative authority of an elderly single woman, Miss Giardino employs heterotopic
memory to recoup lost, forgotten, or unpleasant memories which facilitate Anna’s self-discovery
and personal growth.
Living in San Francisco’s Mission District for the majority of her life, spanning the early
to mid-twentieth century, Anna Giardino’s first-hand experiences of ethnic and cultural change
in America lend her voice a particular weight and authority not typically recognized in women.
Bryant emphatically draws the reader’s attention to Anna’s unique authority as a witness to
change when a former student of Anna’s suggests that she write a book on the “ethnic waves” of
Camino High School. Anna momentarily considers the idea: “The history of her years at Camino
would be a history of the city, perhaps, in some way, she thought, of the whole nation. It was an
interesting idea, but one to tuck away, not to discuss now” (90). Anna recounts for her former
student-turned-teacher, Maria, a history of the Mission’s “[w]aves of the poor” (89): “When I
was a student at Camino, . . . I was part of the next wave: Italian, Irish, Russian. . . . In the
thirties, when I was starting to teach, . . . the next wave were poor whites coming in from the
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dust bowl. . . . [they were followed by] Pachucos” (89), who were followed by poor black
students. One after another, one “wave” of poor replaces the last, each re-enacting similar trials
and challenges. Anna’s momentary interest in how the “history of a city” functions as a
microcosm for the history of a nation quickly dissolves into an interest in her position as author.
Refusing a colleague’s suggestion to write “a sentimental story to be read by alumni,” she asserts
that she would, instead, “write about what really happened” (123), suggesting that Anna
envisions her authority as objective and unquestionable. This unwavering belief in her narrative
authority stems directly from Anna’s one-time membership in a “wave of poor” that washed over
the Mission: “When I started teaching I was looked down on and called a dago. When I ended
my teaching I was looked down on and called a racist” (131). At one time subjected to suspicion
for her poverty and to cruelty for her ethnicity, Anna eventually becomes associated with class
and racial privilege even as she maintains an outsider’s status as a single, female school teacher.
If, as Foucault explains, “[h]eterotopias are most often linked to slices in time—which is
to say that they open onto what might be termed, for the sake of symmetry, heterochronies” (“Of
Other Spaces” 6), then memory-retrieval itself might be considered heterotopia. As Anna’s
memory is triggered, she and the Bryant’s reader, are transported back in time, experiencing
what Foucault describes as “a sort of absolute break with [one’s] traditional time” (6). In
relinquishing oneself to the slice of time in which the memory takes place, traditional time—the
day-to-day experience of minutes and hours of mundane existence—ceases to exist and one
becomes submerged in the past for the duration of the memory.
One such memory of a student who returns to the school as an established author
descends upon Anna when she takes note of his book sitting on her bookshelf. The words of the
title, “BLACK DEATH” (60), send Anna immediately back to Camino’s auditorium where she
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relives her annoyance at the assembly’s disruption of the daily schedule: “The schedule is upset,
again, again, the precious minutes chopped off each class, a disordered distracted hum in the
air. . . . I dread the noise, the chaos in the huge auditorium . . . big enough still to contain the
entire student body, though now it has become risky to pack them in all together” (60). The
memory is a complicated but unflinching depiction of racial tensions during the mid-sixties that
characterizes Anna’s ethnicity as authentic as compared to the performative ethnicity of her onetime student. To begin with, Anna contrasts her own “Mission accent . . . [which] sounds like
Brooklynese, the result perhaps of the same mix of Irish, Latin, and Jewish accents” (60), with
that of her former student’s “imitated movie English,” that “clipped accent that set him apart
from the other students, set him apart from me” (61). When the former student returns as an
author to address his alma mater, Anna is surprised by his Afro and dashiki and the new “accent
thicker than any I ever heard from southern Blacks coming during the war, the Blacks he would
not speak to” (61). Hoping that her old student might speak words to “nudge [her current
students] toward the discipline that might help them struggle out of the power of the forces that
will kill them, the way my father was killed” (62), Anna is again disappointed as the one-time
student delivers a “diatribe of hate, a call for violence, an indictment of all institutions,
especially schools” (62). Anna positions herself as more authentic in both ethnicity (her accent is
real; her father was an immigrant chewed up and cast aside by the system) and in concern for the
futures of her students: “With no knowledge of young people, with no concern for their needs, he
is doing whatever will stir them, will give him his success” (63). Anna remembers a Black
teacher privately supporting her decision to walk out on the former student’s diatribe, a
recollection that reads like racially motivated defensiveness as she seems only interested in
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proving to herself that her methods are effective and her experiences as an ethnic Other are
legitimate. In moments like these, she comes close to emulating her ill-tempered neighbor Lydia.
Bryant explains that in her desire to write against the stereotype of the schoolteacher as a
stern old maid, she wanted to show “some of the conditions that made her that way—for
instance, that married women were dismissed from teaching up until 1940, that women teachers
were watched and criticized if they . . . accepted a glass of wine in public, that single women
were despised and stereotyped” (Bryant, qtd in Zandy 169). Bryant, all too aware of the
reductive social inheritance single women must contend with, offers a foil to Anna’s particular
kind of singleness: Anna’s seventy-eight-year-old neighbor Lydia, a cantankerous gossip who
speaks ill of everyone she has ever met, who loves only her “ill-tempered beast” of a cat, and
who unfalteringly “declare[s] her superior status of widow,” even though her brief marriage
occurred fifty years prior (Bryant 104). Lydia casts herself as the “acceptable” kind of single
woman because she had the “good fortune” or “good sense” to marry, setting herself up in
contrast to Anna’s self-imposed spinsterhood. Lydia perceives her singlehood as culturally
tragic, yet respectable, because she did not choose such a state for herself. That Lydia is a
ludicrous character, hanging on every word of Anna’s in hopes of some bit of gossip and
performing forward bends to demonstrate her superior physical health, makes her the perfect
stereotypical counter to Anna, who does not want to become like Lydia, full of angry fear and
certain that peril waits around every corner (108).
The juxtaposition of the two elderly single women highlights the ways in which women
police one another and perpetuate restrictive public discourse about unpartnered women. Yet, to
return to the scene between Anna and former-student-turned-teacher, Maria, Bryant offers
readers a healthier woman-to-woman dialogical experience. As Maria’s teacher, Anna shatters
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Maria’s unblemished grade point average when another teacher suggests that Maria wrote an
essay “to appeal to [Anna’s] prejudices, to win [her] bet” that Maria could finagle an A out of
Anna’s course (90). Years later, Anna recalls the incident with shame, feeling that she violated
the one rule of education, that a “teacher must be fair” (86). Years later, when Maria seeks out
the recently hospitalized Anna to ask “important questions” and “tell [Anna] some things” (90),
Anna assumes Maria has come to demand an apology for her unfair treatment. Instead, the
meeting illustrates Maria’s developing feminist consciousness. Maria seeks out Anna not to
confront her or blame her, but to share a change of perspective that brings the two women
together over their shared work.
Through the brief exchange, Maria reaches out to Anna as a member of what Farah
Godrej identifies as “communities of choice,” those groups of people whose interactions serve as
models for feminist reclamation. For Godrej, the process of reclaiming a feminist identity
involves, among other mechanisms, a process of “conscious emulation” whereby one “echo[es]
in a self-conscious fashion the voices of others who provide empowering narratives for women,
rather than parrot unconsciously those narratives that negate, deny, and disempower women”
(124). Maria seeks out Anna despite their rift and despite her own fear that she may end up a
bitter, intractable and severe teacher like Anna because she respects the work that Anna put into
her profession: “I learned more from you than from anyone else, . . . I use methods I learned in
your class, and they’re still good” (93). In Anna, Maria discovers a pedagogical model even as
she desires to push back against Anna as a behavioral model. Seeking out Anna, Maria tries to
understand why Anna never left teaching, in the face of all the failures and knowing that
bitterness and burn-out are hardly mitigated by the one rare student who finally understands a
teacher’s methods and dedication to the craft. As a divorced woman and single mother now in
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her fourth year of teaching as Anna’s replacement at Camino High School, Maria explains that
she finally understands some of Anna’s difficulties as a single woman teacher in the everchanging Mission District. Although Anna entertains the idea of maintaining a friendship with
Maria, she ends her narrative focused on enjoying her solitude, creating for herself the potential
for new experiences in San Francisco’s Mission District.
In her afterword to Bryant’s novel, Janet Zandy describes “The Mission [as] . . . a
palimpsest of ethnicities and races” (164). The Mission certainly functions as a surface against
which ghosts of the past remain only partially effaced. Anna’s Mission District maintains the
histories of waves of immigrants and their subsequent, though not inevitable, absorption in
mainstream culture. Yet, it is Oaxaca, Mexico and not The Mission that operates as a mirror—a
heterotopia—reflecting back to Anna an image of herself as whole, and ethnically rooted.
Heterotopia exist in “neither . . . one place or another, but where one has the potential to
experience multiple places at once within the same physical space” (Radford 736). All at once,
from the innocuous place of her mother’s rocking chair in her home in the Mission District,
Anna experiences both Oaxaca and her mother’s Italian village. In Oaxaca, Anna muses, “Do my
Italian genes hold something like this scene, or does something Mama has said about her
childhood in Italy match this?” (96). The scene that unfolds around Anna is filled with a tourist’s
sense of romantic village life: families and young lovers stroll in the evening on the Zocalo
where the music from the band playing under string lights floats on the sweet, warm air. Anna
believes in the possibility of genetic memory linked to place which triggers “a release, a letting
go . . . in a place that, somewhere inside me, I have always known” (96), resulting in the
experience of “com[ing] home to something remembered and longed for though never seen
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before” (96). Anna’s heterotopic memory of Oaxaca provides Anna the momentary comfort of
belonging that has been missing for most of her life.
Yet, Oaxaca also immediately presents Anna with another image of herself as a woman
faced with “the spectre of a loneliness deeper, a need more agonizing than she had ever
expected” (103). Because Anna realizes that she “[p]robably . . . never really wanted marriage,
family life” (102), the “need” she experiences evokes physical sexuality and “tenderness” (103),
the likes of which, as a single woman, she imagines she would have to “buy . . . in some place
distant and poor enough to accommodate her” (103). Unlike her married counterparts who, love
notwithstanding, could act on their sexual desires and still retain social standings and sense of
self-worth, Anna is acutely aware that “[a] single woman had to fight to keep her pride” (103),
noting that “pride was something to keep when not much else was left” (103). A single woman,
then, had to fight to retain any measure of her own worth for the very reason that her society
imagined her as practically worthless, a valuation Anna has internalized throughout her lifetime.
More than merely a facet of the old maid stereotype, loneliness operates as the center of
spinster mythologies. Even Anna cannot extricate the dominant social narrative from her
perceptions of other American women on vacation in Mexico, “those lonely, single
schoolteachers, [who] come here . . . for a few weeks of romance by a slightly paunchy imitation
of an old Hollywood movie Latin lover” (95). Despite finding the scenario depressingly cliché,
“some cheap, assembly line, stamped-out imitation if what [she] need[s]” (99), Anna succumbs
to the desire of “taking [a young lover] like a pill, a narcotic, to kill [her] pain” (101). The slow
erosion of Anna’s refusal to play the role of the lonely schoolteacher is painful to witness for a
number of reasons, not the least of which is Anna’s experience of the reductive paths available to
her. If to “show her need would be to open herself to humiliation as a silly old sexual beggar [,]
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[t]o fight it and deny it only brought new humiliation: she was laughed at as a cold, frigid old
maid” (103). In Oaxaca, Anna becomes aware of the single woman’s double bind: “[n]o matter
what she did, she was pressed into one [role] or the other” (103).
Mary Jo Bona often writes about Italian American women writers’ “double marginality—
as ethnic Americans and as women” (“Broken Images” 88). However, with regard to Miss
Giardino, Bona’s investment in the recovery of an Italian American women’s literary tradition,
leaves her insensitive to the double marginality of female singlehood experienced by Anna. In
their study on female singleness as a discursive category, Jill Reynolds and Margaret Wetherell
discuss contemporary women’s experience of the double bind of singleness:
Women are faced with a difficult set of dilemmas. Either, they can choose to construct
singleness very positively through the repertoires of choice and independence and selfdevelopment and achievement and then it becomes difficult to talk about any move out of
the category. Or, women can talk unashamedly about their desire for a relationship and
risk being constructed as deficient and ‘desperate,’ and marked by their failure to already
have a man. (17)
The “risk [of] being constructed as deficient and ‘desperate’” evokes the term “spinster,” though
Reynolds and Wetherell do not use the term. When a woman’s single status is, on the one end,
“marked by [her] failure to already have a man,” and on the other by her celebration of
“independence and self-development,” she experiences a “double bind”—a form of
psychological oppression wherein one is “both regarded as a person yet depersonalized, trapped
in the neurosis-inducing mystification of contradictory messages that suggest that [one] both [is]
and [is] not inferior” (Godrej 125). Faced with the choice of being seen as a “silly old sexual
beggar” or “a cold, frigid old maid,” Anna chooses, eventually, to align herself with the frigid
old maid, grasping for some marginal measure of superiority between the two socially degraded
roles left to her.
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Bryant does not offer Anna any easy solutions—no steadfast declaration of singlehood,
no daring in the face of social expectation, no dewy romantic ending. Ultimately, Bryant
champions the figure of the aged, single woman teacher by putting Anna at the helm of a
complicated narrative that documents how women engage dialogically with stereotypes that
pathologize women’s singleness and reduce the unmarried woman to a psychological type, a
medical anomaly, or a stereotypical punch line. By the novel’s end, Anna declares, “I’m through
with the past, but I mustn’t lose it” (155). She sheds herself of the material goods she has spent a
life accumulating—her mother’s house and belongings, her books, her school papers—and
comes to realize that she is now free, “No belongings. Like a child again, but better than
childhood because we know some things now” (156). Moving out of her house and relinquishing
her material possessions frees Anna to “reread and rewrite the script of her life” (Bona Tradition
112), a script determined in large part by the controlling mythologies of single womanhood.
Facing head on the constricting narratives of spinsterhood, Anna embraces the opportunity to
walk away from it all, carrying with her the memories of her life as a means of tracking her
personal development.
Heterotopic Memory, Myth, and Historical Narrative
“[H]istory cannot exist for the reader until the historian writes in its obligatory form: narrative”
(Munslow 2).
“I assume that regardless of any woman writer’s ambivalence toward authoritative institutions
and ideologies, the act of writing a novel and seeking to publish it . . . is implicitly a quest for
discursive authority: a quest to be heard, respected, and believed, a hope of influence” (Lanser,
Fictions of Authority 7).
One of the “fictions of authority,” to borrow Lanser’s term, with which women writers
must contend is the perceived incompatibility of women’s lives with the study and transmission
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of History. History has, after all, long been perceived as an authorized narrative of the past, with
particular narratives and narrators given greater weight than others. Master narratives—those
authorized stories deemed important enough for transmission and study—therefore omit and
suppress whole areas of human experience. Whereas intersectional historians like Merry
Wiesner-Hanks, Bonnie Smith, Judith Zinsser and others have worked to develop women’s,
gender, and sexuality histories alongside developing notions of “world history,” the prevailing
presumption, as Patrick Manning has pointed out, is “that women’s lives are acted out in the
private sphere of the family rather than the public sphere of the economy and politics” (qtd. in
Wiesner-Hanks 54). Even Lanser finds that, in fiction, “as [female narrators of female-authored
novels] strive to create fictions of authority, these narrators expose fictions of authority as the
Western novel has constructed it—and in exposing the fictions, they may end up re-establishing
the authority” (8). In other words, the female writer may find herself reinforcing the very norms
she helped to expose.11 The works of women writers like Bryant and Lively, in particular, should
be read as direct attempts to remember women’s lives as worthy of narrativization and to grant
authority to women’s voices.
The female protagonists of both novels narrate their lives as part of, rather than
superfluous to, the economic, social, and political events of their time through the narrative
strategy of heterotopic memory. Heterotopia are disruptive, altering relationships between time
and place, the effect of which subverts patterns of organization and authority, making room for
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Lanser’s work focuses on narrative voice. For instance, Lanser explains the authorial voice as
one that is heterodiegetic (employs third-person narration), extradiegetic (exists outside of the
story being narrated), and public (addresses a narratee “directed to a narratee parallel to the
reader (15-16). The woman writer who employs the authorial voice, while recouping authority
for herself by adhering to such conventions, participates in the delegitimization of narratives
employing private, personal, or communal voices.
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the marginalized and maligned. In their analysis of subversive narrative, Patricia Ewick and
Susan S. Silbey argue that “subversive stories recount particular experiences as rooted in and
part of an encompassing cultural, material, and political world that extends beyond the local”
(219). Ewick and Silbey write about narrative as a social act and do not specifically address
fictional acts of narrative creation, but I include their ideas here because the protagonists of
Lively’s and Bryant’s novels seem to me to engage in the very acts of subversive narrative
Ewick and Silbey describe.
Ewick and Silbey define narrative as “social acts that depend for their production and
cognition on norms of performance and content that specify when, what, how, and why stories
are told” (197). The subversive story “do[es] not oppose the general and collective as much as
[it] seek[s] to appropriate them” (220), and “do[es] not merely articulate the immediate and
particular as much as [it] aim[s] to transcend them” (220). In other words, the subversive story
manages to connect the “particular and the general by locating the individual within social
organization” (220). Whereas one might argue that much of literature “locate[s] the individual
within social organization” and therefore must be subversive, at the diegetic level narrative acts
may work to enforce or subvert the structures of hegemony represented in the novel. In both
Lively’s and Bryant’s novels, the protagonists narrate their own stories, emphasizing their
specific experiences as principle loci for an exploration of the political, social, and geographic
issues of their era.
While at times reinforcing associations with cold-heartedness, loneliness, or deprivation,
these single woman narratives nonetheless engage with the stereotypes head on. The resulting
narratives bring the single woman’s experiences from the margins to the center of civic life as
the protagonists’ heterotopic memories reframe their experiences as part of larger social
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narratives. Claudia reframes American colonization, wartime Cairo, even Cortez’s destruction of
the Aztecs in terms of herself, as part of an endlessly morphing mythology that both “frees [her]
from the prison of [her] experience” and lives on through her experiences (159). Anna also finds
that the experiences of others “resound” within her own, enabling her to contain within herself
multiple personal histories that communicate varying myths of American immigrant experience.
Anna’s ability to see herself in connection with diverse histories frees her from her sense of
isolation and makes possible a renewed enjoyment of solitude. Heterotopic memory enables both
protagonists to contribute to a counter mythology of female singlehood that places single women
at the center of culture and history.

CHAPTER 4: SINGLE WOMEN AND THE DOMESTIC QUEST NARRATIVE
“A novel is after all only a story about ordinary people, of necessity mired in details of ordinary
lives . . . . The novelist, especially one who takes a female subject—a heroine, a woman’s life—
chooses to dignify and make important things from which Homer averts his eyes, matters at
which Virgil only nods” (Brownstein 294).
Writing about female protagonists in Victorian novels, Rachel Brownstein conceptually
reframes the marriage plot as a gender-specific quest whereby the process and trials of earning “a
man’s love” serves as “proof of the girl’s value” (xv), conferring upon her a vital social
transformation. She becomes a heroine, or rather “the very image of a heroine” (xv), for
Brownstein insightfully notes that the culmination of the female protagonist’s journey results in
both fulfillment and denial: “That self-awareness which distinguishes her from the simple
heroine of romance ends by implicating her further in fictions of the feminine” (295). The female
protagonist whose agency enables her to attract and accept her perfect (male) partner ends her
tale by reinscribing the same “fictions of the feminine” that restrict her to the marriage plot, that
“narrative enactment of femininity, moving from girlhood to the empowered and conclusive
goal of wifehood” (Dillon 240).1 What Dillon calls the “narrative enactment of femininity,”
Nancy Armstrong more explicitly describes as a process of “cultural hegemony” (17), whereby
the British middle class, with its emphasis on separate spheres and, more importantly, on the
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In Dillon’s reading of what she calls Emily Dickinson’s “queering of the marriage plot,”
Dickinson’s marriage poems shift the focus away from gendered bodies created by the public
performance of marriage by foregrounding the power and powerlessness of “wifehood” as a
social title, a move Dillon sees as demonstrative of how “[l]iberalism . . . produces gendered
bodies through the workings of the public sphere” (254).
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creation of the “domestic woman,” is created by domestic fiction:
these stories of courtship and marriage offered their readers a way of indulging, with a
kind of impunity, in fantasies of political power that were the more acceptable because
they were played out within a domestic framework where legitimate monogamy—and
thus the subordination of female to male—would ultimately be affirmed. In this way,
domestic fiction could represent an alternative form of political power without appearing
to contest the distribution of power that it represented as historically given. (37)
Armstrong’s argument is that women’s literature and history cannot be separated from political
history, that the textual articulation of middle-class domestic womanhood made her political and
economic existence possible (16). Central to women’s literary history (and to follow
Armstrong’s argument, inseparable from any account of social or political history), the domestic
novel, the heroine’s plot, continues to exert its influence on twentieth-century women’s
literature.
Brownstein makes a similar claim, utilizing her framework discussion of Doris Lessing’s
The Golden Notebook, a novel Brownstein describes as “undermin[ing] the traditional
connections between women and fiction, demystifying the heroine and stripping her of her
glamour” (29), to suggest the far-reaching conventions of women-centered novels. For
Brownstein, “The Golden Notebook maintains the novel’s characteristic self-consciousness . . .
and the heroine’s crucial characteristic: the sense of herself as a character as if in a fiction” (29).
Brownstein articulates the heroine story as an influence on (as well as a precursor to)
contemporary fiction about women, building upon feminist projects of uncovering a robust and
varied female literary tradition to stress the community-building role of woman-centered novels
on their female audience: “Recognizing the problems and the conventions of a woman-centered
novel, the reader feels part of a community and a tradition of women who talk well about their
lives and link them, by language, to larger subjects” (24). Marriage is undoubtedly both a
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problem and a convention of the woman-centered novel, yet I find that one of the “larger
subjects” suggested by this convention is that of female singlehood. “Singleness” telegraphs to
the reader the absence of a female protagonist’s marriage partner, a classic sign of failure for
novelistic heroines. Yet, singlehood also allows for female friendships and partnerships to take
positions of primacy. In much the same way that Armstrong describes the creation of a middleclass female subject from the pages of domestic fiction, the single woman (perhaps much more
slowly) finds her way from literary expression to female subjectivity. In this chapter, I read three
twentieth-century novels about women whose narratives are not merely a rejection of the heroine
plot but a reworking of it so that, in avoiding marriage, the female protagonist pursues a solitary
life that moves her toward female partners and toward safe spaces for the expression and sharing
of female-centric narratives. I describe such stories as “domestic quest narratives.”
In this chapter, I discuss the female protagonists of A.S. Byatt’s Possession: A Romance,
May Sarton’s The Magnificent Spinster, and Toni Morrison’s Paradise, all of whom are clearly
marked as “unmarried,” variously labelled “spinsters,” “witches,” and “bitches” because they
remain independent of male partnership and protect their own women-centric spaces, Woolfian
“locked rooms” to which only other women—and only other artistic, intellectual, or spiritual
women—are allowed entrance. In “A Room of One’s Own,” Woolf explains that a solitary room
and a steady income would free a single woman to create the art on which her domestic life
impinges; that work then would filter out to a larger community of women, though still restricted
by a number of social divisions at work within the group “women,” through a variety of markets.
Drawing from Woolf and from the work of Susan B. Anthony, Jo Malin reminds her readers that
women-owned “homes were not only the mark of independent women but, more important,
shelter for women’s intellect and creative production, a physical and metaphorical ‘herspace’”
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(2). The term “herspace” underscores the common belief that an essential component to women’s
creative endeavors is that women be allowed “the open space ‘around’ the work” that is
necessary for intellectual and creative production (7). “Herspace”—a privilege that not all
creative women have—becomes, in my reading, truly empowering when women are not only
allowed space to create their narratives, but also the opportunity to share their work,
uninterrupted and without threat, with other women.
In Black Feminist Thought, Patricia Hill Collins writes about “safe spaces” of discourse,
those places Black women create for themselves so that they are able to “affirm one another’s
humanity, specialness and right to exist” (113). Such spaces are “free of surveillance”—which is
to say free from the censorship of members of the oppressive group—and may therefore “foster
the conditions for Black women’s independent self-definitions” (Collins 121-22).2 Surveillance
polices behaviors, curtailing potential for self-creation and authorship and underscoring the
danger implied in such acts of unsanctioned personal and communal creation. Unlike Woolf’s
“locked room,” Collins’s “safe spaces” provide opportunity for groups of marginalized women
to engage in self-affirming discourse. This discourse is surveillance-free (and therefore
linguistically freeing), creative and regenerative, a discourse of self-searching as well as selfproclaiming. Both Woolf and Collins share a vision of women influencing, supporting,
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Collins notes that Black women’s safe spaces are necessarily exclusionary not only of men, but
also of white women. Such spaces are meant as temporary modes of engagement created to
address the “need for distinctive Black women’s communities as political entities” (121). I do
not wish to efface the realities of such need, nor to appropriate unfairly what Collins argues is a
fundamental component of Black feminist thought and Black women’s political and personal
well-being. Lesbian feminist critics such as Sharon Dale Stone, Catherine O. Fox, and Tracy E.
Ore also discuss safe spaces as essential for LGBTQ communities. Safe spaces are therefore
relevant to my reading of novels where the female protagonists are faced with a variety of threats
to their political and social personhood.
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challenging, and thinking about women, yet they vary greatly in terms of accessibility. Whereas
Woolf’s overarching purpose depends on communities of women writers and women readers to
read and critique another woman’s published work, thereby establishing a formal tradition of
women writers/thinkers, Collins’s “safe spaces” depend on the immediacy of community to coauthor a web of narratives that may not ever emerge in print. Though Woolf and Collins differ in
terms of class, race, national origin, and economic and historical circumstances, both writers
imply that women are the best readers for other women’s lives and that women need spaces
separate from men in order to create and understand the narratives of those lives. Significantly,
the rooms sought by protagonists of the domestic quest narrative are not solitary cells but are
shared, female-centered spaces—textual and physical—in which women’s narratives inform and
are informed by one another.
Female friendships and romantic relationships require the development of a variety of
woman-centered “safe spaces” that make possible both personal intimacy as well the creation
and sharing of their stories. These women-only “rooms” promise, at least momentarily, to be free
of disruption and distraction, enabling women to craft their personal narratives and weave
together larger stories of their lives, creating webs of interconnection, shared experience, and
self-articulation. The female protagonists of such narratives are indeed, in Mary Daly’s sense of
the term, “spinsters”: “She who has chosen her Self, who defined her Self, by choice, neither in
relation to children nor to men, who is Self-identified” (3). Mining the propaganda against single
womanhood embedded in culture, Daly re-reads the Sleeping Beauty story, emphasizing that the
princess falls asleep after pricking her finger on a spindle, commenting that, “More adept
Spinsters are not falling asleep, not waiting to be awakened, but awakening and waking each
other by our Presence” (394). Women, spinning their stories to and with one another, awake and
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are awakened in turn. Instead of succumbing to the patterns of the marriage and hero plots, both
of which result in transformations of the protagonists that reinscribe patriarchal hegemonic
narratives, the female protagonists of domestic quest narratives create for themselves narratives
of selfhood that result from their participation in woman-centered communities.
I have chosen the word “domestic” for two reasons. First, the novels that I read here are
very much novels about creating a woman-centered “community” as each woman considers
herself in relation to the traditionally domestic concerns of home, family, and marriage—even if
such consideration manifests itself in her denial of the conventional heteronormative narrative. In
their essay “Feminist Politics: What’s Home Got to Do with It?” Biddy Martin and Chandra
Talpade Mohanty offer a useful discussion of the political potential centered in the domestic
concerns of home and community. Martin and Mohanty strip the layers of illusory comfort
behind notions of “home,” which are dependent upon perceptions of difference
(outside/them/danger) and sameness (inside/us/safety) and often conceived of in terms of
exclusion. In its place, they discuss “community,” which “is the product of work, of struggle; it
is inherently unstable, contextual; it has to be constantly reevaluated in relation to critical
political priorities; and it is the product of interpretation . . . based on an attention to history”
(210). Community, rather than home, stresses agency over passivity, engagement over
acceptance. Community acknowledges its temporary nature, requiring that participants work
through their discomforts and biases in order to build what amounts to a momentary alliance in
order to achieve personal and political goals. In my use of “domestic” I draw both from
problematic notions of “home” as a longing for a place where one feels one belongs and from
Martin’s and Mohanty’s sense of “community” a transitory coalition. The domestic, female-
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centric spaces that women create for themselves so they may be “at home” enough to engage in
their work are not immune to threats from within and without.
Second, in partnering “domestic” with “quest” I acknowledge the discursive
entanglements that describe how male heroes perform public actions and female heroines engage
in private revelations. The terminology is hardly a separate-but-equal approach to representations
of gender in fiction, yet “hero” and “heroine” seem inextricably dependent on one another. While
it is not uncommon to find female protagonists who do seem to function as heroes, I want to
focus on how the liminal spinster figure emerges from the heroine’s tale as an iconic protagonist
in her own right, a feat which might, metaphorically, be described as heroic albeit a revised
version of heroism. The journeys the women of these novels take in relation to the creation and
maintenance of their female spaces contrasts with the hero’s journey in that “home” signifies the
end of the completed hero’s quest and a means to the achievement of artistic and intellectual
work for the single woman protagonist. Whereas the hero returns to his people at the close of his
journey to the benefit of the community (Campbell 30), the single female protagonist actively
joins in community-building to create female-centric spaces that facilitate her work and connect
her to the narratives and experiences of other women. Because of his quest, the hero is always
outside of his community, whereas as a result of her journey, the single woman protagonist finds
herself as part of a community. The protagonist of the domestic quest, unlike the epic hero or the
romantic heroine, creates her own community in order to live as herself rather than live
according to patriarchal culture’s expectations of femininity.
The novel “chooses to dignify and make important things from which Homer averts his
eyes, matters at which Virgil only nods” (Brownstein 294), and those things are typically female
in nature and in experience. Possession, The Magnificent Spinster, and Paradise emphasize the
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importance of female protagonists connecting to the narratives of other women as a means of
exerting authorship over their own lives. These are complicated and, quite often, dishearteningly
brief moments of community, often shattered by the intrusion of men. Still, the protagonist, in
the company of other women and through the intersections of their narratives, experiences
narrative empowerment as she discovers that she has a voice and will be heard.
Temporary Communities in A.S. Byatt’s Possession: A Romance
“. . .the expectations of Romance control almost everyone in the Western world, for better or
worse, at some point or another” (Byatt 460).
Interweaving two narrative timelines, A.S. Byatt’s Possession: A Romance (1990) tells
the story of two literary scholars working to investigate the private correspondence and love
affair of a pair of Victorian poets. Though ostensibly about romantic, heterosexual pairings, the
novel features five single women: the Victorian poet Christabel LaMotte and painter Blanche
Glover; and the twentieth-century literary scholars Maud Bailey, Leonora Stern, and Beatrice
Nest. The single women of Possession are so protective of their solitude that they exist
compartmentalized, cut off from one another so that any community that develops tends to be
textual in nature. These textual communities contribute to the creation of women’s literary
traditions that depend upon writers and readers well-aware of the codes employed in writing
about the challenges and successes of living and working on one’s own terms, free from male
interference.
One such literary tradition is that of what Annis Pratt terms “odd woman fiction.” For
Pratt, the term describes
fiction in which the hero tries to live on her own (whether or not she has been married or
is involved in affairs); she is ‘odd’ because she is not half of a couple and fulfills no set
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function within a nuclear family. . . . [She is] ‘tainted’ as her sexually active counterpart
is ‘ruined,’ she is an ‘old maid,’ a target of much of the same scorn heaped upon the
sexual renegade. (113)
Yet again, single woman discourse is wrapped up in hero discourse. Here, Pratt uses “hero” in
place of “protagonist,” drawing upon associations of exceptionalism in order to challenge her
“oddness.” “Odd woman” fiction, then, operates as counter-narrative to traditional narratives of
woman’s place in the patriarchal family. Byatt’s Maud Bailey wraps herself in her work,
resulting in her reputation as “a most untouchable woman” (55), a “chilly mortal” (159).
Christabel LaMotte is alternately appropriated through monikers such as “the Princess” (51) or
“selkie, . . . white lady” (308), though perhaps the most dismissive of her art is the description of
her as a woman who “didn’t do anything . . . [but] poured out all this stuff about fairies” (89).
In some cases, the women internalize these labels, as is the case when Beatrice Nest, a
one-time PhD candidate who was encouraged to ignore her intellectual interests and focus on the
journals and diaries of great poet’s wives, is reduced to her “indisputably solid, and nevertheless
amorphous” (125) body, thought of as “one of the puffed white spiders, bleached from the dark”
(126), and “some kind of guardian octopus” (126). Beatrice’s sense of her own body is
consumed by the “massive, unacceptable bulk of her breasts” (130), leading her “to imagine
herself as grotesquely swollen” (130). Likewise, Blanche Glover refers to herself, in her suicide
letter as a “superfluous person” (335), a term with a double meaning indicating both her anguish
over the end of her relationship with Christabel and recalling the spinster’s uselessness in
relation to marriage.
Blanche had once been able to protect herself from the weight of feeling “superfluous.”
To protect their autonomy and to deflect somewhat their otherness, Christabel and Blanche
create a home for themselves, “a Bethany where the work of all kinds was carried on in the
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Spirit of Love and His Laws” (204). Describing their household, Christabel alludes to “Bethany,”
the home of the Biblical Mary and Martha frequently visited by Jesus. The metaphor evokes the
care of others, a socially appropriate endeavor for spinsters attempting to alleviate some of the
suspicions heaped upon them as social outcasts. Christabel’s appropriation of the Bethany image
shields the women against associations with “the fallen woman,” lending the women’s “Project”
the protective mantle of dedication and service. It is important to note that Christabel’s
description of their home and their life there are written to Randolph Henry Ash, a notable poet
with whom Christabel begins an affair. Not only does the “Bethany” comparison provide an
authoritative precedent for two women to set up house together, it also suppresses any suspicion
of unauthorized sexuality.
At Bethany, Christabel and Blanche devote themselves to a “shared solitude” (202).
Kathleen Renk describes Bethany as a “utopian space set apart from the patriarchal world of art
and letters” (“Erotic Possession” 582). Bethany also enables Blanche and Christabel to be “quiet
together,” a phrase “suggesting physical intimacy without detailing their lovemaking” (Renk,
“Erotic Possession” 583). A literal “no-man’s land” and true safe space, Bethany provides
Christabel and Blanche the freedom to create their art “for no master” (Byatt 205), a phrase
which underscores the absence of male authority and intrusion in their home. More significantly,
to create “for no master” recalls “herspace,” the quiet and order required for the creation of art.
Christabel and Blanche agree to labor away at their art together and “to live the Life of the
Mind—to make good things. . . . a life in which drudgery was Artful” (205). The Victorian
protagonists of Possession toil in the name of their creative potential and on equal footing as
heads of a “sufficiently respectable” household (202).
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The woman without a male partner finds herself the target of a patriarchal gaze that tries
to account for the reasons for her singlehood so as to recoup her existence into the master
narrative of heterosexual coupling; she is written into the social narrative as “odd,” deviant,
tragic, or, occasionally, artistically or spiritually gifted. American and British women who
wanted to establish partnerships and communities with one another, and to ensure that those
partnerships remained unthreatened by the community at large, set up households that
“remain[ed] sufficiently respectable in the eyes of the world” (Byatt 202), safe spaces shut away
from the public world that nonetheless very publicly performed notions of sexual propriety.
These “Boston marriages” as they came to be known in the United States, and which Lillian
Faderman describes as “a long-term monogamous relationship between two otherwise unmarried
women” (190), offered women opportunities to lead lives independent of male supervision and
interruption. These relationships were allowed to exist because “it was assumed (at least by those
outside the relationship) that love between women was asexual, unsullied by the evils of
carnality, a sex-hating society could view it as ideal and admire, and even envy” (Faderman
203). For the woman who wanted to remain single and keep her access to society at large (a
necessary condition for the woman artist who hopes to earn her living by her art), she had to
avoid appearing as a sexual entity, where “sexual” connotes heterosexually scripted notions of
femininity. As Faderman explains, “At the base it was not the sexual aspect of lesbianism as
much as the attempted usurpation of male prerogative by women who behaved like men that
many societies appeared to find most disturbing” (17). However, the master narrative
surrounding women’s “friendships” elides women’s sexual agency, especially when it is turned
away from men. Lesbian love, woman-centered relationships, and female friendships in general
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are often perceived as threats to male power—a narrative that, itself, effaces the real threat that
male authority has on the intellectual, artistic, and sexual lives of women.
The performance of propriety protects single women’s creation of art, as illustrated by
Possession’s female Victorian characters, Christabel and Blanche. To be seen as “respectable,”
Christabel and Blanche must “renounce the outside world—and the usual Female Hopes (and
with them the usual Female Fears)” (Byatt 205). Renouncing “the usual Female Hopes” of
marriage and family will free the women to devote their time and energies to pursuits of intellect
and art. To renounce the “usual Female Fears,” then, is both to excuse oneself from the
emotional anxiety of finding a marriageable mate and to remove oneself from the interference of
specifically male threats to the production of art and female self-determination. Byatt’s novel and
the artistic work of her female characters certainly address this theme of protected female spaces
and their relationship to female creativity, even as the novel suggests that these safe spaces do
not last, that the wolf will come to the door eventually.
Presumably, Christabel’s poem The Drowned City, her fairytales and children’s tales
were created during the time she shared Bethany with Blanche, suggesting that “Christabel’s
union with Blanche strengthens her art and makes her more productive” (Renk, “Erotic
Possession” 582). Though it is difficult to determine just how Christabel’s work is strengthened
while she keeps company with Blanche, the work supposedly developed at Bethany does seem to
echo themes of threats to female singlehood and her domestic satisfaction. In Christabel’s
fairytale “The Glass Coffin,” a beautiful woman is placed under dark enchantment from a wizard
who wants to marry her. She refuses, explaining that she “had no desire for marriage, but wished
to live unwed and happy with [her] dear brother and no other” (72). When a tailor comes to
release her from the enchantment, the woman explains that she had a twin brother, “beautiful as
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the day, and gentle as a fawn . . . whose company pleased [her] so much, as [hers] pleased him,
that [they] swore an oath never to marry but to live forever peacefully in the castle, and hunt and
play together the livelong day” (72). The woman’s twin brother is more than a mirror image of
herself; he is her inverted self, neither challenging nor compromising her autonomy. In an
attempt to warn her twin about the wizard’s plan to marry her, the woman finds that she has been
“silenced as surely as if [the wizard] had cut out [her] tongue” (73). On her third refusal to accept
the wizard as husband, the wizard lashes out that he “would silence [her] forever” and settles her
into a glass coffin for a hundred years (73). Christabel’s fairytale, then, emphasizes the cost to
the woman who refuses to give her allegiance to anyone other than herself—silence. “The Glass
Coffin” has a happy ending, of course, as the tailor wins the woman’s hand in marriage, though
its ending is remarkable in the way it bends “happily ever after” to suit the single woman’s desire
for independence and solitude: the twins continue their life of hunting while the tailor, “whose
inclination did not lie that way,” busies himself in pursuit of his own craft, “mak[ing] for
pleasure what he had once needed to make for harsh necessity” (76). The only acceptable marital
ending for the single woman is one where her mate respects her autonomy fully and makes no
demands on her time or her person.
Christabel’s The Drowned City also speaks to the idea of a women’s community and its
uneasy relationship with male power. The poem is a retelling of “a Breton legend,” about a city
“drowned in the sea for its wickedness” (148). The city, Is, is populated by women laid bare to
the male gaze: “And men can see, as through a glass / Each twisty turn, each crossing pass / of
threaded vein and artery / From heart to throat, from mouth to eye” (149). That the exposed
women have “spun-glass skin, like spider-thread” recalls the connections between “spinning”
and narrative authority, and the spinster herself (149). The women of Is have been drowned and
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punished for “their excessive wickedness” (149), a description suggestive of disobedience to
male authority. Indeed, James Doan’s translation of the Breton poem places the male authority,
God Himself, as the affronted party (82). In Christabel’s version, “All things are doubled / . . .
And damned and drowned transparent things / Hold silent commerce” (149). “Doubleness”
recalls Rachel Blau DuPlessis’s application of “double consciousness,” a term coined by W.E.B.
DuBois, to describe “one’s oscillation between a main and a muted position [that] is not, nor
could it ever be, a way of describing women exclusively, but it offers a way of seeing the identity
of any group that is at least partially excluded from or marginal to the historically current system
of meaning, value, and power” (42). Byatt’s novel, at every diegetic level, engages with the
doubled lives of women who, when they insist on living outside of hegemonic norms, are
perceived as “damned and drowned.” Women become “transparent” in the sense that they exist
in the cultural imaginary as objects of male gaze and interpretation.
However, Diana Swanson explains that women writers have developed a “long
empowering tradition of female resistance . . . [by which] [w]omen novelists, despite the
pressure to keep within patriarchal conventions, have spoken profoundly to other women,
criticizing the institution of compulsory heterosexuality, expressing deep emotions between
women, and creating new stories and visions of community for women” (163). Byatt
acknowledges such a tradition throughout the nuanced interplay within and between the female
poets’ and critics’ work. In regards to The Drowned City, the women of Is may well be
(perceived as) damned, yet still they “hold silent commerce. . . .” (149, ellipses in original).
“Commerce” suggests the continuance of daily life, silent perhaps to those who look in on Is
from the outside, or silent perhaps because, as a city of women, daily life is perceived by those
same outsiders as unnarratable. Yet, “Commerce” also suggests sexual intercourse
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(“commerce”). The ellipses recall Blanche and Christabel’s practice of being “quiet together in
[their] special way,” but they also signify, rather loudly to women, behaviors policed by male
culture. Female sexual intercourse threatens male authority, turning the tables to silence men.
Christabel’s poem, and by extension Byatt’s novel, work to create a female community between
women writers and readers by paying tribute to a tradition of women writing between the lines.
Another of Christabel’s poems, “Men may be martyred,” suggests that single women will
molder in solitary cells, unable to pursue their lives publicly and freely as men do:
In no Rush of Action
This is our doom
To Drag a Long Life out
In a Dark Room. (123)
Ostensibly written before her time with Blanche at Bethany, the poem is offered as an epigraph
to chapter seven, the same chapter that introduces the somewhat pathetic Beatrice Nest. The
narrator makes clear that Beatrice wanted to study Ash but was steered away from that interest
by a male faculty member. Beatrice was told that a woman’s appropriate subject of study should
be the wives of famous poets, and Beatrice spends her long life guarding Ellen Ash’s journals
from prying eyes even to the detriment of her career. Alone in her tiny office (130)—“I do much
better alone. I should not know what to do with help,” Beatrice explains (133)—Beatrice, too, is
“doom[ed] / To Drag a Long Life out,” that fate which Christabel’s poem articulates is the
experience of all single women. And yet, reading the poem as a commentary on the “long days
of prostration in darkened rooms” that Ellen Ash writes about and with which Beatrice selfidentifies, readers understand that the possibility of a female textual community emerges (128).
The poem links married and single women alike, Christabel, Ellen, and Beatrice, through their
shared experiences closeted away from lives barred to them by patriarchal social convention.
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Jane Campbell argues that Byatt is interested in “showing, in both centuries, the
destructive effects of the culture’s construction of the female” (112). Ironically, in Possession, to
achieve narrative authority, the single woman may renounce the world which threatens the “core
which is [her] solitude” (Byatt 213), closing the door on a “Dark Room” of her own choosing in
order to give herself space to work uninhibited by the evidence that she is merely a “matrix for
the susurration of texts and codes” (Byatt 273). In short, the single woman attempts to rewrite
destructive social constructions of femininity by adopting one of those harmful constructions of
(single) femininity to her own purposes: when other women join together, the closed room
ceases to function as a creative tomb, the inverted dead space to the adventure-filled wide world
available to men.
In another of Christabel’s poems, “What is a House?” (229), Byatt, through Christabel’s
poetic voice, acknowledges that women’s spaces exist under constant threat of dissolution. The
house is a space where “We walk with lowered eyelids . . . / And silent go—behind the blinds”
(229). The silence here echoes Blanche’s use of silence to suggest her physical intimacy with
Christabel, but it is the second stanza that ambivalently plays with this coded “silence”—the
unspeakable acts of female sexual intercourse—and the silent secrets one keeps from a domestic
partner which threaten to destroy the household:
Yet hearts may tap like loaded bombs
Yet brains may shrill in carpet-hush
And windows fly from silent rooms
And walls break outwards—with a rush—. (228)
The poem suggests the great passion between two women, culminating in the “rush” of
unvocalized orgasm, the force of which could figuratively break down the walls of the home but
which would literally threaten the women’s ability to live together if their secret were known.
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This is also a poem about the performance of propriety, of the stress involved in presenting the
outside world with a picture of acceptable female docility. In this reading, the lines take on a
sense of impending destruction resulting from the pressure building up from all one cannot say
or do publically. A further implication of the second stanza is found in the reader’s
understanding that Christabel has been keeping the secret of her affair with Ash from Blanche.
Like any female utopian space, Bethany, that house “So strong—so square” (229), exists under
near-constant threat of dissolution from within and from without.
As it turns out, Bethany—and the unity of Blanche and Christabel—proves to be an
irresistible enticement to violation. Throughout Christabel’s correspondence with Randolph Ash,
her plea to be left alone “in that Autonomy for which [she has] so struggled” surfaces in many of
the letters (187). She desires engagement with another poetic mind, but she understands all too
well the cost to her autonomy and her creativity should she let a man into her world. Once she
learns that Christabel risks their autonomy (and turns away from her relationship with Blanche)
by her correspondence with Randolph Ash, Blanche becomes despondent, hiding and destroying
letters as they arrive at the house, travelling to Ash’s home to confront his wife and ask for her
help. Ash arrogantly “transgress[es] the boundaries of [Christabel’s] privacy” (202) when he
travels, unannounced, to Christabel’s town, Richmond, confessing to Christabel, that he may
never have gone “if it had not had the definite glitter and glamour of the enclosed and barred”
(199). With unchallenged male authority, Randolph Ash presumes that “on the level of tales . . .
all prohibitions are made only to be broken, must be broken” (198). Male privilege poses the
foremost threat to a woman’s creative and intellectual ambitions. Yet, Christabel, too, bears
responsibility for choosing to let Ash into her artistic and personal life. She chooses to relinquish
the work of maintaining her community, contributing to the instability of Bethany. As the
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women’s relationship disintegrates, their work falters. After Christabel turns away from Bethany
and from Blanche, Blanche, broken hearted and having internalized the narratives about single
women’s worthlessness, kills herself.
After Blanche’s death, Christabel ends her romance with Ash and shuts herself in a tower
in her cousin’s home where she writes her revision of the Fairy Melusina myth. Christabel fails
in the maintenance of her community and opts for solitude in repentance. In brief, Melusina is a
half-woman, half-serpent/fish, associated with sirens, mermaids, selkies, and the Dame Blanches
of French folklore.3 Melusina was cursed to become a half-woman, half-serpent each Saturday.
Upon her marriage, she made her husband promise not to look in on her chamber on Saturdays.
Like each of the male protagonists in the novel, Raimondin, of course, breaches the privacy of
her female space, leaning in to peep through the keyhole, crossing the threshold of the locked
bathroom door, choosing his need for knowledge over Melusina’s need for privacy. Raimondin
witnesses Melusina in the bath, her serpent half uncoiled and undulating in the water. His
transgression changes her into a winged monster whose appearance at the castle walls signals the
death of the king. In the fairytale, it is the unbidden male gaze which signals the transgression of
female space, unleashing the subdued power of the female.
Christabel’s poem functions as “a reappropriated representation of the creative potential
for women to write their own destinies” (Helmers 160), and I would add to continue the tradition
of textual community building between women. As Christabel labors away at her poem, she also
begins to mentor her cousin, Sabine, herself a burgeoning writer who sees in Christabel’s success
as a woman writer “a sign of hope, a leader, for all of us” (Byatt 365). Sabine speaks for all the
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younger generations of women who, purely due to their biological identities, understand that
their potential for creating art is threatened by patriarchal culture. Jessica Tiffin argues that
Christabel’s Melusina is herself a “threatened artist” (57), a figure of “withdrawn privacy [that]
is integral to Byatt’s sense of the female artist-figure” (57), making the half serpent-half woman
an emblem for the other female protagonists. When women’s rooms and safe spaces are
threatened and destroyed by male intrusion, women must utilize textual space to connect with
one another. Amy J. Edwards de Campos and Alexa Alfer, following several other critics,4 note
“the obvious parallels to be drawn between the characters and events in the fairytales and those
in the main narrative of Possession” (106). Notably, Maud’s yellow hair, a “long queue [that]
knocked on her spine” that she wears “always inside some sort of covering, hidden away” (Byatt
65), evokes the hair of Christabel’s Fairy Melusina, “each celandine-bright tress” of which is
“brighter than chill gold / . . . Like phosphorescent sparks off a pale sea” (Byatt 321). Fittingly,
another parallel between Maud and Melusina exists in relation to male appropriation of female
spaces. Roland’s perception of Maud’s bathroom echoes Raimondin’s first impressions of
Melusina’s grotto.
In Maud’s bathroom, the “shower curtain like a glass waterfall” (63) parallels the grotto’s
“falling water / . . . Like streaming needles of a shattered glass” (320). Melusina’s “still and
secret pool” (320) is recalled by the “chill green glassy place” of the bathroom, “into whose brief
illusory depths one might peer” (63), just as one might peer into the water of the grotto, the water
of the pool “spreading out / Like pale and solid livid ice” (320). The “black and moss-green
dappling of [Melusina’s] pool” (320) figures again the “dark green stoppered jars on watergreen
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thick glass shelves” (63) in Maud’s bathroom. The two female spaces, associated with watery
depths and secret, private spaces, with fecundity and with slick, hard, and ultimately fragile
glass, are both presented to the reader from a narrative perspective aligning itself with a male
gaze. They each might have functioned at one time as safe spaces except that their thresholds are,
perhaps inevitably, transgressed by men.
Maud’s home, under the appraising eye of Roland, is “not what might have been
expected of a Victorian scholar” (57-58), though readers should understand her home does not
meet Roland’s expectations. After all, he is the one who “felt wakeful and misplaced, as though
he was in an art gallery or a surgeon’s waiting room” (58). Reading the text of Maud’s space,
Roland grows aware of his intrusion and self-consciously reflects on his own bathroom, a shared
space “full of old underwear, open pots of [his girlfriend Val’s] eye paint, dangling shirts and
stockings, sticky bottles of hair conditioner and tubes of shaving foam” (63). The domestic
clutter of his partnered life contrasts sharply with the organized austerity of Maud’s single
existence. In part, the sterility Roland perceives while in Maud’s home is a concerted effort on
Maud’s part to undo the emotional and spatial clutter of her last romantic entanglement, the
memory of which recalls “image of a huge, unmade, stained and rumpled bed . . . . this empty
battlefield . . . [strewn with] unwashed coffee cups, trousers lying where they had been stepped
out of, heaped dusty papers ring-stained with wineglasses, a carpet full of dust and ashes, the
smell of socks and other smells” (63). The stains, smells, and clutters of her life with Fergus
Woolf terrorize Maud, whose only desire is to immerse herself in her work “inside these walls
and curtains, her bright safe box” (151). For Maud, sexual encounters inevitably challenge the
order and silence she needs to work on her scholarship.
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Holding herself contained against the devastation and distraction of lovers, and to reject
the potential that she be read as sexually available, Maud wraps her hair in scarves because its
blondness signifies willful sexual attractiveness (294-95). As a result, Roland sees her as “a most
untouchable woman” (55) and “coldly hostile” (145). Fergus reports to Roland, “She thicks
men’s blood with cold’” (39), an allusion to the “Nightmare Life-in-Death” of Samuel
Coleridge’s “The Rime of the Ancient Mariner” (Coleridge 19). The description denigrates
Maud as a potentially dangerous monster, linking her, yet again, to Christabel’s Melusina. Even
Leonora Stern comments on the “little screens and room dividers [Maud has] set up around [her]
English privacy” (154), suggesting that boundaries are read by prospective lovers as challenges
in need of conquest. To protect her autonomy, to work without the threat of being consumed in
the fires of another’s making, Maud attempts to limit the ways in which she is read by revising
her outward appearance and demeanor. She creates space around herself. She cannot thwart the
process by which others read her like a text, but she can obfuscate the conclusions by
reinscribing herself with echoes of Christabel LaMotte: “I cannot let you burn me up. I cannot. I
should go up. . . . I shall go up—like straw on a Dry Day” (213).
Byatt’s single women reach out to other women, through their writings or their
companionship in order to achieve their best work. Yet, these female rooms and spaces are under
constant siege, from within and from without. As each single female character pursues a quiet
working environment from where she can engage with and add to the body of women’s writing,
she finds herself negotiating her way against a backdrop of domestic concerns: home, family,
and romantic partnerships. Her choice to turn away from the narrative of compulsory
heteronormativity may resonate with other women as “heroic,” but Byatt’s novel represents a
more ambivalent portrait of female singlehood that suggests that female-centric communities
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require maintenance, attention, and devotion if they hope to survive the threats of a hostile
patriarchal culture. While female communities in Byatt are no more fragile than their
heterosexual counterparts, the novel suggests that because of their potential as spaces of female
artistic creation and communication, they are perhaps more precious.

Dear Friends at “The House of Gathering”: May Sarton’s The Magnificent Spinster: A Novel
“Strangely enough I cannot imagine her as a mother. She was the marvelous friend. . . . But Jane
must have been aware that her decision [not to marry] was radical” (Sarton 103).
The Magnificent Spinster received some positive, initial critical attention upon
publication in 1985,5 though the novel remains nearly entirely overlooked by literary scholars
who focus either on Sarton’s poetry or her autobiographies (Drake 59). Sarton’s eighteenth novel
is framed as one woman’s attempt to honor the life of her mentor. Cam sets out to describe
Jane’s life, her “genius for friendship with both sexes, and [how she] touched deeply an
enormous number and variety of lives” (Sarton 58). During the course of memorializing the life
of a single, female-partnered woman, Cam reveals her own single womanhood, her decades’
long relationship with her “dear friend Ruth” (15), and the growth of a community of women
who would serve as inspiration and role models for one another.
Cam’s novelistic attempts to show her reader the magnificence of Jane Reid necessarily
unfolds her own life story, “revealing how every story is about author as well as subject” (Miner,
“Light” 8), and suggesting that Cam, like her old friend Jane, is a “magnificent spinster.” Cam
spins her narrative, unravelling Jane’s life from her own, through over fifty years of a

5

See Joan L. Slonczewski and Valerie Miner’s “The Light of the Muse.”
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relationship that grew from teacher-pupil to old friends. Periodically breaking into the narrative
she creates to voice her anxieties about her novelistic failures, Cam creates textual
interconnections that form one of the hallmarks of the domestic quest narrative; in the act of
remembering their lives together and recreating what she knows of Jane’s early years, Cam
reveals the how the two women’s narratives enlarge and support one another.
Both Janis P. Stout and Jane S. Bakerman conclude that Sarton’s novels exhibit a twopart character-development framework, a recursive process marked by the individual’s “effort to
shape and to understand their inner selves” (Stout 310) while simultaneously acting on the
necessity of “com[ing] to understand others and his relations with them” (Bakerman 83). Cam’s
novel-in-progress is itself an example of this recursive process as Cam’s work on understanding
her subject results in a growing understanding of herself. Strangely, Cam’s prominence in the
novel seems to have puzzled some critics and challenged their expectations of the work. Joan L.
Slonczewski and Valerie Miner both find failures in Sarton’s narrative choice to highlight Cam’s
perspective. For Slonczewski, Cam’s narration is inadequate, leaving the reader with the sense
that “some phases of Jane’s life fail to come alive” (122), whereas Miner holds that “Cam’s
prominence in the novel was a second thought” (“Light” 7), a kind of accidental take over by the
character. In expressing disappointment about the centrality of Cam’s consciousness, both critics
ignore the first-person narrator as a character, as, in fact, the Magnificent Spinster. Although
Miner observes that the novel provides a “startling portrait of Cam as a woman coming into her
own as an artist at the age of 70” (“Light” 8), she cannot or will not concede that the novel is as
much about Cam as the spinner of the tale as it is about Jane as a guiding hand in Cam’s life.
In the hybrid fiction/autobiography that emerges, the essence of single womanhood
surfaces and connects one moment to the next. To a great extent, Sarton’s single women
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characters in The Magnificent Spinster reify familiar narratives of spinsterhood, which Miner
lays out as including “spinsterhood as a vocation of social responsibility; companionship as an
alternative to motherhood; lesbian bonding as an alternative to marriage; friendship as an
alternative to any sexual partnership; and writing as an act of friendship” (Miner, “Spinning”
156). Yet, Cam challenges negative associations with spinsterhood, explaining that Jane “did not
resemble anyone’s idea of a spinster, dried up, afraid of life, locked away” (Sarton 61). To the
contrary, Cam clarifies that it is Jane’s “free spirit” which turns her from marriage to focus on
herself (61). When Jane, at thirty-eight years old, decides to build her own home at Sudbury,
Cam thinks that she is “building it to be a haven” (118), and that the eventual house warming
party “was the occasion for a whole lot of what seemed like wedding presents for Jane, who was
marrying solitude” (124). Cam explains that, with the building of Sudbury, Jane is “becoming
her own woman” (115), mirroring language used to describe women at their weddings and
turning it on its head. In The Magnificent Spinster, single womanhood is defined in terms of the
home one makes and the people one chooses to fill it. Cam asks her mother what makes “a real
house,” and her mother replies, “Not necessarily a family, children . . . . but some life going on
inside the house which can be felt when one walks in” (128). Sudbury becomes a central
gathering place for all the different people of Jane’s life, and it serves as the locus of Cam’s
convalescence as well as the true beginning of their great friendship.
After returning traumatized from volunteering in Spain to fight on behalf of the
Republicans against Franco (132), Cam spends autumn at Jane’s home, two months which “knit
together a friendship that was to last until her death” (134). In the privacy and warmth of Jane’s
home, Cam begins to shake off the impression of Jane as “the goddess of seventh grade,” when
Cam and three school friends wrote “impassioned poems” about their teacher, Jane (134).
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Though Jane becomes a more regular figure in Cam’s life after she leaves school, notably
through her friendship with Cam’s mother, it is not until Cam joins Jane’s household, if only
temporarily, that she is able to know more fully, and love more complexly, Jane Reid. It is only
in the safety of Jane’s company at Sudbury that Cam can share her traumas and, eventually, “knit
[her]self together” (149). The section ends with Cam noting that because of her talks with Jane,
she went on to become a history teacher, eventually teaching “at a small college south of Boston
[where she] met Ruth Arbor, with whom [Cam] lived until her death” (151).
In her review of The Magnificent Spinster, Joan L. Slonczewski writes that “Sarton . . .
celebrates the expression of human friendships in a context which does not exactly reject
sexuality as unimportant, but places it as a second priority perhaps, as a ‘handmaid’ quality to
other human needs” (123). During Cam’s time at Sudbury, she begins to wonder why Jane never
married, noting that she “can understand someone being madly in love with Jane; she’s so much
more alive than most people, so free . . . and yet there is a wall I think” (Sarton 137). The seed of
Cam’s interest in Jane’s singlehood is planted during her stay at Sudbury, but it surfaces
throughout the novel as a connective thread which suggests that married women have neither the
time nor energy to cultivate deep and varied relationships outside of their own domestic circles.
Imagining Jane’s reasons for refusing her one offer of marriage, Cam understands both that
sexual attraction may not have existed and that “marriage would mean giving up her freedom—
every woman, especially these days, recognizes this and comes to terms with it” (103). Sarton
leaves sexuality to linger about the edges of her characters’ “dear friends,” focusing the reader’s
attention on the intimacies of friendship, and in so doing draws out the complexities of women’s
relationships with one another. While Bakerman is correct that for Sarton, “all who love are not
lovers” (88), readers should not cozy up too tightly to an idealized, and patriarchal,
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understanding of women’s friendships as sexless. These are relationships, after all, forged
between people who are socially defined by their sex and by the presumption that sexual
encounters only occur when there is a man in the equation.
Though Sarton, herself, eschewed the label “‘lesbian writer,’ which she felt narrowly
limited the perception and focus of her work” (Blouin), she seems interested in challenging the
very nature of how society classifies women’s relationships. In her study on Boston Marriages
and the boundaries of lesbian identification, Esther D. Rothblum discusses the ways in which
sexuality, specifically genital intercourse as a marker for heterosexual relationship status, is used
to categorize and deny lesbian experience: “[t]he sex-focused definition of what constitutes a
lesbian relationship ignores the reality of women’s ways of relating. For centuries of recorded
history, women have felt strong love, affection, and intimacy for other women, even when both
women were married to men” (80). Sarton’s use of “friend,” “friendship,” and “dear friend,”
intentionally puts aside “the sex-focused definition of what constitutes a lesbian relationship,”
and signals to female readers the intricacies of women’s relationships with one another. Sarton is
well aware of women’s need to hide themselves and their relationships, even from other women.
Cam writes about a meeting with the mother and sister of her recently-deceased “dear friend
Ruth” (15), “that long game of solitaire which has finally ‘come out,’ I suppose, in my endeavor
to write this book does not belong in it” (294). To those capable of reading between the lines,
Cam’s solitaire metaphor “breaks the sentence . . . rupturing language and tradition sufficiently
to invite a female slant, emphasis, or approach” (DuPlessis 32). “Solitaire” recalls the women’s
public identities as single women, recasting their relationship in terms of an asexual, while
punning on the name of a popular card game. That same game is also known as “Patience.” With
this understanding, Sarton shows her readers that in Ruth’s death, the “game,” patiently endured
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by both women at least as far as Ruth’s family was concerned, has ended. The long performance
of solitude which occluded Cam’s and Ruth’s romantic relationship is now abandoned.
Sarton’s novel showcases the growth of Cam as a fiction writer, tracking her self-doubt
through each memory she recreates. The novel asks readers to take seriously the value of single
women’s lives, to consider the potential impact one woman might have on the people around her,
and to contemplate the importance of self-discovery through the transmission of narrative. As
Cam recalls and reimagines Jane’s life, she not only gains insight into herself, but she hones her
authorial voice. The novel Cam writes is held together by four “prologues,” passages of metanarrative summarizing her feelings about the content of her novel in progress and agonizing over
what she still has left to write. The first prologue introduces the reader to Cam and her project as
well as functions as an apologia: for the apparent absurdity of a seventy-year-old woman’s desire
to write a novel; for a medieval history scholar to take up the life of a single, unknown woman as
the subject of her work; for that work being a novel rather than an autobiography, as one might
expect of a historian. The first prologue positions Cam as humble, competent, and moved by a
force greater than her own self-interest to take up the subject of Jane Reid. In the second
prologue, Cam asserts boldly, “I am the narrator, and who I am . . . and what I have done with
my life is, at times, going to be relevant. And that is troubling” (73). Even as she attempts to
assert narrative authority, Cam finds inevitable self-exposure “troubling,” and for good reason.
Cam has begun to understand the vulnerability inherent in narrating the personal. Whether it is
Jane’s elusive interiority which Cam struggles to represent—“Here I am writing a book about
Jane Reid and I keep discovering that I know nothing about her, about the inner person” (150)—
or details of her own life about which she is unprepared to share, Cam overcomes her anxieties in
order to “humanize the myth” (252) of single womanhood. The third prologue conveys Cam’s
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critique of her inconsistent authorial voice as she notes that she has been “allowing the
historian—a rather dull one at that—to take over for the novelist” (169), but by the final
prologue, Cam expresses confidence in her ability to “become a novelist and . . . suggest the
quality of a whole life” (295). The novel’s textual space records Cam’s artistic journey through
her reminiscences, allowing her to internalize the lessons and examples of Jane’s life, and in so
doing, to learn about herself and her writing.
By the novel’s end, Cam’s narrative doubt is absent from the scenes she narrates. Cam
has confronted all of the most painful moments of her life—her parents’ divorce, her experiences
in Spain, her mother’s death, her partner’s death—and, finally, her narrative-self recedes into the
background while the characters take the spotlight. Cam’s newly developed ability to decenter
herself from the tale she tells marks a maturity she did not possess at the beginning of her
project. For example, Cam allows her narrator self to slip easily into free indirect discourse
without any accompanying meta-narrative of hesitation or doubt:
Here Jane stopped in her thoughts . . . I have always wanted to be independent, to be my
own man (why do I say man, not woman, Jane asked herself?), but these last years I have
had to accept how dependent I have become . . . . So then what is life all about? Some
weaving together of all this, and the values, she supposed . . . have to do with holding it
all together, living from moment to moment. (350)
Not only has Cam mastered her authorial voice, but she has learned to use it to suggest the depth
of her novelized version of Jane as a woman in constant motion, intertwining the different
components of her life as they appear before her. Cam reimagines Jane as a different kind of
spinster, one who “hold[s] so many threads in [her] hands. . . . and make[s] it work” (328). Cam
has also emerged as a weaver of narrative threads, as a spinner of tales. Her authorial skills “hold
[the varied layers of her narrative together] and make it work.” Sarton’s novel-within-a-novel
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embodies the interconnectedness of female lives and the ways in which narrative transmission
creates communities.
Cam’s narrative builds momentum toward Jane’s last years at the family compound,
Wilder. In those last years, Cam recognizes that Jane’s “life itself had become a ‘house of
gathering’” (296). Emphasizing the centrality of gathering and community to Jane’s life requires
that readers reassess their beliefs about female singlehood. Sarton’s single women in particular
thrive in networks with other women and select men. Susan Swartzlander accurately identifies
Sarton’s prominent feminist ethos as “celebrat[ing] feeling, relationship, communion, and
community” (118). I suggest that the places of gathering are equally significant to Sarton’s ethos.
Sarton’s single women build homes and fill them with a variety of people, redefining “family” in
the process. Wilder, or “the island” as Jane and her intimates refer to it, has a long history as a
gathering place for Jane’s family and friends, and Cam describes it as “both a real place . . . but
also a metaphor” (41), “a tiny microcosm of a world” (326). During Jane’s pre-Great War
childhood, the island is emblematic of the closeness of the heteronormative family unit, “a
patterned background in essence conventional” from which Jane somehow emerges (44). The
island-as-metaphor embraces the family as a nostalgic ideal, “enhanc[ing] the privacy of family
life” (41). When the island comes under the management of Jane’s elder sister Martha, “a true
old maid” (151), the guestbook is primarily filled with family names, suggesting Martha’s more
conventional spinsterhood as a complimentary helpmeet to the grand narrative of “the family.”
Yet, if Wilder is a microcosm as well as a metaphor, then it is under Jane’s management
of the island that readers notice just how much the world changes in the course of sixty or so
years and how very unconventional Jane is. Under Jane’s management, Wilder exists to “give a
hard-pressed friend a respite, to shelter and make well” (310). The use of “friend” is given yet
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another shading here as the passage refers to a Quaker woman in need of a few days relief from
her family and work duties—as the rest of her family enjoys the islands’ adventures, the Quaker
woman is granted three days’ bedrest in the guestroom of the main house. At Jane’s Wilder,
friendships existed in their complexity, social “class did not exist on the island” (307), and “Jane
flourished because here all her gifts could be used. Here she was empowered” (326). As a
woman whose “life [is] devoted to people” (131), a fairly conventional description of the spinster
aunt who was supposed to commit herself to the service of others, Jane stands out from such
conventions in the variety of her experiences and the boundless enjoyment she creates and enjoys
in cultivating relationships. While the “microcosm” Cam invokes in her description does refer to
the social climate of the mid-1960s, so altered from that of 1910s when Cam was a child on the
island, it more specifically alludes to Jane’s many experiences. After all, it is Jane’s guestbook
which “opened up new worlds as all Jane’s lives brought friends from Germany, Canada,
Ireland, God knows where” (295). So central is Wilder to Jane’s spirit that at her funeral,
mourners receive a spruce sprig, a gesture echoing the sprigs Jane would give her guests as they
left the island after their long visits (14). The small twigs of evergreen signify the central role of
the island as a connective, living thread between Jane and her friends.
Just as Cam realizes that her time at Warren School, with Jane as her teacher, “was
essentially a door opening into womanhood, into what it might be to become a woman” (85), so,
too is her novel another door opening onto many different expressions of single womanhood.
Cam’s novelized history of Jane Reid participates in the creation of a larger women’s history,
functioning as “a sort of feminist history, recovering the worldly contributions of an ‘unpublic’
woman” (Miner, “Light” 7), and revealing as much about Cam’s personal and creative
development as illuminating Jane’s unsung magnificence. Elaine Showalter explains, that “each
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generation of women writers has found itself, in a sense, without a history, forced to rediscover
the past anew, forging again and again the consciousness of their sex” (Literature 11-12). In
order to establish within academe a continuous presence of female literary tradition, one has not
only to transmit the narratives of those women’s lives, but also to position oneself in relation to
those narratives. In writing her novel about Jane, and subsequently about herself, Cam creates
vibrant and visible literary role models who resist marriage and embrace female-centric lives.
Though Cam’s novel is indeed undertaken as an “act of friendship” (Miner “Spinning” 156), by
the end of the Sarton’s work, readers understand that the novel is, in fact, an act of love.
The Healing Power of Collective Narration in Toni Morrison’s Paradise
“That is how the loud-dreaming began. How the stories rose in that that place. Half-tales and the
never-dreamed escaped from their lips to soar high above guttering candles, shifting dust from
crates and bottles. And it was never important to know who said the dream or whether it had
meaning” (Morrison 264)
In Paradise (1997), four single women arrive at The Convent, joining a fifth woman in
living a life apart from men (which is not to say that men are not part of their lives). Situated
seventeen miles from Ruby, Oklahoma, an all-Black town still tied to and violently defensive of
its patriarchal origin story, The Convent was originally “an embezzler’s folly” (4), a mansion
built to showcase the excesses of exploited capitalism. The mansion then found use as “a
[Catholic] schoolroom, where stilled Arapaho girls once sat and learned to forget” (4). From its
roots as a shrine to decadence and self-serving pleasure, the house underwent spatial and textual
editing—ornate marble carvings were chipped away by the nuns in charge of the schoolgirls, the
well-stocked wine cellar left to collect dust—in order to serve as a space for the re-education of
Arapaho female youth, forced to unlearn the ways of their people and adopt the Catholic faith
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and American/Western positions of self. Though never a “convent” in the sense of an
established, separate religious community, by the 1970s, the era of the novel’s bloody opening,
the house has long since carried the misnomer by the citizens of nearby Ruby, suggesting to the
reader the underlying links between “convent” and “coven”—both signifying women’s
communities existing on the margins of society. Once a space of erasure and a place for
forgetting of the past, The Convent finally emerges as a woman-centered space for reclaiming
and sharing the burdens of the past.
Each of the women arriving at the Convent escapes traumas of their previous domestic
lives, traumas particular to their lives as women: in addition to escaping her sexually and
psychologically abusive husband, Mavis attempts to escape the fallout of accidental infanticide
which left her open to her daughter’s subtle abuses;6 Pallas escapes the stigma of an affair with
her high school janitor, only to find herself betrayed by her mother and gang-raped after she runs
away; Gigi is haunted by her father’s abuses, the murder of a small boy she witnessed during a
protest rally, and the empty promises of a jailed lover; Seneca, “the peacemaker” (131), leaves
behind a jailed boyfriend and a brief stint as a discarded and humiliated plaything of a wealthy
mid-West woman;7 and Consolata Sosa, Connie as the women first come to know her, who was

6

Mavis leaves newborn twins in a parked car while she goes to the grocery store to get hot dogs
for her husband’s dinner. The children die of heat stroke. As a reporter teases out the details,
readers learn that Mavis’s husband, Frank, had refused both to eat the Spam she had planned for
dinner and to watch the newborns because his head hurt, a detail that suggests he had been out
drinking rather than working.
7

Seneca characterizes her role in Wichita with Norma Fox as “like a pet you wanted to play with
a little while . . . but not keep” (138). She recalls that she was free to leave at any time, “moving
from peacock feathers to abject humiliation; from coddling to playful abuse; from caviar tartlets
to filth,” and admits that “the pain framed the pleasure, gave it edge” (137). Norma’s whiteness
and her wealth suggest she subjects Seneca to a house slave fantasy, where by, as mistress over
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“rescued” (i.e. kidnapped and raised) by nuns, found and lost an illicit love, and cared for the
mother superior whose death drove Consolata to drown her losses in wine in escape from her
undesired role as perpetual caretaker. As if drawn together by fate, the exiles gather at The
Convent and, in their refusal to live with or under the rule of men, incur the suspicion of Ruby’s
male elders.
The Convent women, refusing to conform to the rules of Ruby, create a “safe space” at
the Convent. Collins’ insistence that a Black women’s safe space must be “free of surveillance”
in order to “foster the conditions for Black women’s independent self-definitions” is especially
relevant at the Convent (121-22). Surveillance polices behaviors, curtailing potential for selfcreation and authorship and underscoring the danger implied in such acts of unsanctioned
personal and communal creation. Though one of the Convent women is white, suggesting,
perhaps, the malleability of the safe space to include members who should typically remain
outside, race and ethnicity remain coded, and while the reader might infer which Convent
woman is white, the novel offers a deterrent: the woman’s whiteness is only relevant to the
town’s blood thirsty men.8 The danger that the Convent women face is real as Paradise opens
with gendered-violence: “They shoot the white girl first. With the rest they can take their time. . .
. They are nine, over twice the number of the women they are obliged to stampede or kill . . . .
They have never been this deep in the Convent” (Morrison 3). “They” are all men, trespassers
invading the safe space of Convent. Collins’s description of safe spaces emphasizes the need for
female community as a resource not only for individual well-being, but for communal well-being

the ultimately powerless Seneca, Norma doles out degradations and privileges for her own
satisfaction and amusement.
8
Rather than suggest that race does not matter, I want to clarify that the novel equates racial
distinction with male violence, linking race and gender to a larger system of patriarchal brutality.
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developing out of co-authored dialogs of experience, feeling, and (re)memory. Ashraf H. A.
Rushdy describes Morrison’s concept of rememory as “a magical anamnesis available to one not
involved in the originary act” (304), an interpersonal process of remembering and creating the
past. Most importantly, rememory is restorative. As Rushdy correctly concludes, “[i]n individual
experience, memory is painful . . . . In shared experience, memory is healing” (322). Within safe
spaces, Black women in particular, though perhaps the same may be said for women in general,
are able to act on the freedom to narrate uncensored their lives to and with one another in order
to heal individual and collective past traumas. In Paradise, the communal safe space of the
Convent—a room of their own—wherein the women can engage in the multi-voiced rewriting of
their lives, enables the women to engage in “rememory,” sharing the burdens, pains, and joys of
one another’s lives as a process of spiritual regeneration.
In the small dark room of the Convent’s cellar, the women scrub the stone floors clean,
light candles, and lie naked on the floor, in a position of their choosing, as Consolata outlines
their shapes in paint, evoking chalk outlines of dead bodies in the popular imagination of crime
scenes. At once prophetic and subversive, the etchings will provide the women with another
means of narrative control—the visual re-memory of their individual histories. After a period of
silence, the women’s bodies aching from the “cold, uncompromising floor” (263), Consolata
shares the story of her life, ending with the commandment, “Hear me, listen. Never break them
[body and soul] in two. Never put one over the other. Eve is Mary’s mother. Mary is the
daughter of Eve” (263). Re-establishing the connection between sinful Eve and sainted Mary,
Consolata binds Old Testament to New, past to present, and woman to woman, establishing a
narrative framework model that “tell[s] a story of the past that can revitalize the present
moment” (Peterson 51). It is this sense of the past’s reconstructed effect on the present that
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Jewell Parker Rhodes reads as “rememory,” or “a revisionary process of memory . . . a way of
finding your bearings in a historical context” (77). For Justine Tally, this moment of Consolata’s
instruction in the healing power of shared narratives initiates the women’s healing process
because it signals to the women that they possess authorship and interpretive authority over their
personal narratives (80). More importantly, however, the women realize that their personal
narratives can and should be shared within a supportive community.
Following Consolata’s example, the women begin to speak to one another of their past
experiences in a ritual process called “loud-dreaming” complemented by the filling-in of their
painted outlines with symbolic images of the remnants of their joys and traumas: “careful
etchings of body parts and memorabilia . . . . Yellow barrettes, red peonies, a green cross on a
field of white. A majestic penis pierced with a Cupid's bow. Rose of Sharon petals, Lorna
Doones. A bright orange couple making steady love under a childish sun” (265). As the women
write on their “bodies,” they also read each other’s texts, resisting their own interpretive
assumptions. For Lucille P. Fultz, this “resistance to assumptions evinces a far deeper
appreciation for self-expression and self-definition than that which many outside the Convent
accord the women” (84). The images so purposefully added to the etchings of each woman’s
body function as subversive narratives, what Patricia Ewick and Susan S. Silbey define as those
narratives which “recount particular experiences as rooted in and part of an encompassing
cultural, material, and political world that extends beyond the local” (219). Each woman’s
narrative is supplemented, complemented, and extended by her etching as the “[h]alf-tales and
the never-dreamed” (Morrison 264) which point outward to shared experiences of gendered
violence and the search for feminine self-worth. The Convent women come to understand that
“understanding self and past is always a project of community, memory always situated within a
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context of rememory” (Rushdy 304). In the “locked room” of the cellar, the Convent women are
free to write and read not alone but as a community engaged in polysemous narrative creation
and healing.
Like all narratives, however, these are subject to misinterpretation. In the stalking of their
prey, the most powerful town elders, the Morgan brothers and their nephew, K.D., enter the
Convent’s cellar: “all three descend the steps ready and excited to know. . . . What they see is the
devil’s bedroom, bathroom, and his nasty playpen” (Morrison 17). What they see, as Morrison’s
readers discover, are the etchings, the artifacts of the Convent-women’s narrative healing “loud
dreaming.” The narrative images appear to Ruby-men as the “devil’s bedroom, bathroom, and
his nasty playpen,” but to a Ruby woman, equipped with the ability to decode women’s stories,
these bodies of narrative appear not as the “pornography [K.D.] had seen, nor was it Satan's
scrawl . . . [but] instead the turbulence of females trying to bridle, without being trampled, the
monsters that slavered them” (Morrison 303). K.D. can only see pornography and wickedness in
the etchings because he refuses to allow for their correct placement in a social order in which he
has no part.
For the men, “who had seen in lively, free, unarmed females the mutiny of the mares and
so got rid of them” (308), the Convent women are monstrous in their refusal to submit to male
power. Thus, the space that the women build for themselves at the Convent, meant to exist
outside of the authority of the male-dominated world associated with Ruby, is perceived by the
men as standing in opposition to Ruby and its patriarchy. K.D. imagines himself as a member of
the only authorized social order and, as a member of the ruling patriarchy of Ruby, K.D. can
only accept hegemonic narrative; he can only read the images as part of his existing narrative
about “loose women” and “[b]odacious black Eves unredeemed by Mary” (18). Denying the
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images their proper context, K.D. misses what Anna does not: these stories “bridge, without
denying, the particularities of experience and subjectivities and . . . bear witness to what is
unimagined and unexpressed” in hegemonic narratives (Ewick and Silbey 220). To return briefly
to Joseph Campbell, “from the standpoint of the social unit, the broken-off individual is simply
nothing—waste” (383). What is read as “waste” by the hegemonic narrative is, it turns out,
powerful and subversive counter-narrative.
In addition to its function as the Convent women’s discursive safe space, the cellar also
signifies the “womb,” according to Tally who reads the ritual “loud dreaming” as the women’s
“retreating for security to the womb, to woman’s space” (81), and the shelter they need to rewrite
their lives and rebirth themselves in parthenogenetic poiesis. More significantly, the novel aligns
the cellar/womb with a shared single woman’s space. Years before the first of the Convent
women arrives, Consolata fell in love with one of the married Ruby men. In her hunger to keep
their affair alive, she implored him to come into the house, abandoning their fig grove
rendezvous, to seek shelter with her in the cellar which she promises to make beautiful. The
stirring of love that she felt is described as a choice; the narrator explains that “Consolata let the
feathers unfold and come unstuck from the walls of a stone-cold womb” (Morrison 229). The
stone-cold cellar and the stone-cold womb are offered up to one of the Morgan brothers along
with a promise of warmth and nurturing where none would expect it. Consolata invites Deek
Morgan into her house, into her secret space, and he denies her, disgusted with the intensity of
the ravenous need of him which led her to bite his lip and draw blood. Furthermore, Tally links
Connie’s lip-biting to the myth of vagina dentata, yet another figuration of “the centuries old
fear of women and women’s powers” (73-74), and, I might add, the fear of women’s spaces.
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In the cellar of the Convent, the women whose “trauma has rendered them inarticulate . . .
discover that by projecting their stories onto the body (drawings on the floor of the cellar), they
are able to come to terms with their secrets and share them” (Tally 80). This process of re-vision,
in Adrienne Rich’s sense of the word, enables the women to speak and symbolically represent
their personal histories with one another so that they may carry one another’s burdens and work
together toward personal transformations and community strengthening. In this “locked room,”
the women confront the latent and restrictive energies of the typical marriage plot. Just before the
Convent women follow Consolata into the womb/basement, Consolata sets to cooking a meal, an
act meant to mark the beginning of the women’s healing. Passages describing the meal
preparation intersperse passages of backstory for the each of the Convent women, evoking the
sense of a ritualistic preparation that links past and present and marking the beginning of the
women’s initiation.
Each of the food preparation passages includes details about juices and fluids, the feel
and smell of the chicken, potatoes, and vegetables being prepared, creating a heightened and
sensuous experience of present-time. At the start of the meal, Consolata names herself and
extends, for the first time, an invitation to the women to stay and form a stable community:
With the aristocratic gaze of the blind she sweeps the women’s faces and says, ‘I call
myself Consolata Sosa. If you want to be here you do what I say. Eat how I say. Sleep
when I say. And I will teach you what you are hungry for.’ . . . ‘If you have a place,’ she
continued, ‘that you should be in and somebody who loves you waiting there, then go. If
not stay here and follow me. Someone could want to meet you.’ . . . in no time at all they
came to see that they could not leave the one place they were all free to leave. (262)
Offering the women one last opportunity to return to the folds of the communities that threw
them away, Consolata promises first to teach them how to heal themselves, then to lead them in
the practice. That the women “could not leave the one place they were all free to leave” speaks to
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Consolata’s qualifier about the women “having a place” to return to, having people to love them.
As single women who have rejected male partnerships, as exiles from the marriage plot, the
Convent women have no other place to go, so they must transform themselves into a community
of self-loving and other-loving people, building for themselves a place where they belong, a
paradise to which they can return.
The tragic irony of Paradise is that the Convent does not long exist as such a safe space
for single women to commune and create together. What should have been a celebratory dinner
becomes a last supper as the men of Ruby descend onto the property with murderous intent.9 In
Paradise, Morrison presents women’s space as transitory, vulnerable to transgression, and
unable to protect women for very long. The Convent women are slaughtered by the Ruby men,
though in the aftermath, no bodies remain, “Nothing. Even the Cadillac was gone” (296).10 In the
final scenes of the novel, close friends or families of the Convent women have brief and strange
interactions with them years after the murders, suggesting a spiritual transformation and physical
rebirth—the women are seen together in the Cadillac, each with a shaved head, echoing the hope
of one of the Ruby women “that the women were out there, darkly burnished, biding their time,
brass-metaling their nails, filing their incisors—but out there. Which is to say she hoped for a
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The discovery of the remains of a white family—trapped in their car one winter and discovered
near the Convent—precipitates the attack on the women, as the men of Ruby, fearing an end to
their power and thus the safety of their town, make scapegoats of the Convent women. There is
no single reason for the men’s decision to murder the Convent women, rather at the core of their
rationalization is the men’s venomous accusation that the Convent women “don’t need men and
they don’t need God” (276).
10

I question Fultz’s assessment that the women’s “miraculous escape . . . [is] a transcendent
survivalist aesthetic that speaks to women’s ability to overcome male oppression by whatever
means necessary” (98). The Convent women do not, in fact, escape. They are murdered, and
Fultz’s claim elides this point in favor of highlighting the women’s mythical transformation at
the expense of their narratives.
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miracle” (308). The women’s transformations, their seeming rebirths, signal to the reader the
power of women’s stories as connective and subversive even as the novel reminds its readers that
“utopias cannot exist except outside of history” (Tally 17). It is only within Morrison’s magicalrealist framework that the women can be reborn to continue their work.
In the novel’s final scene, “A woman black as firewood is singing. Next to her is a
younger woman whose head rests on the singing woman’s lap. . . . the words [of the song] evoke
memories neither one has ever had” (318). As Tally explains, “the Pieta image is constructed of
the revision of the mother and daughter, at peace and at home in body and in soul” (68). That
neither woman has experienced the events of the memories evoked by the song lyrics recalls the
Convent women’s loud dreaming and implicates women’s narratives as vital spaces for
contesting patriarchy, reminding readers that “an important dimension of contemporary women’s
writing . . . [is] to function as both history and literature” (169). Narrative, specifically that which
is created by and transmitted between women, creates community, characterized by the need for
“endless work” and organized around women’s experiences.
Women’s Spaces and Narrative Communities
Women who privilege solitude or partnerships and alliances with other women are
typically reduced to oddness, to difference. To the wider culture, such choices do not signify the
single woman as part of a worthwhile relationship because she exists outside of (and in perceived
aggression towards) the logic of the nuclear family and the male head of that family. Such
women, as far as society is concerned, are perceived often as objects of pity, derision, or
speculation. Such women are rendered voiceless as they become narratively significant only in
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so far as they can be made to reinforce the marriage plot as cautionary tales. They must seek one
another out in order to build spaces from which to create and thrive.
In her desire for solitude or for female companionship, the single woman violates
conventions of compulsory heteronormativity. The phrase “compulsory heterosexuality,” coined
by American poet and critic Adrienne Rich, describes the systemic denial of women’s ability to
act as sexual and political agents, effacing woman’s existence on the “lesbian continuum” which
encompasses “a range . . . of woman-identified experience” (648). Diana Swanson explains that
“compulsory heterosexuality shaped the form of the novels British women could write as much
as it shaped the form of the lives they could lead” (151). Well into the late-twentieth and early
twenty-first centuries, women still write against a background of expectations about what “being
a woman” must be like, and those expectations continue to be focused on home, family, and
marriage. The same cultural imperatives and expectations about female literary production
extend to the British writer’s American sister. Compulsory heteronormativity accurately
describes women’s experiences across eras and cultures, wherever women are not free to choose
a life outside of heterosexual partnerships without, in some cases quite serious, repercussions.
The domestic quest narrative manifests in single woman narratives against an expression of
compulsory heteronormativity that dictates what appropriate households for women look like
and who has access to them.
The domestic quest narrative, as a lens for reading women’s literature, shifts critical
attention to single female protagonists’ authorship and the spaces they create with one another in
order to connect with the stories of other single women. Their quest is in finding their voices and
in forging the domestic spaces, those households and communities of women, to facilitate the
creation and transmission of female narrative. In Possession, The Magnificent Spinster, and
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Paradise, women’s spaces offer much needed sanctuary and shelter from the pressures of
heteronormative culture, but they are not utopias. They will not exist for ever. The very
instability of the communities presented by these novels suggests their vulnerability to a hostile
patriarchal culture. Whether the threats occur from within (e.g. Christabel’s choice to leave
Blanche for Ash) or from without (e.g. the attack on the Convent), the novels underscore the
value of female community-building in the form of safe-spaces, female-only rooms where
women will hear one another’s stories and be heard in return.

CHAPTER FIVE: DANGEROUS WOMEN? FEMALE ADOLESCENCE AND
THE SINGLE WOMAN

“Literary portrayals of the unique space of female adolescence continue to reveal hopes and fears
about the future, gender relations, social institutions, and a country’s place in the world” (Gale
184).
“[U]nlike the male bildungsroman, the feminine bildungs takes [sic] place in or on the periphery
of marriage” (Baruch 335).
Criticisms of female singlehood stem, in part, from the perception that the sexually
mature, unmarried woman has unnaturally extended her adolescence by refusing the middle-class
ideal of wifedom and motherhood. Yet such criticism must also contain residual traces of
narrative traditions of single women as sexual aberrations and dangers to heterosexual culture.
Emma Donoghue’s Inseparable: Desire Between Women in Literature, a study of womancentered relationships in Western literature, discovers one such narrative tradition in the form of
a plot about the “wicked woman [who] tries to seduce and destroy an innocent one” (4). The
plot, often narratively situated in institutions such as the convent and the boarding school, though
also occurring anywhere a senior woman holds power over a younger woman, implicates single
women teachers and mentors in what Donoghue dubs the “lesbian sex fiend” plot. 1 Though
many of the works she draws from do feature the explicit seduction of a young female innocent

1

Donoghue clarifies that her use of the term “lesbian” operates as shorthand for “the variety of
women’s bonds in literature from the 1100s to the 2000s” (Inseparable 5).
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at the hands of an older woman, Donoghue also includes the sub-narrative featuring Tattycoram
2

and Miss Wade of Charles Dickens’ Little Dorrit as an example of oblique textual representation
of sexual corruption of maid by mistress. Donoghue’s close reading of scenes between mistress
and maid teases out the potential for a sexual interaction where one is not obviously indicated, a
point she alludes to when she writes, “if Dickens means to imply a sexual relationship, he
chooses to preserve the decencies” (118). In the passages that Donoghue reads, other characters
are tasked with raising the suspicion, ever so slightly, that Miss Wade seduced her maid,
suggesting that the narrative of the “wicked woman” was already part of the larger culture.
The threat associated with single women teachers and mentors is rooted in an inherent
distrust of women’s power and of women’s bonding in the absence of men. In Muriel Spark’s
The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie (1961), the most blatant example takes the shape of Brodie’s plan
of seduction by proxy wherein she plans to manipulate a student into having sex with a man she
loves, the revelation of which causes the narrator to suspect (or accuse) Brodie of being an
“unconscious lesbian” (129). In Janet Fitch’s White Oleander (1999), Astrid’s neighbor Olivia is
an escort who befriends the young girl, teaches Astrid that in “a man’s world” (126), a woman
must take charge of her own sexual market value in order to survive. In neither novel does the
single woman insinuate her desire for sex with the adolescent girl. However, the novels do
reinforce constructions of single women as threats to adolescent girls. Brodie is a manipulative
bully; Astrid’s mother is a neglectful narcissist, and Olivia is careless in her affection. Depictions
of the single woman in these novels reinforce social concerns that she poses a threat as a
corruptive force on the presumed sexual innocence and development of an adolescent girl and
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Donoghue refers to the extreme Juliette, by the Marquis de Sade, and also to Denis Diderot’s
La Religieuse as examples of sensationalist “lesbian monster” fiction.
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might be understood as outgrowths of the “lesbian sex fiend plot.” “Lesbian” and “spinster” are
terms often linked together. As Donoghue and others suggest, spinsterhood afforded a legitimate
opportunity for women who, in the twentieth century, have come to be understood as “lesbian,”
leading to the use of “lesbian” as an epithet to shame single women for turning their back on the
heterosexual institution of marriage and procreation. The two terms, then, overlap so that the
single woman, regardless of her sexual identity, continues to find herself marginalized on
suspicion of a supposed “freakish” sexuality which renders her, in the popular imagination, a
potential threat to emergent heteronormative womanhood which is perceived to be the
teleological outcome of female adolescence.
In A World Apart: Female Adolescence in the French Novel, 1870-1930, Beth W. Gale
argues that adolescence, particularly female adolescence, offers French writers unique
opportunities to explore various threads of social anxieties and expectations. Gale concludes her
work with the suggestion that representations of female adolescence in French and other Western
literatures remains a “continuing cultural obsession” (183), underscoring the commonplace that,
in European and North American literatures, “[a]dolescence marks the time when the adult self is
shaped” (11). Gale reminds readers that the modern conception of adolescence only came into
existence “between the mid-nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth century” (13), coming to
prominence with the professionalization of psychiatry and its deep investment in creating
aberration against which some kind of “normalcy” could be measured.3 As a category of social
control, adolescence “was first and foremost a middle-class creation . . . that promoted their

3

Crista DeLuzio presents a sweeping history of the emergence of the category of “female
adolescence” in the United States during roughly the same period, noting various European and
Anglo-American social and institutional influences that continue to regulate (white, middleclass) female behavior.
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[young people’s] socialization as adults able to hold their own in the competitive middle class”
(Modell and Goodman, qtd in Gale 13). Even the very category of adolescence is highly
contested, according to psychologist Valerie Walkerdine, for “the object of study . . . ‘the
developing child’ . . . is not real, not timeless but produced for particular purposes within very
specific historical, social and political conditions” (DeLuzio 4). As a component of ideology,
adolescence functions as a narrative space to be filled with ideals beneficial to the status quo as a
means of preserving social order.
The narrative of adolescence as a transitional period at the end of which one “comes-ofage” into adulthood holds fast. Kenneth Millard, studying twentieth-century American comingof-age fiction, reminds readers of the difficulty of determining the parameters of adolescence,
considering that “there is a considerable variation in depictions of that moment when coming of
age is deemed to have occurred, and full legal adult status varies between cultures, especially in
relation to such cultural markers as alcohol, sexual consent, driving license, and marriage” (5).
Although Millard effaces gendered experiences and markers of emergent adulthood, particularly
relevant in matters of sexual consent and marriage, his larger point about the shifting cultural
markers of “full legal adult status” underscores the instability of adolescence as a finite category
of experience. Literary adolescence is created with a backwards glance, adult authors recreating
what they remember or imagine those developmental years to have been like, perhaps
unintentionally recreating culturally perpetuated assumptions about those formative years. This is
not to discount the adolescent narrator or character but to reinforce the idea that literary
adolescence serves a narratological function, specifically as a site for the analysis of a “society’s
particular demands” (Gale 11), the expectations a culture has for maintaining a coherent group
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identity, or more accurately, for positioning an idealized—straight, white, middle-class—set of
expectations as normative markers of development.
Though the parameters of the genre to which the term is applied is widely contested,4
bildungsroman generally describes the literary depiction of a protagonist’s coming-of-age within
society. Yet, Susan Fraiman notes that such an innocuous characterization effaces the malefocused origins of the genre and the ways in which it promotes “assumptions not only about the
(male) protagonist’s autonomy but also about his progressive movement through the world”
(138).5 A coming-of-age novel with a (white) male protagonist “takes for granted that the
Bildungsheld has room to maneuver and somewhere to go” (Fraiman 139), options not always
available to women, or not available to women in the same ways. Feminist literary critics like
Carol Lazzaro-Weis, Elizabeth Abel, and Sondra O’Neale argue that women writers of various
identities transform the bildungsroman to reflect the specific social limitations and restrictions of
movement unique to particular women’s experiences.6 Women writers, in effect, revise the male
bildung narrative in the creation of the female novel of development, focusing on indicators of
adulthood, trials of emerging development, and one’s relation to society that mark the female
protagonist’s experience as vastly different from her male counterpart. Lazzaro-Weis argues that
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For example, see Carol Lazzaro-Weis, Kenneth Millard, and Karl Morgenstern and Tobias
Boes.
5

Fraiman’s argument is that George Eliot’s The Mill on the Floss offers a critique of the
bildungsroman as an adequate model for the narrative of female development, challenging
typical readings that Eliot offers an alternative, female bildung.
6

Sondra O’Neale’s “Race, Sex and Self: Aspects of Bildung in Select Novels by Black
American Women Novelists” makes a strong argument for Black women’s revision of the
Western bildungsroman. The Voyage In: Fictions of Female Development, edited by Abel,
Marianne Hirsch, and Elizabeth Langland explores women writers’ creation of a distinctively
female bildungsroman.
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women writers in the late decades of the twentieth century choose the bildungsroman genre “to
reconceptualize the mother-daughter relationship, to deny the existence of stable identities, and
to unmask the social strictures that determine experience” (34), effectively drawing out through
stories of female adolescence competing narratives of womanhood with which a protagonist
must negotiate.
Narrative constructions of female adolescence examine expectations held by the culture
in general about women’s development, behaviors, and social placement. The adolescent female
narrator functions as a locus of cultural anxieties that I suggest are specifically focused on
independent womanhood and the sexual, political, and economic agency that implies. After all,
the social expectation is that the adolescent female emerges successfully as an adult only once
she has married. As Crista DeLuzio’s research on the emergence of adolescent psychology
makes clear, by the early decades of the twentieth century, adolescent girlhood was recognized
as a time marked by “the excesses of her youthful sexuality” (179), the indulgence of which “the
maturing adolescent could be expected to outgrow” before “embrac[ing] a form of adult
femininity marked by the more exalting characteristics of conjugal love, maternal devotion, and
social service” (DeLuzio 179). Female singleness and the years leading up to female sexual
maturity (whenever society deems a young woman should be married) are culturally perceived as
times of transition with the socially desirable outcome seeing women firmly ensconced in
heterosexual marriage, the sexual excesses of youth safely confined to procreative endeavors. If
the twentieth century marked the emergence of a female sexual subject, it also reinforced the
return of adult female singlehood conceived in the popular imagination as a grotesque; whereas
the ‘old maid’ was once an incongruous expression of unfulfilled procreative potential, the single
woman became a ludicrous figure of prolonged adolescence.
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As a narrative device, the female adolescent narrator makes apparent the pressures of the
cultural imperative to heterosexual partnership and reproduction unique to female experience.
The adolescent female narrator’s position is distinctive; young girls are the immediate inheritors
of their society’s prohibitive narratives about single women in the late twentieth century. Such
narratives of unfulfilled and desperate singlehood and likewise of the supposedly empowering
narratives of independence and sexual freedom, so long as they eventually outgrow this stage of
life and get married, form the framework for female coming of age stories. These master
narratives inform the adolescent female narrator’s nascent understanding of the social limits of
the acceptable female. They position her to reflect for the reader cultural imperatives surrounding
marriage and heterosexual partnering as part of a collective social effort to sustain patriarchy.
As a narrative strategy, the female adolescent narrator operates on cultural assumptions
about the years leading up to female sexual maturity as particularly fraught with danger and
marked by intellectual and emotional malleability. The adolescent years are conventionally
thought to lay the groundwork for the stable adult one is supposed to become. The adolescent
female is expected to find role models who will help lead her into an appropriate adulthood, yet
contemporary readers understand that “[r]ole models and heroes do not guarantee our success
and in some instances may undermine our effort” (Fisher 212). Narrative suspense arises as the
adolescent narrator sifts through the myriad influences afforded her while readers anticipate
which will take hold of the girl and what kind of woman she will become as a result. As the
narrator engages with single women, she will inevitably experience entrenched stereotypes about
single womanhood, the most significant of which is the single woman as a dangerous influence
on emergent womanhood.
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“Can’t you see she’s ridiculous?” Muriel Spark’s The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie
“In its theme and method and its story and discourse [The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie] illustrates
how narrative is always bound up with questions of the good and with questions of power and
authority” (Brown 230).
“You are all heroines in the making” (Spark 30), Jean Brodie tells a select few of her tenyear-old students. The novel, published in 1961, centers on the redoubtable Jean Brodie, who
also proclaims, “Give me a girl at an impressionable age, and she is mine for life” (6). Taken
together, the statements make clear that Muriel Spark’s eponymous teacher positions herself as
the shaper of female heroes, as the author of the lives of notable women. Under the guise of
“author,” Brodie claims power for herself in the shape of narrative authority. As the story of
Brodie’s “prime” amounts to little more than her repeated invocation of that “elusive. . . moment
one was born for” (8), the novel’s title offers the first glimpses of Spark’s irony. Spark,
withholding from Brodie any narrative insight or consciousness and any fulfillment of the
promise of a sexual, intellectual, or emotional “prime,” offers instead a glimpse of competing
narratives about single womanhood. Reading Jean Brodie as an ethical dilemma focused on the
unnamed, third-person narrator’s treatment of one of Brodie’s students, Mary Macgregor, “a
nobody whom everybody could blame” (4), Peter Robert Brown argues that the novel critiques
narrative and narrative authority.7 Brown focuses his attention primarily on the unnamed thirdperson narrator as a site for the destabilization of narrative authority, yet the other narrative
dominant perspective of the novel, that of Sandy Strange, Brodie’s student, confidante, and
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Brown’s essay examines the instances in which the narrator participates in Mary’s
victimization by Brodie and the Brodie set, demonstrating that the narrator is no benign observer,
but instead, a participant in the narrative’s reception, shaping the way the reader values the
characters.
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eventual betrayer, also poses a challenge to narrative authority. Through Sandy’s evolving
perception of Brodie and of her own nascent sexual knowledge, Spark presents to her readers a
lens through which to confront cultural narratives about the dangerous influences of single
women on adolescent girls.
Sandy and the rest of Brodie’s special students, the “Brodie set,” “loved Miss Brodie”
(31), the teacher who gained their devotion by proclaiming that they are heroines, the “crème de
la crème” (11), and by regaling them with “dangerous” stories of her love affairs and travels.
Brodie positions herself in opposition to the headmistress, a woman “who believed in the slogan
‘Safety First” (11), challenging the dictum with the insistence that “Safety does not come first.
Goodness, Truth, and Beauty come first” (7). After hearing their teacher’s provocative
announcement, the girls “followed dangerous Miss Brodie into the secure shade of the elm” (7;
my emphasis), where they listen to her romantic narratives. “Dangerous” evokes the supposed
social threats of the single woman’s influence on youth, of her corruptive power over innocents.
To some extent, the danger is real. Brodie’s “Goodness” manifests itself in admiration for
fascism and a tendency toward bullying; her “Truth” is relative to her own interests; and
“Beauty” reflects her own tastes as illustrated in the widely quoted exchange about the “greatest
Italian painter” (11). When Brodie’s students offer up “Leonardo DaVinci” in answer to her
query, Brodie replies, “That is incorrect. The answer is Giotto, he is my favourite” (11). Brodie
insists that her perspectives are to remain unchallenged, as she implores, “If only you small girls
would listen to me I would make of you the crème de la crème” (11). Attila Dósa also finds
Brodie’s self-serving relativism signals danger. Referring to the DaVinici/Giotto exchange, Dósa
cites “Miss Brodie’s professional incompetence as a teacher whose special skill should lie in
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asking the right questions; and her moral error as an authoritarian female role model and mother
substitute who misleads the girls who have been entrusted to her care” (22). Still, the novel
challenges readers’ assumptions about the extent of Brodie’s influence over the girls by offering
Sandy as another narrating presence.
Sandy, a narratively imaginative girl at once in awe and wary of the magnetism of Jean
Brodie, functions as what David Lodge calls the “perceiving consciousness of the novel”
(Apostolou 107). It is primarily through Sandy that the reader learns about Jean Brodie’s effects
on her students. Brodie, though “always a figure of glamorous activity” (119), is never granted
interiority; readers are never aware of what Brodie thinks or feels beyond her reported speech
and the impressions shared by Sandy, the unnamed narrator, and a few of her former students.
Benilde Montgomery reminds readers that Sandy is given the narrative responsibility
for “observ[ing] most, if not all, the action” (97), and yet the unnamed narrator complicates easy
acceptance of Sandy’s perceptions, repeatedly drawing readers’ attention to the girl’s “small,
almost nonexistent eyes” (Spark 3). For some critics, the insistent attention on Sandy’s “little
pale eyes” (Spark 20) destabilizes Sandy’s narrative authority by calling into question her
perceptive abilities, “imput[ing] an ongoing poverty to Sandy’s vision, a limitation of which
Sandy herself could have no awareness” (Lyons 91). The unnamed narrator, too, appears in
possession of “a poverty of vision,” unable to exercise complete omniscience.
Peter Robert Brown refers to the unnamed narrator’s claim “that it ‘was impossible to
know how much Miss Brodie planned by deliberation, or how much she worked by instinct
alone’ . . . [to suggest] that the narrator is admitting her own (and other’s) epistemic limits by
acknowledging that Miss Brodie remains opaque” (232). The novel’s ambivalence about the
authority of its narrators forces readers to contend with the limitations of narrative by reminding
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its readers that people are essentially unknowable and that all narrative has blind spots.
Ultimately such ambivalence undermines the alleged danger the single woman poses to those in
her care, calling into question the ease with which readers accept Brodie’s downfall, based as it
is on the strange motivations of Sandy’s, and the unnamed narrator’s, impoverished vision.
When Brodie professes, “Give me a girl at an impressionable age, and she is mine for
life” (6), she exploits the social expectation that women, particularly teachers, are expected to
perform as role models for adolescent girls, initiating them into the dominant culture.
Yet, Brodie proclaims no interest in the dominant culture, clarifying that by “mine” she “mean[s]
of [her] stamp and cut” (103), which is to say an apparently independent, sexually aware,
artistically minded leader of women. Brodie crafts the image of herself as a subversive, a heroine
in her own right. Reinforcing this subversive outsider posture of Brodie’s, the novel’s unnamed
narrator outlines spinster hermeneutics: the “progressive spinsters of Edinburgh” (43), who
“were great talkers and feminists” (45); the “committee spinsters [who] were less enterprising
and not at all rebellious, . . . [and who] were sober churchgoers and quiet workers” (44); the
“school-mistresses . . . earning their keep, living with aged parents and taking walks on the hills”
(44). Cast in contrast to the committee spinsters (“not at all rebellious”) and the schoolmistresses
(“earning their keep”), the progressives appear to be a group of idealistic subversives,
challenging the status quo. The categories are delineated as if they were well-known sociological
descriptions, both acknowledging the normalcy of the abundance of single women to be found in
society as a result of two world wars and bringing the knowing reader into a joke at their
expense: we all know these types of women.
As the narrator assures the reader that Jean Brodie is of the first type, the progressive
feminist-type who “talked to men as man-to-man” (44), she also notes that the only outwardly
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surprising thing about Brodie’s inclusion in this group is that she was also a school teacher, the
cumulative effect of which both undermines with satiric effect the stability of “types” as a means
of understanding people and perhaps underscores Brodie as a danger to her students. When the
narrator insists that progressive spinsters exist, that there are “legions . . . during the nineteenthirties, women from the age of thirty and upward, who crowded their war-bereaved
spinsterhood with voyages of discovery into new ideas and energetic practices” (43), and who
“were not, however, committee women[, and] they were not school-teachers” (44),8 she makes of
Jean Brodie a doubly liminal figure, an outsider on the margins of her already marginal group
identity, and a potential fox in the henhouse. Still, casting Brodie as the exception to the rule, the
narrator demonstrates the ridiculousness of spinster stereotypes, highlighting their limited ability
to concisely and accurately describe single women as individuals, which of course the very
insistence on “types” is meant to efface, even as Brodie is sketched in terms of a potential threat
to the well-being of her charges.
Brodie’s “danger” to her students is cast in vague terms related to these stereotypical
representations of female singlehood, or rather, in her refusal to fall squarely into one category.
She is a liminal character whose existence challenges static narratives about “types” of single
women, and her very liminality signals her as a dangerous influence on her charges, who will
carry with them some “stamp” of her guidance. Indeed, the narrator explains that six years after
their first classroom interaction, the girls of the Brodie set “remained unmistakably Brodie,
which is to say they were held in suspicion and not much liking” (2). The girls’ willful
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individualism exhibits itself in the distinct ways they wear the hats of the school uniform and in
their disinterest in identifying with the competing houses of the school; in short, Brodie’s set
remains aloof and outside of the social norms of the school, signifying to the administration
Brodie’s ability to upend the status quo.
As a “progressive feminist” type, Brodie is an agitator, rather than an educator, and the
novel offers an implicit and vague critique of the woman, the “divine-demonic spinster Jean
Brodie” (Auerbach, Woman 144), who asserts a desire to see herself replicated in the world
around her. Insofar as Brodie credits herself with authoring the great lives of her “heroines in the
making,” her posturing as the author of her own heroic narrative, a narrative “in which the girls’
lives are subsumed into Miss Brodie’s own story, the story of her prime” (Brown 239), a
narrative which ultimately comes to nothing, raises accusations of unchecked egotism. It is
Sandy who interprets Brodie’s “calling” to education, what Brodie theorizes as a “leading out of
what is already there in the pupil’s soul” (Spark 36), as a kind of megalomania in the form a
desire for miniature versions of herself, leading Sandy to perceive that “the Brodie set was Miss
Brodie’s fascisti, not to the naked eye . . . but all knit together for [Brodie’s] need and in another
way” (31). Sandy’s insight offers ironic reinforcement of the stereotypical lone spinster, pathetic
in her lack of children, though in Brodie’s case this want manifests itself in a desire not for
daughters but replicas and stand-ins for adventures that she cannot have on her own.
Sandy’s perception of the Brodie set as “Miss Brodie’s fascisti” again recalls the
narratives about the dangers the single woman, particularly the single feminist woman, poses to
her young female students’ ability to progress through adolescence and take up their socially
determined roles as wives and mothers. Ironically, the hand-wringing around Brodie’s
undesirable influence on her students, driven by the headmistress and her courting of the Brodie
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set to uncover some detail of Brodie’s methods or life that will justify her firing, is all for
nothing: most of Brodie’s girls end up fulfilling acceptable female roles as wives and mothers,
with the one single female outlier, Sandy, becoming a nun and therefore “safely” ensconced
inside an acceptable female institution, entertaining old peers and devotees of her “strange book
of psychology” (137).
Fotini Apostolou describes Sandy’s and Brodie’s narrative creativity as reflecting
interplay between “the real” and narrative representation as a process of submerging truth: “the
‘real’ is always immersed in fictions which are overpowering: fictions encompass ‘reality’ and
pursue their creators, like images that are imposed on the ‘real’, which then disappears behind
the power of the image” (103). Brodie’s great narrative fiction, that of her “prime,” that elusive
moment “one is born for” (Spark 8), empowers herself and justifies her apparent lack of
conscience. Sandy, through her creation of narrative romances, internalizes the cultural
assumption that Brodie’s “real” danger is related to her being “the only sex-bestirred object” at
school (50), a point the novel suggests ironically as the adolescent girls of the Brodie set are
themselves on the precipice of sexual awareness when Brodie enters their lives, so much so that
two of the set take it upon themselves to create narrative fictions about Brodie’s romances. The
“real” circumstances of Brodie’s singlehood are obscured by Brodie’s own storytelling as well as
that of her students so that all that remains for Spark’s readers are the competing images of the
devoted fiancée and the sex-driven, manipulative spinster. The novel is never about Miss Brodie,
but instead takes as its subject the lasting and powerful images of the single woman serving as a
backdrop for adolescent female explorations of socially constructed, gendered sexual identity.
“The Mountain Eyrie,” penned by Sandy and her classmate Jenny as the “true love story
of Miss Jean Brodie” (41), functions as a narrative space for the girls’ to exercise their nascent
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awareness of sexual matters, leading Sandy to determine that Brodie and her war-time fiancé,
Hugh, abstained from intercourse, not only because there is no evidence of such an act—“She
would have had a baby, wouldn’t she?” (18)—but also because “[t]heir love was above all that”
(18). Embracing narratives of romantic, asexual devotion perpetuated by Brodie and informed by
the girls’ own limited understanding of intercourse, the girls create a narrative exploration of an
ideal feminine heroine, “of hardly flesh and blood” (55), that coincides with Brodie’s own
carefully crafted image of herself as a real-life heroine. The short story allows Sandy and Jenny
to dramatize, and therefore attempt to understand, the appeal of a potential sexual partner even
though the actual mechanics and realities of intercourse remain somewhat unimaginable and
undesirable.
The girls’ eventual awareness and interest in the act of sex coincides with one of the set
seeing Brodie kissing the art master, Teddy Lloyd, the following school year in the art room. The
event provides the girls with concrete matters of speculation and introspection. The unnamed
narrator explains that “[i]t was not merely that Sandy and Jenny, recasting her in their minds,
now began to try to imagine her as someone called ‘Jean.’ There was a change in herself” (55).
This “change” in Brodie emerges as Sandy and Jenny begin to compare Brodie to the other
teachers in the school, holding up what they think they know about her to preconceptions about
other women. Their new perceptions allow them to alter their previous estimation of the
romantic-heroine Brodie whose love for Hugh was “above” sex, as they immediately consider
the possibility of Brodie and Lloyd “go[ing] further that day in the art room” (55), and the girls
begin surveilling Brodie’s stomach for any telltale swelling of pregnancy. Suddenly, Brodie
appears to them as a sexual entity and as a woman about whom it is plausible “to imagine her
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giving herself up to kissing” (55), destabilizing the narrator’s claim that it is Brodie, rather than
the girls, who has changed.
The same narrator assures readers that Brodie’s “nature was growing under [their] eyes,
as the girls themselves were under formation” (43). The passive voice construction suggests
other forces beyond Brodie at work in the girls’ development. The narrator seems also to suggest
that Brodie herself is growing (up). The spinster and the adolescent are both cast in a period of
transition. The eventual discovery that Brodie has entered into an affair with another teacher,
Gordon Lowther, throws into chaos the girl’s image of their beloved teacher, underscoring
Brodie’s essentially shifting nature as well as the girls’ developing comprehension of sex. The
girls then attempt to imagine the logistics of sex, as “Mr. Lowther’s legs are shorter than Miss
Brodie’s” (62), further illustrating that Brodie functions as an abstraction of female sexual
possibility rather than as a character in her own right. At one point much later in her relationship
with Brodie, Sandy demonstrates her awareness of the entrenched stereotypes surrounding single
women. After faulting Brodie for her hubris and noting to herself that Brodie “thinks she is
Providence,” Sandy also levels at Brodie the loaded accusation of being “an unconscious
Lesbian” (129). Though Sandy keeps the words to herself, the implication is that Brodie is, in
fact, morally dangerous. To Sandy and the set, Brodie is an object of speculation and a subject of
narrative imagination, a stereotypical spinster against which the adolescent girls check their
grasp on female sexuality.
Atila Dósa finds that Spark’s novel participates in a tradition of “modern female
narratives of formation [which] . . . accommodate female desires of self and autonomy[,] [a
process that] often involves substituting the heterosexual romance plot with plots of same-sex
relationships” (43). Female relationships form the primary interactions in the novel whereas the
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heterosexual affairs alluded to offer mere context for the contemplation and exploration of
female sexuality.9 Although Sandy does eventually engage in sex with Brodie’s would-be love
interest, Teddy Lloyd, confounding Brodie’s fantasy that Rose should “sleep with the man
[Brodie] herself was in love with” (128), her motives are cast as psychological rather than
emotional or sexual. Sandy, as the subject of formation, works out her early adolescent
understanding of desire and sex with women at the forefront of her imagination.
As a young girl, Sandy “[falls] in love with the unseen policewoman,” who interviews
Jenny after a man exposes himself to the child (71), abandoning the fantasy life she had built
through imaginative exchanges with “Alan Breck and Mr. Rochester and all the heroes of
fiction” (70-71). Sandy’s new fantasy hero, whom she names Sergeant Anne Grey, partners with
Sandy “to eliminate sex from Edinburgh and environs” (72). “Sex” encompasses only vague acts
between men and women, a point inferred from the newspapers Sandy reads to learn the
language of sexuality. Yet it is Brodie as a sexual entity that occupies most of Sandy’s
imaginative efforts to understand heterosexual attraction and intimacies, reinforcing Brodie’s
place as one of Sandy’s “main influences of [her] school days” (137). Even as Sandy
acknowledges that the science teacher “Miss Lockhart [is] beautiful” (23), it is Brodie who
commands her love (31), as well as her occasional derision and pity (118). Sandy’s attachment to
and obsession with Brodie reinforces prevailing narratives about adolescence as a period of
emergent sexual identities and the formation of subjecthood. Brodie’s influence on Sandy is
indisputable, but the moral value of that influence depends greatly on a number of assumptions
about female sexual behavior.
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Sandy’s eventual affair with Lloyd, her decision to “betray” Brodie, and the crafting of
her psychological treatise, “The Transfiguration of the Commonplace,” suggest to Randall
Stevenson that the female protagonists are engaged in a “struggle to see who can shape reality
most adroitly around her visions and versions of it” (101).10 Stevenson’s reading of competing
narrative authorities pits the two women against one another in an all too common pattern of
narrative reductionism that overlooks the possibility that both women struggle against cultural
anxieties about female adolescence and singlehood. For example, the idea that “the influence of
one’s teen years are very important” (Spark 34), in the development of an idealized adulthood,
manifests itself in Brodie’s presumptive impact on her young charges, as if they are blank slates
waiting to be filled with the right information which will “make of [them] the crème de la
crème” (11), and which culminates in Sandy’s own admission that Brodie was “the biggest
influence” on her teen years (35). Likewise, Sandy’s eventual regard for Brodie as a rather
pathetic single woman bent on self-destruction, who has “elected herself to grace in so particular
a way and with more exotic suicidal enchantment than if she had simply taken to drink like other
spinsters who couldn’t stand it anymore” (116), deploys “spinster” as an epithet signaling a
wasted and empty life. Sandy’s derision, while often read as an indication of the beginnings of
her conversion to Catholicism, must also be read as signaling her internalized acceptance of the
legitimacy of the pathetic spinster type.
Sandy’s awareness of entrenched stereotypes of spinsterhood lead her to read Brodie as
an example of the type, and to reproduce the narrative in her estimations of Brodie’s character.
Insofar as both Sandy and Brodie employ storytelling as a means of making sense of the world, I
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agree that the apparent “struggle” between these women is narratological in nature, though their
rivalry is with the culture that controls and defines female sexuality rather than with one another.
Sandy, however, comes to see Brodie as a rival, as a danger to her understanding of order and
truth. Sandy eventually comes to the decision to put “a stop to Miss Brodie” (134), though
Brodie hardly understands that a rivalry exists in Sandy’s mind, as she spends the entirety of her
years in forced retirement wondering, often to Sandy, about which of her set betrayed her. As
Sandy and Brodie vie for narrative authority over their lives, it is Sandy’s one-dimensional
rendering of Brodie that fills the pages of Spark’s novel, underscoring the essential unreliability
of narrators.
Jean Brodie furnishes the occasion to interrogate the myriad ways master and counter
narratives rearrange those “patterns” of facts upheld by society. Brodie, by Sandy’s account, is a
terrible role model for girls and one whose carelessness leads to death of one of students. Yet,
by the novel’s end, readers come to understand that, of course, Jean Brodie is ridiculous, though
perhaps not in the earnest way Sandy suggests as she criticizes Brodie’s self-aggrandizing
narratives. Brodie is ridiculous in the way all “types” are ridiculous, recalling to readers that
classifications of human characteristics are at their core unreasonable. Brown perhaps too widely
identifies “the ultimate satiric targets of The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie [as] human institutions . .
. [which] often reductively represent individuals and . . . create and justify harmful narratives that
reinforce such representations” (Brown 246). I would amend his claim to more narrowly identify
narratives, specifically narratives about female sexuality, the presumptions of which permeate all
manner of institutions on a larger scale, as the targets of Spark’s novel. Spark’s ironic take on the
spinster narrative invites readers into classifying, analyzing, and vilifying Jean Brodie, while
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undermining narrative authority at every turn, manipulating narrative perspective and voice to
suggest that all narrative is the practice of “making patterns with facts” (Spark 76).
Rejecting Motherhood: Self-Interested Single Women in Janet Fitch’s White Oleander
“Perhaps the only love that is accurate without qualification is the love of a very young child.
Afterward, she too becomes a person, and thus compromised.” (Fitch 362).
Left to the brutalities of an abusive and ineffective foster care system after her mother,
Ingrid, is found guilty of murdering an ex-lover, the protagonist-narrator of Janet Fitch’s White
Oleander (1999), Astrid Magnussen, spends the next six years of her adolescence in the
company of a steady rotation of women, several of whom are single and nearly all of whom are
indifferent to her need for affection. Set in the last decades of the twentieth century, the events of
Astrid’s coming-of-age tale exploit common cultural fears about the adolescent girl who finds
herself without an adequate role model or mother. By her eighteenth birthday, Astrid has had sex
with a forty-year-old man, performed oral sex for drugs, been shot and attacked by a dog, and
starved at the hands of a foster mother. Yet, she also experiences achievements that commonly
mark the successful negotiation of adolescence: she graduates high school, cultivates her own
artistic vision, considers selling her art for great profit, chooses to maintain a monogamous
heterosexual relationship, and finally grows secure in the knowledge that her mother loves her.
The novel’s plot overwhelming aligns Astrid with normative values, framing her emergence
through a string of horrifying assaults and emotional torments and her arrival at a stable
adulthood promising all of the conventional indicators of future happiness as a success story.
The melodramatic turns of Astrid’s story tend to tease out questions about, as Laura
Callanan puts it, “the incompatibility between failed real mothers and unrealized ideal mothers”
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(“Three” 496). The premise behind such a claim is that mothers “ha[ve] a unique and singular
influence on their children” (Vandenberg-Daves 1), a holdover from late eighteenth- and early
nineteenth-century narratives of motherhood. Mothers became tasked with sole responsibility for
not only “the development of their children’s individual character but also [for] the preservation
and advancement of what was good and noble in the young nation’s civic and religious life”
(Vandenberg-Daves 1). Callanan explains that the idealized mother figure “represents the height
of female selflessness and nurturing, the epitome of femininity and protectiveness” (“Three”
497), what Astrid’s mother refers to derisively as “the selfless eternal feminine” (Fitch 373).
As Astrid makes her way from one foster home to the next, each new mother figure she
experiences expresses, in some way, even in spite of themselves, that “[i]t’s a man’s world”
(126) and that women have to get what they can at any cost. For Ingrid, this means rejecting
cultural expectations of sacrifice and devotion to child and husband. For Olivia Johnstone, a
friend and one-time neighbor of Astrid’s, this means leaving behind her career to secure
economic freedom for herself via sex work. These two women who value their ability to make
their way in the world on their own terms leave the greatest imprint on Astrid, encouraging her to
forgo the common narratives of female development and to carve out a life of her own choosing,
evoking, in the process, cultural concerns about the dangers of single woman role models.
Callanan describes Ingrid as a “radical outlaw in relationship to the normative and
destructive pressures of bourgeois culture” (Callanan 495), but the description fits Olivia, as
well, given her choice to flaunt social restrictions on female sexuality and economic agency. The
two women share similar views on narratives of “love.” Ingrid would “ban the word [love] from
the vocabulary. Such imprecision. . . . Love is a check that can be forged . . . . Love is a payment
that comes due” (362). For Olivia, “love” is “an illusion. It’s a dream you wake up from with an
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enormous hangover and net credit debt” (128). Ingrid and Olivia reject the narrative of love
which typically connotes the romantic happy ending that is supposed to define the trajectory of
women’s lives: love for a husband followed by love for a child. Instead, they suggest that this
kind of love costs women too much. Love for oneself is never part of the admirable woman’s
story, though it frequently occurs in the single woman’s story. Ingrid and Olivia love themselves,
above all others, and this refusal of motherly selflessness marks them in the cultural narrative as
dangerous women and corruptive influences on adolescent Astrid.
The novel’s adolescent narrator, Astrid, is a careful and thorough observer, a skill learned
from her early childhood spent attentive to her mother’s needs in fear that that Ingrid would find
her burdensome and “fly away” (10). Imagining all children as “chains” “tying their mothers to
the ground” (10), Astrid carries a sense of guilt that she has cut short the full potential of her
mother’s life. At age twelve, Astrid intuits the loss of the childless, impulse-driven life her
mother once longed for, “following a line of inquiry or inclination until it led to its logical
conclusion, . . . having time to think, freedom” (373), or “mak[ing] love all day long. . . and
walk[ing] on the beach, and not hav[ing] to think, where’s Astrid?” (374). Astrid imagines Ingrid
as “a beautiful woman dragging a crippled foot and [Astrid] was that foot . . . was bricks sewn
into the hem of her clothes” (9). Astrid’s anxiety that she is a burden to her mother’s creative and
sexual self-expression evokes for readers literary foremothers such as Elizabeth Stuart Phelps’s
Avis Dobell and Kate Chopin’s Edna Pontellier, women whose respective artistic and literal
deaths followed on the heels of childbirth and early child-rearing.
When the novel begins, Astrid is on the cusp of her adolescence, twelve years old,
absorbing every line of instruction her mother utters and enjoying the process of being molded in
her mother’s image: “I thought clay must feel happy in the good potter’s hand” (8). Socialization
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theories of womanhood position the mother as the facilitator of female indoctrination into
gendered behaviors and choices (Chodorow 31). Astrid’s satisfaction at being so carefully
shaped by her mother suggests the validity of such theories as she desires that her mother will
show her how to be a woman. Astrid’s worship of her mother leads her to imagine herself
growing into a woman just like her mother, one who also “would have lovers and write a poem
after” (6). Aware of being “on the verge of something, a mystery that surrounded [her] like
gauze, something [she] was beginning to unwind” (6), a sexual awakening that she senses
separates her from her peers, Astrid is undoubtedly affected by her mother’s own openness about
her lovers, bringing men back to their apartment with such regularity that at twelve years old,
Astrid “can spot [the type of man her mother would desire] in her sleep” (5). In itself, Astrid’s
active sexual life not enough to condemn Ingrid as a danger to Astrid’s development. Ingrid’s
sexual practices might have only generated social criticism about her refusal to settle on one
long-term partner, but her role as a mother changes the dynamic particularly because of her
outright rejection of the social narratives surrounding mothers that “demand . . . the enactment of
the archetype. . . . [of] [t]he selfless eternal feminine” (373).
Although Ingrid is by all accounts radically divergent from ideals of motherhood,
Astrid’s willing and joyful submission during her youth to her mother’s influence is built upon
those same stereotypical expressions of motherhood that Ingrid will not perform. If the social
expectation is that mothers are responsible for the work of devoting unfaltering attention to the
emotional and psychological development of her child (Chodorow 36), then Ingrid refuses such
work outright, choosing to nourish herself instead. Ingrid’s interest in Astrid is so fleeting that
any prolonged attention leaves Astrid reeling, imagining that she knows “the warmth that flowers
must feel when they bloom through the snow, feeling the rays of the sun” (Fitch 8). In Fitch’s
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novel, the child craves such guidance so strongly because it is so frequently withheld from her as
Ingrid’s self-interest takes precedence over the expected selflessness of motherhood.
Ingrid refuses to conform to the expectations evoked by the term “Mother,” described by
Lindal Buchanan, in her analysis of the rhetorical power of “Motherhood” in American
discourse, as “evok[ing] generally positive connotations, including children, home, love,
empathy, protection, nourishment, altruism, morality, religion, self-sacrifice, strength,
reproduction, and the nation” (121). Implied in Ingrid’s refusal to “enact the archetype” is her
identification as “Woman,” a term Buchanan argues operates in opposition to “Mother,”
suggesting “such negative attributes as self-centeredness, childlessness, work, hysteria,
irrationality, the sensual/sexual body, and the public sphere” (121). In terms of social convetions
about the responsibility of motherhood, Ingrid’s great danger to Astrid is found in the ways she
models behavior antagonistic to culturally defined feminine ideals.
In an interview, Fitch describes Ingrid as a woman relentlessly “pursuing her own vision
of herself” (Miller), a vision Ingrid imparts to her daughter via maxims highlighting her
unshakable faith in the primacy of the female artist: “Never apologize, never explain” (14);
“Never let a man stay the night. . . . Dawn has a way of casting a pall on any night magic” (6);
“The past is a bore. What matters is only oneself and what one creates from what one has
learned” (321). Ingrid’s self-interest reverses expectations of the “selfless eternal feminine.”
Callanan argues that “Ingrid’s value system focuses on instilling in Astrid a sense of the
importance of art and independence” (“Three” 504). While Callanan accurately describes the
surface meaning of Ingrid’s teachings, the real lesson Ingrid imparts to her daughter is that
women must fight to carve out for themselves a place in the world. As Astrid grows up and gains
experiences outside of the influence of her mother, she begins to recognize that Ingrid’s creation
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of narratives of female power require her to consistently fight off threats to her creative and
sexual freedom as if she were “the Valkyrie, the stainless warrior” (67). Astrid comes to
characterize metaphorically Ingrid’s battle-ready approach to reshaping the world to her liking:
unlike a carpenter, Astrid’s “mother fought the wood, hacking at it, trying to slam it into place
with a hammer” (127). Ingrid imparts to her daughter is that women must fight to carve out for
themselves a place in the world.
On the other hand, Olivia, who furnishes Astrid with the carpentry metaphor, advises
Astrid, “Don’t fight the world” (127), asking her “Who has the money? . . . Who has the power?”
(127), rhetorically reminding Astrid of women’s second-place existence. Enticed as much by
Olivia’s beauty as by the aura of danger surrounding her profession, Astrid perceives Olivia as
embodying “another way to be in the world” (136), one that accepts things as they are and works
within the system to “find satisfaction where [Ingrid] found only fury and desire” (136). She
exhibits, in short, the inverse of some of Ingrid’s more polarizing habits. Drawing comparisons
between Olivia and Ingrid, Astrid notes the slight ideological difference between the two single
women. Whereas both women acknowledge that, in Olivia’s words, “[p]eople want a little
magic” (128), recalling for Astrid her mother’s “night magic,” Ingrid performs such magic “for
her own pleasure” (128), while Olivia performs for the pleasure of those who will compensate
her. It is this slight difference which Ingrid perceives as the greatest danger to her daughter
because it runs directly counter to Ingrid’s self-sustaining mythology.
That Olivia engages in sex with multiple men, that she enjoys her sexual freedom, does
not arouse Ingrid’s derision, but that Olivia, like Ingrid, can “reach up and pull beauty out of thin
air” (128), and that she does so for men’s enjoyment rather than for her own artistic pleasure,
shatters Ingrid’s self-created narrative and earns Olivia her spite. Ingrid wraps her outrage at
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wasted aesthetic energy in the argument that Olivia represents collusion with patriarchy as she
“fattens on injustice like a tick on a hog” (137), profiting from the systematic monetization of
female sexuality. Ingrid’s alarmist claim that Olivia will “seduce” Astrid refers to the mother’s
contempt for what she sees as her daughter’s weak tendency to “attach [herself] to anyone who
shows [her] the least bit of attention” (149), rather than to the more banal anxiety that Astrid will
be enticed to prostitute herself. Ingrid rages against what she perceives as her daughter’s inability
to be emotionally self-sufficient. Astrid will, however, prostitute herself for marijuana, though
Astrid narrates the event as if engaging in an experiment, the result of which enables her to
understand that, for Olivia, sex work is like any other job, a thing one does to pay the rent and
acquire goods. The act proves harmless relative to the other events of Astrid’s adolescence,
merely functioning as her fledgling attempt at “another way to be in the world.”
Ingrid and Olivia defend their particular forms of singlehood by adopting opposing
positions in relation to oversimplified narratives about male-female relationships. Dismissing
Astrid’s expressed desire for a father, Ingrid invokes mythological goddess culture: “In ancient
times there were no fathers. Women copulated with men in the fields, and their babies came nine
months later. Fatherhood is a sentimental myth” (370). In sharp contrast, Olivia tries to explain
how a beautiful woman might make a difficult life easier with the sober acknowledgement, “It’s
a man’s world” (126). Both women attempt to impart to Astrid narratives of female
empowerment meant to help shape her during what are considered to be her formative years. As
Olivia explains to Astrid, who is nearly fifteen at the time, if the two women had met any later,
“Everything would have been decided. . . . Now you’re so open. You could go any number of
ways” (148). Both women assume Astrid’s adolescence to be foundational to the kind of woman
she will become in her adulthood, and they try to impart what guidance they can to help the girl
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evolve into a self-sufficient woman. Therein lies their supposed danger to Astrid’s development:
self-sufficiency in women is viewed as a danger to the traditional models of femaleness against
which Ingrid and Olivia push back. Although Ingrid and Olivia engage in aspects of
“mothering,” notably in the acts of “educating” and “instilling values in children” (VandenbergDaves 4), they challenge notions of motherhood that require women’s sacrifice and selfeffacement.
Ingrid and Olivia live outside of conventional iterations of womanhood. They look to
themselves for economic self-sufficiency, protective of their freedom and indifferent to the
expectation that they should care for others more than for themselves. In her discussion of the
rhetorical aspects of “motherhood,” Buchanan describes a “motherhood ethos,” the “flatten[ing]
effect [of which] derives from motherhood’s affiliation with dominant social, historical, and
ideological constructs of gender, which the code presents as natural, eternal, and inevitable”
(118). As a rhetorical position, the motherhood ethos conjures up ideological constructs such as
self-sacrifice and maternal devotion. As single women focused on living their lives on their
terms, Ingrid and Olivia invite criticism via Astrid’s desire for stereotypical mothering and
nurturing. It is Astrid’s longing for mother-love, that fantasy of undiluted and total devotion to
the needs and wants of the child, which invokes the motherhood ethos in order to identify her
mother and neighbor as “failed” women. Ingrid and Olivia push back against such narratives of
socially constructed, one-dimensional womanhood. Ingrid refuses to adopt the “maternal ethos,”
privileging what one might call the “artistic ethos”—her poetry and the expression of her
sexuality outweighing conventions of motherhood; Olivia shatters social expectations of
successful femalehood by remaining single and earning her living having sex and offering
pleasurable companionship to men, violating gendered sexual and marital norms.
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Although their self-interest disappoints Astrid’s desire for stereotypical mother-love,
they nevertheless furnish Astrid with “the slowly dawning recognition that she [too] must invent
herself” (Kakutani). Each of the women Astrid lives with, however briefly, has invented herself
in one way or another and to varying degrees of success and failure, but it is Ingrid and Olivia
who take full ownership over their narratives in order to get what they want; Ingrid repositions
herself as “victim of the patriarchy” and Olivia refashions herself as a self-employed escort. By
the novel’s end, Astrid, too, has begun the process of inventing herself, picking and choosing
those qualities of her role models most amenable to her need for love and for art. Astrid, like her
mother, chooses to prioritize her art, which takes the shape of “museums,” what she calls her
“Astridkunsthalle” (383)—suitcase collages and dioramas that pay tribute to the influences left
on her by “[a]ll her mothers” (382), each of the women she encounters in her movement from
one foster home to the next. Absorbing “Olivia’s generosity, her knowledge of men” (382),
while rejecting Ingrid’s and Olivia’s dogmatically single lifestyles, Astrid decides to pursue her
art and simultaneously nurture her relationship with her boyfriend, Paul: “I knew I was making a
choice. This, now, suitcases, Paul. It was my life, a trait and not an error, written by fire on
stone” (389). Although each of Astrid’s “mothers” embody some measure of rebellion against
fictions of ideal motherhood, challenge the narrative as intentionally or effectively as Ingrid and
Olivia. Thus, it is Ingrid and Olivia who shape Astrid most, providing the “fire” which has
tempered her resolve to make choices she believes will distinguish her from her mothers.
Policing Women’s Behaviors
“I have come to appreciate what the search for role models tells us about ourselves: about the
differences that divide women, about the conflicts that arise inside each of us, and about the deep
connections that often lie beneath these divisions” (Fisher 214).
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In her essay exploring the desirability of feminist role models, Berenice Fisher rejects
conflating teachers or mothers with role models, interrogating the tendency to “blur the notion of
role model with certain social roles . . . and to take the individuals who occupy those roles as
such models” (218). The danger in obscuring the person with the role they fulfill is one of
inflated, perhaps unrealizable, expectations. Fisher concludes her essay acknowledging that the
recognition of the “contradiction between the ideal we have constructed and the realities it fails
to embrace” offers the potential for a feminist interrogation of ideal womanhood (222). The
woman who chooses herself in defiance of cultural expectations that all (good) women are
capable of mothering, and by extension of performing as role models, earns her society’s
contempt. The single woman further defies convention in her refusal to marry or partner with a
man, raising suspicions about her sexual behaviors and further earning the disdain of the culture.
They signify the “wicked woman,” a dangerous threat to the young girl’s education in
heteronormativity. As a period of sexual as well as personal and social development, adolescence
links a child’s burgeoning sexual awareness with the culture in which she participates; the
lessons she learns have the potential to codify or repudiate the gendered norms of her culture.
The narrators of The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie and White Oleander experience
emotional disappointments at the hands of their would-be role models who betray the girls’
admiration, trust, or love. Taken together, Brodie, Ingrid, and Olivia represent a specific female
failure in terms of social expectations about women’s supposed natural inclination for nurturing
others. These are women who are very good at caring for themselves, at bending the world to
their will in order to live as they desire. In their roles as guides or mothers to adolescent girls, the
women choose themselves over their charges, a choice that renders them culturally contemptible.
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They also manipulate their charges and encourage them in the pursuits of actions and beliefs
which run counter to the values of their societies. The single female protagonists in Brodie’s and
Fitch’s novels are poor role models by any standard understanding of the term. I suggest,
however, that their poor behaviors function as narrative embellishments that further signify the
unchecked female power that threatens heteronormative culture.
Recalling Gale’s assertion that adolescent narrators enable the communication of ideals
beneficial to the status quo, the adolescent female narrator creates a distinct position from which
to identify culturally-held beliefs about single womanhood. Signifying a society’s hopes for the
future and its ideals about gendered behavior, the female adolescent narrator functions as a lens
through which to read cultural constructions of womanhood in general and, in my readings,
single womanhood in particular. Specifically, the adolescent narrator facilitates the articulation
of the suspicion that single women, in rejecting master narratives about ideal womanhood—
heterosexual marriage, procreative sexuality, and selfless mothering—may exert corruptive
influence on adolescent girls by encouraging them to follow suit. That the adolescent narrators,
as surrogates for normative culture, emerge from their entanglements with single women
maintaining the cultural ideals of acceptable womanhood, suggests that cultural anxieties about
the corruptive influence of female singleness functions as a cultural strategy of policing and
containing single women’s agency.

CONCLUSION: THE SINGLE WOMAN IN LITERATURE
Nancy J. Peterson argues that the works of Toni Morrison and Louise Erdrich exemplify
“an important dimension of contemporary women’s writing: the need for these texts to bear a
double burden—and to function as both history and literature” (169). The same is true of
literature featuring single woman protagonists. Such literature connects historical representations
of female singlehood with contemporary expressions of independent womanhood, highlighting
the continuities between the two while finding ways to articulate new expressions of female
subjectivity. The history of the novel is filled with narratives of the married woman and the
spinster, but the study of the single woman in late-twentieth-century literature is sparse. In part,
assumptions like those made by Nina Auerbach and Naomi Rosenthal which proclaim woman to
be free from marriage and the restrictive imagery of the spinster contribute to literary critical
silence about contemporary depictions of female singleness. As cultural and literary critics
celebrate the changing social landscape for women increasingly able to maintain economic
independence from men, the single woman becomes invisible. The spinster continues to be a
source of interest in Victorian studies, but her descendent, the literary inheritor of her debilitating
narratives of deprivation and servitude, goes virtually unremarked upon.1

1

One of the few acknowledgements of single femalehood in contemporary literature appears in
the guise of what Stephanie Genz terms the “PFW,” the post-feminist woman, which I discuss
briefly in Chapter One. Other interests in the single woman appear in discussions of genre
fiction, notably in detective fiction where a woman’s ability to move freely facilitates her crime
solving. For example, see Kathy Mezei’s “Spinsters, Surveillance, and Speech.”
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The study of the single woman protagonist works towards identifying the fullness of
literary expressions of womanhood. Rachel Brownstein writes, “a novel is after all only a story
about ordinary people, of necessity mired in details of ordinary lives . . . . The novelist,
especially one who takes a female subject—a heroine, a woman’s life—chooses to dignify and
make important things from which Homer averts his eyes, matters at which Virgil only nods”
(294). British and American women’s novels published since 1960 take up the “details of
ordinary lives” in their exploration of female singleness, making visible, “dignify[ing] and
mak[ing] important” the intimacies and experiences of the woman who eschews marriage. Single
woman fiction puts marginalized women’s lives at the center of art, history, and social life. In
order to “break the sequence,” women writers demonstrate the ways in which the twentiethcentury single woman engage with, internalize, and reject eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
narratives of female success and failure. In identifying specific narratives as single woman
fiction, my hope is to bring focused discussion to the depiction in literature by women of
singlehood as a narratable experience rather than merely a transitional stage that a heroine passes
through on her way to marriage or, worse, as punishment for failing to marry at all.
For Doreen D’Cruz, the “semantic transformation [from “spinster” as descriptive
vocation to prescriptive negative identity] exemplifies [an] effort at containment” and
neutralization of the single woman’s agency (195), attempting to reduce the allure of single
womanhood as a viable choice. Moreover, because she refuses to participate in the phallic order
of power which manifests itself through the institution of marriage, the single woman finds her
identity reduced to that of sexual aberrant. The lasting effects of the conflation of “spinster” with
the more derogatory “old maid” ripple across twentieth-century literature featuring single female
protagonists. Because woman’s identity is still tied to her marital status, female protagonists of
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British and American novels often address their singlehood in imagery and themes closely tied to
perceptions of Victorian depictions of the unmarried woman. The single woman of late
twentieth-century fiction, a woman of marriageable age who does not or will not marry, contends
with a popular imagination that will not let her forget her “failed” heterosexual potential. Marina
Warner succinctly remarks that “[u]ngoverned energy in the female always raises the issue of
motherhood and the extent of maternal authority; fear that the bond excludes men and eludes
their control courses through ancient myth” (7), suggesting that even the woman who conforms
to the demands made on her biology will find herself contained by patriarchy. Although the bond
Warner refers to is between mother and child, the bond between women also evokes fear of male
exclusion and demands from the patriarchal culture “an effort at containment” and the
neutralization of female agency.
The spinster chronotope—that force of narrative determination located within the single
female body of a certain age—functions as one such effort of containment. The chronotope
shapes novels about single women, the protagonists of which are distinguished by three
characteristics: 1) that she is an object of sexual speculation; 2) that she will be asked repeatedly
to answer for her singlehood; 3) that she should find work, often in the service of others, which
will provide her a surrogate family to care for. The peculiar conflation of a gendered body
having reached a certain age without fulfilling the cultural imperatives to marry and procreate
leads to the creation of a set of characteristics that define the scope of her narrative potential. In
identifying the genre of single woman fiction, and in naming the spinster chronotope, I illustrate
the ways in which antiquated social narratives continue to exert their influence on contemporary
depictions of single womanhood. I also examine the ways in which women writers employ
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various narrative strategies as a means of revision, of seeing again with new eyes and from
different perspectives single womanhood’s on-going entanglements with spinsterhood.
From these entanglements emerges several narrative strategies employed by women
writers engaging head on with the lingering effects of spinster discourse. I discuss the narrative
strategies of heterotopic memory, the domestic quest narrative, and the use of adolescent
narrators as the writers’ means of engaging with cultural attitudes about single womanhood.
Heterotopic memory privileges single woman’s experiences and memory as a form of authority,
centering her personal experiences within a larger framework of history. The domestic quest
narrative describes a plot arc whereby single women form communities in order to create and
share their creative and intellectual work free from the distractions and censorship of the
patriarchal culture. The employment of adolescent female narrators allows writers to present
cultural fears about the single woman in order to underscore her danger to heteronormative
culture.
These strategies make clear that single woman fiction maintains its connections to female
literary traditions and histories while striking out on a new course of revision. The single woman
protagonist offers a fruitful area of scholarship in a climate of increased interest in singleness
studies, but she also offers an opportunity for critics to explore alternate narratives of
womanhood. Though her spinster predecessor is rooted in heterosexual, white, middle-class
Victorian idealizations of womanhood, the single woman of British and American fiction pushes
past these categories of identity and invites further intersectional analysis. Establishing the
literary connection between stereotypes of Victorian spinsterhood and iterations of latter
twentieth-century depictions of the single woman, I draw attention to the ways in which
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contemporary singlehood is restricted, reimagined, and revised. The single woman protagonist
occupies a position of significance and centrality in depictions of literary womanhood.
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